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Abstract

Sprites are large-scale mesospheric gas discharges produced by intense cloud-toground lightning discharges in the underlying thunderstorms. These luminous
discharges often exhibit a brief descending high-altitude diffuse glow in the shape
of a pancake with diameters up to ∼80 km near ∼75 km altitude, referred to as a
sprite halo, and develop into fine-structured filaments with diameters up to several
hundred meters in the altitude range of ∼40 to ∼90 km, commonly referred to
as sprite streamers. Since the first video documentation, sprites have attracted
extensive research interest in the last two decades, primarily due to their potential
as natural resources for the study of streamer physics, their great impact on the
chemistry in the upper atmosphere, and their ability to perturb the subionospheric
radio signals. However, up to date, the inception mechanism of sprite streamers,
the origin of different sprite morphology, the lightning polarity asymmetry in producing sprites, and the characteristics of the electromagnetic radiation from sprites
remain outstanding issues to be resolved. The purpose of this dissertation is to
investigate the above-mentioned outstanding issues through numerical modeling of
sprite halos and sprite streamers using a previously introduced plasma fluid model
and some newly developed models and simulation techniques.
The first outstanding issue that is addressed by this dissertation is the inception
mechanism of sprite streamers. Although the streamer nature of sprites has been
explained theoretically and confirmed experimentally, how these filamentary plasmas are initiated in the lower ionosphere has not yet been well understood, as many
spatial and temporal features of sprites in their initial stage cannot be explained
by the modeling studies in the existing literature. To better understand the initiation of sprite streamers, a plasma fluid model, an improved avalanche-to-streamer
transition criterion, and a ‘two-step’ technique are used to numerically simulate
the initiation of sprite streamers from electron density inhomogeneities during the
development of a sprite halo. The reported modeling results suggest an original
iii

mechanism for the inception of sprite streamers. This mechanism specifically explains the spatial and temporal offsets between sprite streamers and the preceding
sprite halo, the 10s to 100s millisecond long delay of some sprites with respect to
the onset of their causal lightning discharge, and the initiation of sprite streamers
by lightning discharges associated with charge moment changes as small as ∼200
C km. The inception of sprite streamers is demonstrated to depend strongly on
the charge moment change of the causative lightning discharge and the ambient
conditions in the lower ionosphere (i.e., the ambient electron density profile and
electron density inhomogeneities), which together determine the size and location
of the streamer initiation region. We specifically emphasize the crucial role of
electron density inhomogeneities in the lower ionosphere for the initiation of sprite
streamers, especially in the case of small charge moment changes.
In the last two decades, video observations have revealed the complexity of
sprite morphology, showing that sprites can be composed of many distinct, spatially separated filamentary streamers with a complex mixture of sizes, orientations
and shapes. Generally, sprites are classified into carrot sprites, that exhibit both
upward and downward propagating streamers, and column sprites, that contain
predominantly vertical downward streamers. The origin of these different sprite
morphologies is the second outstanding issue that is addressed by this dissertation. In order to find out the physical conditions that lead to the production of
carrot sprites and column sprites, we study the dependence of sprite morphology on lightning characteristics and upper atmospheric ambient conditions. It is
demonstrated that the morphology of sprites is mainly determined by the characteristics of their causative lightning discharges, namely the polarity, the total
charge moment change, the impulsiveness of the return stroke, and the strength
of the continuing current. A detailed relation between the above-mentioned lightning characteristics and the sprite morphology is established. We also quantify
the impact of lower ionospheric ambient conditions (i.e., the ambient electron and
ion density) on the threshold charge moment changes required to produce column
sprites and carrot sprites.
Another well-known puzzle is that sprites are almost exclusively produced by
positive cloud-to-ground lightning discharges (+CGs), and that ‘negative sprites’
(produced by -CGs) are extremely rare, with only nine events documented in
the existing literature compared to thousands of their positive counterparts. To
understand the lightning polarity asymmetry in producing sprites, we investigate
possible differences between the requirements for the initiation of positive and
negative sprites. A parametric study shows that positive sprites require an ambient
electric field with smaller magnitude and shorter persistence when compared to
those required for the initiation of negative sprites. Consequently, the initiation
of positive sprites requires a smaller threshold charge moment change than that of
iv

negative sprites (320 C km and 500 C km, respectively, under typical nighttime
conditions). This difference between the initiation thresholds represents one of
the key factors accounting for the polarity asymmetry of sprites. Other factors,
including the charge moment contrast of +CGs and -CGs, and the differences
originating from physical properties of streamers and observability of positive and
negative sprites are also discussed.
Furthermore, radio atmospherics observed in association with sprites demonstrate that significant electrical current is flowing in the body of sprites, which
produces detectable electromagnetic radiation typically observed in the Extremely
Low Frequency (ELF) band. In the previous literature, it was generally believed
that sprites were unable to produce radio signals with higher frequencies in the
Very Low Frequency (VLF) to Low Frequency (LF) range. Up to date, no theoretical work exists that is dedicated to studies of the possible VLF and LF radio
signals from sprites. This dissertation work presents the first theoretical estimates
of the electromagnetic radiation produced by individual sprite streamers using simulation results from plasma fluid modeling. It is demonstrated that the spectral
content of the sprite radiation is highly dependent on the air density and the ambient electric field, i.e., sprite streamers propagating at lower altitudes with higher
air density or propagating in a higher electric field produce a higher frequency
radiation. Most interestingly, we quantitatively demonstrate that sprite streamers
at low altitudes (∼40 km) can produce VLF and LF radiation, that needs to be
confirmed by future radio observations.
Finally, this dissertation work presents research efforts that are devoted to
a direct comparison of morphological features predicted by the streamer model
with those appearing in video observations in order to derive the mechanism of
column and carrot sprites from optical and radio observations, a direct comparison
of optical emissions produced by the modeled halo events and high-speed video
observations in order to develop a useful remote sensing technique to study the
poorly known ambient conditions in the lower ionosphere, and an investigation of
the impact of successive lightning strokes that are separated by tens of milliseconds
on the initiation and propagation of sprite streamers.
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Chapter

1

Introduction
In this chapter, we first review briefly the milestones in early sprite research and
introduce important concepts that are necessary for understanding of the original
work presented in this dissertation. The second section is dedicated to the discussion of the scientific questions addressed in this dissertation, and the following
two sections describe, respectively, the organization of this dissertation, and the
summary of the main scientific contributions made by this dissertation.

1.1

Milestones in Early Sprite Research

This section is devoted to a chronological overview of some pioneer works in sprite
research in order to introduce the phenomenology, terminology, and physical mechanisms related to sprites.

1.1.1

Discovery of Sprites

The possibility of large-scale gas discharge phenomena above thunderstorms, which
are currently known as sprites, was first predicted by the Nobel Prize Winner C.T.R
Wilson in 1925 [Wilson, 1925]. Wilson [1925] first recognized that the relation between the thundercloud electric field which decreases with altitude r as ∼r−3 and
the conventional breakdown field which falls more rapidly (being proportional to

the exponentially decreasing gas density) leads to the result that “there will be
a height above which the electric force due to the cloud exceeds the sparking

2

Figure 1.1. Physical mechanism of sprites [Wilson, 1925]: “While the electric force due
to the thundercloud falls off rapidly as r increases, the electric force required to causing
sparking (which for a given composition of the air is proportional to its density) falls off
still more rapidly. Thus, if the electric moment of a cloud is not too small, there will
be a height above which the electric force due to the cloud exceeds the sparking limit.”
(Adapted form [Pasko, 2010, Figure 2]).

limit” (see Figure 1.1). Although eyewitness reports of transient luminous events
above thunderstorms have been recorded for more than a century, it was until two
decades ago when Franz et al. [1990] first captured “an unusual luminous electrical discharge over a thunderstorm” serendipitously during a test of a low-light
television camera. Since then, large-scale luminous events above thunderstorms
have attracted extensive interest and have been observed during many observation campaigns all around the world [e.g., Lyons, 1996; Stenbaek-Nielsen et al.,
2000; van der Velde et al., 2006; Matsudo et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2008]. Sentman et al. [1995] introduced the term “sprite” to reflect the fleeting nature of the
high-altitude optical phenomena in the mesosphere, however, without implying a
physical mechanism. Later, the name of transient luminous events (TLEs) was
introduced by Lyons [1996] to cover a broad range of optical phenomena between
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Figure 1.2. Schematic of lightning-associated transient luminous events [Pasko, 2003].

thundercloud tops and the lower ionosphere.
Currently known transient luminous events include: “halos” which are brief
descending diffuse glows in the shape of a pancake with lateral extent ∼40–80

km near ∼80 km altitude, which are often (but not always) observed to precede
more structured sprites [Barrington-Leigh et al., 2001]; “sprites” that develop at
the lower ionosphere at ∼80 km altitude and move rapidly downward at speeds up

to 10,000 km/s to altitudes as low as ∼40 km [e.g., Sentman et al., 1995; Lyons,

1996; Stanley et al., 1999; Gerken et al., 2000]; as well as “elves” [e.g., Inan et al.,
1991; Boeck et al., 1992; Fukunishi et al., 1996], “blue jets” [e.g., Wescott et al.,
1995; Boeck et al., 1995], and “gigantic jets” [e.g., Pasko et al., 2002; Su et al.,

2003] (see Figure 1.2). The name “sprite” is widely used in the atmospheric and
space electricity community to represent the “sprite-halo events” that consist of a
brief descending high-altitude diffuse glow, referred to as a sprite halo, and finestructured filaments at lower altitudes commonly referred to as sprite streamers
[e.g., Cummer et al., 2006; Stenbaek-Nielsen and McHarg, 2008; Pasko, 2010; Qin
et al., 2011, 2012a, b, c, 2013a]. For convenience of reference, the definitions of

4
some fundamental concepts in sprite research are summarized in Table 1.1.

1.1.2

Physical Mechanism of Sprites

It was not immediately realized that sprites observed in [e.g., Franz et al., 1990;
Sentman et al., 1995; Lyons, 1996] were actually the gas discharge phenomena
predicted by Wilson [1925]. Pasko et al. [1995, 1996, 1997, 1998] numerically simulated the production of sprites using a quasi-static electric model and discovered
Table 1.1. Fundamental concepts in sprite research

Concept

Definition

Positive/negative cloud-to-ground Lightning discharges that transfer posilightning discharges (±CGs)
tive/negative charge from thundercloud to
ground.
Charge moment change (QhQ )

The amount of charge Q transferred to
ground times the altitude hQ from which
the charge was removed.

Conventional breakdown field (Ek )

The minimum electric field required for
electrical breakdown, defined by the equality of ionization and dissociative attachment frequencies in air.

±
Critical field Ecr

Applied electric field required for stable
propagation of positive/negative streamer.

Streamer

A non-thermal filamentary plasma discharge that is driven by the space charge
field in its head and has a weakly-ionized
thin body.

Streamer initiation region (SIR)

A region in the lower ionosphere in which
electron density inhomogeneities may potentially develop into streamers.
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Figure 1.3. Illustration of the mechanism of penetration of large quasi-static thundercloud electric fields to mesospheric altitudes, leading to electron heating, breakdown
ionization, and excitation of optical emissions [Pasko et al., 1997].

that sprites were composed of filamentary streamers that were produced under
conventional breakdown conditions. Figure 1.3 was used originally by Pasko et al.
[1997] to illustrate the mechanism for the penetration of the thundercloud electric fields to the higher-altitude regions. As the thundercloud charges slowly build
up before a lightning discharge, high-altitude regions are shielded from the quasistatic electric fields of the thundercloud charges by the space charge induced in the
conducting atmosphere at the lower altitudes. The appearance of this shielding
charge is a consequence of the finite vertical conductivity gradient of the atmosphere above the thundercloud. When one of the thundercloud charges (e.g., the
positive one as shown in Figure 1.3) is quickly removed by a lightning discharge,
the remaining charges of opposite sign above the thundercloud produce a large
quasi-static electric field that appears at all altitudes above the thundercloud, and
endures for a time equal to approximately the local relaxation time at each altitude
(see discussion in [Pasko et al., 1997]). This large electric field can be thought of
as being the difference between the electrostatic field dictated via Coulomb’s law
by the dipole configuration of thundercloud charges and the polarization charge
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et al., 1998].

which are in effect before the discharge, and that required by the combination of
the single thundercloud charge remaining after the discharge and the polarization
charge. These temporarily existing electric fields lead to the heating of ambient
electrons and the generation of ionization changes and optical emissions, which are
the processes leading to the formation of sprites.
Although in the work of Pasko et al. [1997], employing the quasi-static electric
field from lightning discharges in the plasma fluid model appears to be an effective
way to simulate the sprite halo dynamics, the modeling results could not reproduce
all the features in sprites, especially the thin vertical structures that extend from
∼80 km altitudes down to altitudes as low as ∼40 km. Hence Pasko et al. [1998]

proposed the similarity laws for streamer breakdown to explain the streamer nature of those vertical fine structures in sprites. Streamers are narrow filamentary
plasmas that are driven by highly nonlinear space charge waves in the streamer
heads [e.g., Raizer , 1991, p.327]. It was explained by Pasko et al. [1998] that the
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vertical filamentary structures in sprites are scaled analogs of streamers observed
at atmospheric pressure in laboratory, and the larger size and longer duration of
streamers in sprites when compared to that of streamers at ground pressure (see
Figure 1.4) is due to the lower air density in the mesosphere that leads to longer
mean free path of the electron-neutral collisions.

1.1.3

Early High-Speed and Telescopic Video Observations

The conventional breakdown theory of sprites proposed by Pasko et al. [1997, 1998]
motivated video observations with higher spatial and temporal resolutions than
that of low-light television cameras in order to investigate the temporal and spa-
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tial details of sprites. High speed video observations of initial sprite development
was first conducted by Stanley et al. [1999] using an intensified imager sensor that
was capable of capturing 1000 frames per second (fps) in order to understand the
physical processes in these luminous events. It was revealed by the results of Stanley et al. [1999] that all sprites began with a vertical columnar form, and the initial
column grew from the point of origin, propagating primarily downwards in a few
cases and both upwards and downwards in most other cases. Furthermore, spatial
dimensions of sprites were estimated by Gerken et al. [2000] using an intensified
CCD camera attached to a telescope. It was shown that sprites have complex
fine structure with lateral extents ranging from tens of meters to a few hundred
meters in the altitude range of ∼60–85 km (see the top two panels in Figure 1.5).

The structure of these high-altitude filamentary discharges are very similar to that
of the streamers observed in laboratory (see the lower four panels in Figure 1.5),
indicating that sprites are scaled analogs of streamers at atmospheric pressure.
The spatial and temporal dynamics of sprites observed by Stanley et al. [1999]
and Gerken et al. [2000] supported the sprite theory proposed by Pasko et al.
[1997, 1998].

1.2

Problem Formulation

In this section, we present the research questions addressed in this dissertation.
These research questions are related to the inception mechanism of sprite streamers, the complexity of sprite morphology, the lightning polarity asymmetry in producing sprites, and the radio signals produced by sprite streamers.

1.2.1

Unexplained Features Related to the Inception of
Sprite Steamers

Although it has been generally accepted that conventional breakdown due to large
quasi-static electric field produced by strong cloud-to-ground lightning discharges
(CGs) is the physical mechanism that leads to the production of sprites [e.g.,
Pasko et al., 1998; Cummer et al., 1998], the inception of streamers in sprites
and its relation with the preceded halo have not yet been explained consistently
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Figure 1.6. (a) Horizontal offsets between sprite streamers and sprite halo with respect
to the causative CG in a sprite-halo event documented by Wescott et al. [2001]. (b)-(e)
Temporal sequence of a sprite-halo event showing vertical offsets between the onset of
sprite streamers and the preceded sprite halo [Moudry et al., 2003].

with observations documented in [e.g., Wescott et al., 2001; Moudry et al., 2003;
Cummer et al., 2006; McHarg et al., 2007; Stenbaek-Nielsen and McHarg, 2008].
The sprite features that have not yet been successfully explained include: (1)
spatial and temporal offsets between the initial streamers and the preceded halo
[e.g., Wescott et al., 2001; Moudry et al., 2003]; (2) long time delay of some sprites
with respect to the onset of their causal lightning discharges [e.g., Cummer and
Fullekrug, 2001; Li et al., 2008]; (3) lightning polarity asymmetry in producing
sprite streamers [e.g., Pasko et al., 1997; Williams et al., 2007]; and (4) initiation
of sprites by small charge moment changes of ∼200 C km [Hu et al., 2002]. Details
of the above-mentioned unexplained features are described below.

Horizontal offsets between sprite streamers and the preceded sprite halo with
respect to the underlying lightning discharges have been studied in [Wescott et al.,
2001]. Wescott et al. [2001] documented that the horizontal position of sprites with
vertical columnar structure can be laterally offset by as much as 50 km from the
underlying +CGs, whereas sprite halos are observed to be centered directly over
the +CGs (See Figure 1.6a). In [Wescott et al., 2001], thirteen discrete sprites
following three halos were not centered directly above the +CGs but located at a
mean distance of 25.2 km with a standard deviation of 18.8 km. Moreover, vertical
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Figure 1.7. (a) High-speed imager data from the University of Wyoming Infrared
Observatory (WIRO), at 1 ms resolution showing a sprite event at 07:00:12 UT on August
18, 1999, and (b) associated array photometer data plot and VLF sferics waveform.
[Miyasato et al., 2002].

offsets between the inception of sprite streamers and preceded halos have also been
observed using a high speed intensified CCD imager with 1 ms time resolution in
[McHarg et al., 2002; Moudry et al., 2003]. Those observations clearly show that
sprite streamers can be triggered outside of the main halo and subsequently propagate with filamentary part downward and diffuse part upward (see Figure 1.6b-e).
To understand these spatial offsets, the physical parameters that determine the
exact locations at which sprite streamers are initiated needs to be understood.
Furthermore, the characteristics of sprite halos and their temporal relationships
to sprite streamers have been studied by Miyasato et al. [2002] using a high-speed
vertical array photometer, with time resolution 50 microseconds, and an imageintensified CCD camera, with a time resolution 16.7 milliseconds. The results
indicate that spatiotemporal structure of halos produced by both positive and
negative CGs are very similar. Since halo luminosity decays significantly before
streamer luminosity emerges, the peaks of halo luminosity and streamer luminosity are separated by approximately 2 ms (see Figure 1.7) [Miyasato et al., 2002].
This temporal delay between sprite and the related halo appears to be consistent
with similar observations reported by Stanley et al. [2000]; Barrington-Leigh et al.
[2001] and Wescott et al. [2001]. The horizontal, vertical and temporal separation
of sprite streamers with respect to sprite halos documented in the literature dis-
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Figure 1.8. (a) Partial set of sprite images recorded at 3600 fps. (b) Sprite luminosity
recorded by a photometer at Yucca Ridge station. The unit is arbitrary linear. (c)
Azimuthal magnetic field measured at Yucca Ridge station. (d) Azimuthal magnetic
field measured at Duke University. (e) Extracted current moment waveform and charge
moment change. RS, return stroke; SB, sferic burst; SI, slow intensification; SC, sprite
current; and CC, continuing current are discussed in [Li et al., 2008].

cussed above provides an observational evidence indicating that the emergence of
sprite streamers does not represent a continuous process of halo development, in
disagreement with the previous explanation of streamer inception in sprites based
on the modeling results of Pasko et al. [1996] and Luque and Ebert [2009].
Another important time scale for the understanding of sprite phenomenology
is the temporal delay between the occurrence of sprites and the onset of their
causative lightning discharges. It is well known that the so called long-delayed
sprites can be initiated more than 100 ms after a return stroke, followed by addi-
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tional removal of thundercloud charge by continuing lightning current [Bell et al.,
1998; Cummer and Fullekrug, 2001]. Coordinated analysis of sprites using highspeed images and simultaneous detection of related VLF and ELF electromagnetic
fields by Li et al. [2008] further demonstrated that, in some cases, intense continuing current following the initial removal of charge from the thundercloud initiates
long-delayed sprites. In fact, these authors discovered that in some sprite events
the continuing current provides up to 90% of the total charge moment change. One
example of long-delayed sprites is shown in Figure 1.8. Since the halo luminosity
had faded away 10s to 100s ms before the initiation of long-delayed sprites, how
these sprites initiate without a halo is a critical question to answer in order to
understand the inception mechanism of sprite streamers.
Interestingly, although the continuing current is usually required to trigger
sprites if lightning return stroke removes only a small amount of charge from
thundercloud, Hu et al. [2002] reported that charge moment changes as small as 120
C km related to +CGs can trigger sprites with delays shorter than 6 ms. Up until
now, numerical models have been unsuccessful in describing the inception of sprites
associated with such low charge moment changes. This dissertation work makes
an original contribution to knowledge by quantitatively explaining these extreme
cases and by revealing other key factors other than the charge moment change of
the causative lightning discharge facilitating the triggering of sprite streamers.

1.2.2

Complexity of the Sprite Morphology

Sprites appear to be the most morphologically complex type of TLEs. Observations
have shown that sprite forms can be as simple as a single short vertical column
about 10 km long, less than 1 km in diameter, and showing little or no brightness
variation along its length [e.g., Wescott et al., 1998; Adachi et al., 2004], or can be
composed of many distinct, spatially separated filaments with a complex mixture
of sizes, orientations and shapes that usually extend from ∼90 km down to ∼40
km altitude [e.g., Stanley et al., 1999; Gerken et al., 2000; Stenbaek-Nielsen et al.,

2000]. Moreover, these sprites with extensive vertical structures are sometimes
preceded or accompanied by a brief descending sprite halo with lateral extent 4080 km, centered at ∼80 km altitude [Barrington-Leigh et al., 2001; Wescott et al.,
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Figure 1.9. Left panel: A carrot sprite observed at 05:24:22.804 UT, on August 18,
1999 [Pasko and Stenbaek-Nielsen, 2002]. Right panel: Column sprites observed from
Mt Evans, Colorado at 06:35:48.583 UT, on 19 June 1995 [Wescott et al., 1998].

2001].
Sprites are generally classified into column sprites and carrot sprites (see Figure 1.9) based on their resemblance to straight columns or carrots in normal-rate
(.1000 fps) video observations [Pasko et al., 2011, and references therein]. It
should be noted that these phenomenological terminologies misrepresent somewhat
the streamer nature of the sprite tendrils and instead, depict a “frozen history”
of the fast movement of very small and bright volumes of intense ionization in
streamer heads [Marshall and Inan, 2006]. More recent imaging of sprites at 500010,000 fps has provided significant details of spatial and temporal development of
sprite streamers [e.g., Cummer et al., 2006; McHarg et al., 2007; Stenbaek-Nielsen
and McHarg, 2008]. In the context of the 10,000 fps observations, column sprites
are reinterpreted as sprites without any significant upward propagating streamers, whereas carrot sprites have both downward and upward streamers [StenbaekNielsen and McHarg, 2008]. The origin of these different sprite morphologies is an
outstanding issue that is successfully resolved in this dissertation.
It has also been highlighted in the literature that the temporal and spatial
relations between the upward and downward streamers in carrot sprites are complicated. Since the first high-speed video observations of sprites, it has been noted
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Figure 1.10. Image time series from the initial phase of a bright sprite (09 July 2005
04:15:17 UT). Each strip is a cut from successive images recorded at 10 000 fps. The
total time covered is 4.5 ms. The sprite starts with a downward streamer head. The
upward streamer head starts later and from a lower altitude; it also starts from existing
sprite structure, and it terminates with a puff leaving a diffuse glow at the top of the
sprite [Stenbaek-Nielsen and McHarg, 2008].

by Stanley et al. [1999] and later confirmed by Cummer et al. [2006] that sprite
streamers were primarily downward in some cases and both upward and downward
with the upper region being more diffuse in other cases. More recently, McHarg
et al. [2007] found that carrot sprites start as columnar sprites, but with subsequent upward propagating streamer heads, which, when present, always start
later and from a lower altitude than that of the original downward propagating
streamers, and appear to start from existing bright structures in the sprite body.
Stenbaek-Nielsen and McHarg [2008] analyzed the same dataset and indicated that
the delay between the downward and the upward propagating streamers appeared
to be typically in the 0.5-2.0 ms range, and the onset altitude of the first downward
propagating streamer head was ∼80 km.

In the previous literature, there has been no successful theoretical explanation

of the formation of positive and negative streamers in sprites with the abovementioned complicated dynamics. Nevertheless, simultaneous video observations
of sprites and electromagnetic measurements of lightning radiation have suggested
that the morphological features of sprites were closely related to the characteristics of their causative positive cloud-to-ground (+CG) lightning discharges [e.g.,
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Wescott et al., 1998]. Adachi et al. [2004] analyzed the column sprite events observed in the Hokuriku area of Japan in the winter of 2001/2002 and documented
that 16 out of 22 (73%) events were produced by +CGs associated with charge
moment changes QhQ .500 C km, and six other events were associated with larger
QhQ up to 1200 C km. It is of interest to note that Japanese winter sprites have
much simpler structure than that in the Japanese summer and U.S. continental
events, and usually are produced by +CGs associated with QhQ of ∼200-700 C km

[Hayakawa et al., 2004]. More recently, van der Velde et al. [2006] suggested that
the in-cloud lightning activity following the causative +CG and contributing to the
continuing current plays an important role in the generation of carrot sprites but
appears to be relatively unimportant for column sprites. These authors conjectured
that carrot sprites are produced by larger total charge moment changes, whereas
column sprites are produced by larger instantaneous charge moment changes during a +CG discharge [van der Velde et al., 2006]. Similarly, Suzuki et al. [2011]
suggested that sprite-producing lightning discharges with continuing current accompanied by relatively large multiple peaks with ELF waveforms tend to generate
carrot sprites, and those with transient currents tend to produce column sprites.
Although lightning characteristics seem to be of essential importance to account
for the morphological complexity of sprites, it has been questioned whether some
other parameters, such as atmospheric conditions leading to the lightning activity,
or the electrical properties of the ambient atmosphere, are also controlling the
sprite morphology [Stenbaek-Nielsen et al., 2010]. This question has been raised as
a result of an analysis on the basis of a high-speed imaging dataset obtained during
10 years of sprite observations [Stenbaek-Nielsen et al., 2010] where it was found
that the relative numbers and morphological features of sprites vary significantly
from campaign to campaign.
Theoretical understanding of the dependence of sprite morphology on lightning
characteristics and upper atmospheric ambient conditions, and quantitative modeling interpretation of the complicated dynamics of the initial positive and negative
streamers in sprites reported by Cummer et al. [2006], McHarg et al. [2007], and
Stenbaek-Nielsen and McHarg [2008] are two important goals that are successfully
achieved in this dissertation work.
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Figure 1.11. Bipolar charge moment distributions for hundreds of thousands of lightning flashes located in North America [Williams et al., 2007].

1.2.3

Lightning Polarity Asymmetry in Producing Sprites

In some early and more recent numerical modeling of sprite halos and sprite streamers, it was reported that the ability of a cloud-to-ground lightning discharge in producing sprites is independent of its polarity [e.g., Pasko et al., 1997, 1998; Asano
et al., 2008, 2009]. On the contrary, abundant observations demonstrate that
sprites are almost exclusively produced by +CGs (positive sprites), and sprites
triggered by -CGs (negative sprites) are extremely rare. Negative sprites were
unambiguously identified in [Barrington-Leigh et al., 1999; Taylor et al., 2008; Li
et al., 2012] for only nine events. All of these events were short-delayed sprites
following the return strokes within 5 ms and triggered by -CGs associated with
large charge moment changes (QhQ ) (at least 450 C km and up to ∼2000 C km).

These experimental data appear to be not supportive to the previous modeling

results, and leave a gap between theory and observations. It has been suggested
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Figure 1.12. The waveforms for the extracted current moment and sprite brightness
in MegaRayleighs, time-aligned as at the source, for the sprite occurred at 07:48:36.682
UT, July 22, 1996. The inset shows a video image of the sprite and the outline of the
field-of-view of the photometer [Cummer et al., 1998].

that one important reason for the rarity of negative sprites is that -CGs usually
involve much smaller charge moment changes than +CGs do (see Figure 1.11)
[e.g., Williams et al., 2007]. Indeed, although -CGs are much more numerous than
+CGs [e.g., Newsome and Inan, 2010], the ratio of -CGs to +CGs leading to charge
moment changes higher than 600 C km is roughly 1/30 [e.g., Cummer and Lyons,
2005]. Nevertheless, halos generated by +CGs and -CGs occur with almost the
same frequency for a given lightning current [Newsome and Inan, 2010], whereas
the occurrence ratio of negative to positive sprites with well developed streamer
structure is less than 1 to 1000 [Williams et al., 2007]. Note that this ratio is
surprisingly smaller, since according to the data documented in Figure 1.11, it was
expected that the number of negative sprites should be approximately equal to
10% of the number of positive sprites [Williams et al., 2007, 2012]. Therefore, the
problem of strong asymmetry between +CGs and -CGs in the triggering of sprite
streamers has not been resolved yet in the existing literature. This dissertation
work for the first time provides explanation of this asymmetry.
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1.2.4

Radio Signals Produced by Sprites

Possible production of Extremely Low Frequency (ELF) radio signals by sprites
have been studied more than a decade ago [Cummer et al., 1998; Pasko et al.,
1998a; Reising et al., 1999]. Simultaneous observations of sprite-associated ELF
radio atmospherics and sprite luminosity demonstrate that significant electrical
current is flowing in the body of sprites (see Figure 1.12), which produces detectable ELF electromagnetic (EM) power at levels comparable to that produced
by the sprite-causative lightning discharge [Cummer et al., 1998; Cummer , 2003],
with the source locations of the ELF radiation being further confirmed to be in
the mesosphere [Fullekrug et al., 2001]. In these early observations, electromagnetic radiation from sprites was measured typically in the ELF to ULF bands
[e.g., Cummer et al., 1998]. It was generally believed that sprites could not produce electromagnetic radiation with frequencies in the VLF and LF bands [e.g.,
Fullekrug et al., 2010]. Recently, Low-Frequency (LF) radio observations of spriteproducing lightning discharges have shown the existence of consecutive broadband
pulses exhibiting EM radiation that spans from ∼50 to 350 kHz, and occurring

also coincidentally with the sprite luminosity [Fullekrug et al., 2010]. It has been

suggested by Fullekrug et al. [2010, 2011] that this LF radiation may stem from
non-luminous relativistic electron beams occurred at ∼22–72 km altitudes above

thunderstorms. In this dissertation, we present the first estimate of the characteristic frequencies of the electromagnetic radiation produced by individual sprite
streamers using a streamer model. The purpose is to demonstrate that sprite
streamers at low altitude (∼40 km) can produce radiation up to the LF range
(30–300 kHz) because the characteristic timescale of the current variation in sprite
streamers is inversely proportional to the air density, and the LF radiation from
sprites could be responsible for at least part of the radiation observed by Fullekrug
et al. [2010].

1.2.5

Data-Driven Modeling of Sprites

This dissertation also contains representative examples of data-driven modeling
of sprites that are presented in Chapter 8. We incorporate real lightning current
waveforms measured by Duke University in our plasma fluid modeling of sprites,
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and compare the results with high-speed video observations. The purpose is to
derive a physical mechanism of column sprites and carrot sprites from simultaneous
optical and radio observations, and to develop useful remote sensing techniques and
further understand the initiation and propagation of sprite streamers. The topics
include a direct comparison of morphological features predicted by the streamer
model with those appearing in video observations, a direct comparison of model
halo events and high-speed video observations, and impact of successive lightning
strokes on the initiation of sprite streamers.

1.2.6

Summary of the Research Questions

Investigation of the processes that account for the unexplained features related to
the inception of sprite streamer described in Section 1.2.1, the origin of different
sprite morphologies described in Section 1.2.2, and the lightning polarity asymmetry in producing sprites described in Section 1.2.3 represents three main goals
of our work. Besides, we also estimate the spectral content of the electromagnetic
radiation from sprites. In brief, this dissertation work is dedicated to answering
the following research questions:
(1) What is the inception mechanism of sprite streamers? More specific questions include: Why do some lightning discharges produce only sprite halos, or only
sprite streamers, while some produce combination of both? What are the physical parameters that determine the temporal and spatial offsets between sprite
streamers and the preceded sprite halo, and that determine the time delay between sprites and their causative lightning discharges? Why are +CGs associated
with charge moment changes as small as ∼200 C km sometimes able to initiate

sprite streamers?

(2) What are the physical parameters that determine the morphology of sprites?
Why are downward propagating streamers always initiated at higher altitudes than
upward negative streamers in carrot sprites?
(3) Why are sprite streamers almost exclusively produced by positive cloud-toground lightning discharges (+CGs)?
(4) Are sprites able to produce electromagnetic radiation in the VLF and LF
bands? If yes, what are the necessary conditions for these radio signals to be
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observable?
Based on the data-driven modeling of sprites, we derive the physical mechanism
of column sprites and carrot sprites, and develop a useful remote sensing technique
to study the poorly known ambient conditions in the lower ionosphere. We also
investigate the impact of successive lightning strokes that are separated by tens of
milliseconds on the initiation and propagation of sprite streamers.

1.3

Organization of the Dissertation

Chapter 1 is a review of the literature related to video observations and physical explanation of sprites. In particular, we focus on some unexplained features
in the inception stage of sprite development revealed by recent high-speed video
observations, the complexity of sprite morphology, lightning polarity asymmetry
in producing sprites, and the radio signals from sprite streamers. We also briefly
summarize the main scientific contributions of the work presented in this dissertation.
In Chapter 2, we introduce the details of the plasma fluid model, the improved
avalanche-to-streamer transition criterion, the two-step modeling technique, the
formulations for the ambient conductivity profiles, the lightning current waveforms,
and the electron density inhomogeneities that are used in our studies.
In Chapter 3, we present basic concepts related to the inception mechanism of
streamers from sprite-halo events produced by lightning discharges with positive
and negative polarities, and answer the questions related to the unexplained features described in Section 1.2.1. In this chapter, we also discuss qualitatively the
lightning polarity asymmetry in producing sprites and the origin of different sprite
morphologies using newly-proposed concepts.
In Chapter 4, we model the formation of positive and negative streamers in
sprite-halo events in order to explain why positive streamers always initiate at
higher altitudes and at an earlier moment of time when compared to negative
streamers in carrot sprites.
Chapter 5 is devoted to the understanding of the sprite morphology, and more
specifically, the dependence of sprite morphology on lightning characteristics and
upper atmospheric ambient conditions. We also quantify the difference between
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the requirements for the initiation of positive and negative sprites that has been
discussed qualitatively in Chapter 3, which represents a critical reason for the
lightning polarity asymmetry in producing sprites.
In Chapter 6, we quantify the mesospheric ambient conditions required for a
+CG associated with a small charge moment change of ∼200 C km to produce

sprites, and predict the minimum charge moment change required to produce negative sprites.
In Chapter 7, we demonstrate that sprite streamers that develop exponentially
at altitudes of ∼40 km are able to produce VLF and LF radiation.

In Chapter 8, we present representative examples of data-driven modeling of

sprites, and demonstrate how the modeling results can be used in the remote
sensing of lower ionospheric ambient conditions.

1.4

Scientific Contributions

Major advances related to the above research questions have been recently achieved
and documented in [Qin et al., 2011, 2012a, b, c, 2013a, b; Pasko et al., 2013], which
can be summarized as follows:
• An original inception mechanism of sprite streamers is proposed based on
the modeling results of a plasma fluid model and an improved avalanche-

to-streamer transition criterion, explaining specifically the roles of lightning
charge moment change, ambient electron density profile, and the electron
density inhomogeneity in the process of sprite initiation [Qin et al., 2011].
The unexplained features related to the sprite streamer inception described
in Section 1.2.1 are all accounted for.
• The dependence of sprite morphology on the lightning characteristics and
the upper atmospheric ambient conditions is investigated using a plasma

fluid model applied in a two-step technique [Qin et al., 2013a]. A detailed
relation between the sprite morphology and lightning characteristics, namely
the total charge moment change, the impulsiveness of the return stroke, and
the strength of the continuing current has been established. The impact of
the upper atmospheric conductivity variation on the sprite morphology has
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also been quantified. Moreover, the different onset altitudes and onset time
of the downward positive and upward negative streamers in carrot sprites
revealed by some high-speed video observations have been explained [Qin
et al., 2012a]. These theoretical findings are supported by our data-driven
modeling results using real lightning current moment waveforms and video
observations of sprites presented in [Qin et al., 2013b].
• Lightning polarity asymmetry in producing sprites has been analyzed qualitatively in [Qin et al., 2011] using the concept of streamer initiation region, and

then investigated quantitatively based on the modeling results of a plasma
fluid model applied in a two-step technique, which shows that the initiation
of negative sprites requires a larger threshold charge moment change than
that of positive sprites [Qin et al., 2012b, 2013a]. The different initiation
change moment thresholds, the charge moment contrast of +CGs and -CGs,
and the different observability of positive and negative sprites due to a factor
of three difference in the minimum electric field required for the stable propagation of positive and negative streamers are concluded to be three critical
factors accounting for the lightning polarity asymmetry in producing sprites
[Qin et al., 2011, 2012b, 2013a].
• Spectral content of electromagnetic radiation of sprites has been estimated

by Qin et al. [2012c]. It is demonstrated that sprites are able to produce VLF
and LF radio signals when their causative lightning discharges produce large
charge moment changes that enable exponential growth of streamers at low
altitudes (∼40 km). This is because the spectral content of the electromagnetic radiation from sprite streamers is highly dependent on the air density,
i.e., sprite streamers at lower altitudes with higher air density produce a
higher frequency radiation [Qin et al., 2012c].

• A remote sensing technique that can be used to probe the electron density

profile in the lower ionosphere is developed based on the direct comparison of optical emissions produced by the modeled halo event and high-speed
video observations of sprite halos. An unprecedented agreement reached for
altitude structuring and sub-millisecond time dynamics of modeled and observed optical emissions demonstrates that related data-model comparisons
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can be used for robust remote sensing of the ambient electron density profile in the lower ionosphere. Besides, data-driven modeling is also applied
to understand the impact of successive return strokes on the initiation and
propagation of sprite streamers.

Chapter

2

Model Formulation
This chapter contains a description of a plasma fluid model that is developed to
simulate the dynamics of sprite halos and sprite streamers. Two different techniques, namely an improved avalanche-to-streamer transition criterion and a twostep technique that can be used to monitor possible streamer initiation during
the development of a sprite halo are introduced. Formulations used for the model
lightning current waveforms, the ambient conductivity profiles, and the electron
density inhomogeneities are also presented.

2.1

Plasma Fluid Model

Sprites are weakly-ionized plasmas that can be numerically simulated using a quasistatic electric field model previously introduced by Pasko et al. [1995, 1996, 1997].
Note that a similar model had been commonly used to simulate the dynamics of
streamer discharges [e.g., Dhali and Williams, 1987; Vitello et al., 1994]. In the
model developed for the present study, we include the following chemical reactions:
e + N2 → 2e + N+
2

(2.1)

e + O2 → 2e + O+
2

(2.2)

e + O 2 → O + O−

(2.3)

O− + N2 → e + N2 O

(2.4)
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Reactions (2.1) and (2.2) are the production of electrons via electron impact ionization of N2 and O2 molecules, reaction (2.3) is the loss of electrons due to dissociative attachment to molecular oxygen, and reaction (2.4) is the release of electron
via associative detachment process. Note that this model may not be able to
accurately simulate the sprite dynamics during 10s to 100s of milliseconds, as it ignores many reactions that are important on long timescales [Sentman et al., 2008;
Gordillo-Vazquez , 2008]. Nevertheless, on a 5 ms timescale that used in most of
our simulations, the modeling results can reproduce the main chemical reactions
in sprites. We ignored other slow chemical reactions, such as three-body detachment, electron-ion and ion-ion recombination, that are not important on a 5 ms
timescale [e.g., Gordillo-Vazquez , 2008; Sentman et al., 2008; Liu, 2012]. We note
that this 5 ms timescale is long enough to study the properties of short-delayed
sprites [Cummer and Lyons, 2005], and to account for important lightning characteristics such as the dramatic contrasts in the durations of continuing currents
in +CGs and -CGs [Williams et al., 2012].
In this model, we distinguish charged species as electrons, positive ions, O−
ions and ambient negative ions. The ambient positive and negative ions contribute
to the total conductivity only by drift motion since we assume that they are not
involved in any chemical reactions as reactants over a 5 ms timescale, and O−
ions are produced via reaction (2.3) and release electrons via reaction (2.4). Since
the weakly-ionized plasmas are considered as fluids, the motion of charged species
can be simulated by solving the drift-diffusion equations coupled with Poisson’s
equation.
∂ne
+ ∇ · (ne~ve − De ∇ne ) = (νi − νa )ne + κd nN2 nO− + Sph
∂t
∂np
+ ∇ · np~vp = νi ne + Sph
∂t
∂nn
+ ∇ · nn~vn = 0
∂t
∂nO−
+ ∇ · nO− ~vO− = νa ne − κd nN2 nO−
∂t
qe
∇2 φ = − (np − ne − nn − nO− )
ε0

(2.5)

(2.6)
(2.7)
(2.8)
(2.9)
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where ne , np , nn , nO− and nN2 are, respectively, the electron, positive ion, ambient
negative ion, O− ion and molecular nitrogen number densities; ~ve , ~vp , ~vn and ~vO−
are the drift velocities of electrons, positive ions, ambient negative ions and O−
ions, respectively; We note that the initial values of ne , np , and nn are respectively
equal to the ambient electron, ambient positive ion, and ambient negative ion
densities in the lower ionosphere. Sph is the rate of electron-ion pair production
due to photoionization; φ is the electric potential, and ε0 is the permittivity of free
~ where E=−∇φ
~
space. The electron drift velocity is defined as v~e =−µe E,
is the
electric field, and the drift of ions is incorporated assuming the mobility of all ion
species as a function of altitude µi '2.3N0 /N cm2 /V/s [Davies, 1983], where N is

air density at the altitude of interest and N0 '2.688×1025 m−3 is a reference value
of air density at the ground level. The electron mobility µe , diffusion coefficient
De , and the ionization νi and two-body attachment νa frequencies are defined as
functions of the reduced electric field E/N using modified formulations of Morrow
and Lowke [1997]. The transport equations for charged species are solved using a
flux-corrected transport technique [Zalesak , 1979] that combines an eighth-order
scheme for the high-order fluxes and a donor cell scheme for the low-order fluxes.
Photoionization processes are included using the three-group SP3 model developed
by Bourdon et al. [2007].
In order to understand both spatial features and evolution of sprite halo during long time period, we have developed two codes: a two-dimensional (2D) axisymmetric code in which we can analyze the radial features of the halos, and
a one-dimensional (1D) code that allows for obtaining an unprecedented spatial
resolution and prevents unphysical small scale instabilities to simulate the halo
features during long temporal development. The simulation domain of the 2D
model extends from the ground and up to 95 km, and has a radius of 95 km. It
is discretized using a numerical cylindrical (r, z) grid with 401×401 points corresponding to a resolution of ∆z=∆r=237.5 m. We use the same altitude range in
the 1D model, with a uniform one-dimensional grid in z direction with a spatial
resolution of ∆z=0.95 m. Concerning the boundary conditions, we use the perfectly conducting boundary condition for all the boundaries in both 1D and 2D
models for halo simulations. We verified the convergence of the results obtained
with the 1D model by increasing the spatial resolution of the numerical grid.
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In the 2D model, the source charge Q in the thunderstorm is assumed to have
a Gaussian distribution with a radius of 3 km and position at altitude hQ =10 km.
For each QhQ change, we calculate the electric field by solving Poisson’s equation in
the simulation domain. In the 1D model, for a given QhQ , the dynamic calculation
of the electric field of source charge is taken from the 2D model along the axis of
symmetry. The space charge field of the sprite halo is obtained by solving Poisson’s
equation, and the total field in the simulation domain is obtained by summing the
space charge field with the applied field for a given QhQ . We tested the consistency
of 1D and 2D models by extending the horizontal distribution of the source charge
in the 2D model to a radius of 120 km (i.e., charge distribution was represented
by a disc with radius 120 km) to simulate a quasi-1D case. We verified that under
these conditions the results of 2D model coincide with those calculated by the 1D
model.
We note that both 1D and 2D models cannot fully represent the dynamics
of the sprite halo events. The results obtained using the 2D model suffer from
convergency problems due to low resolution. Numerical instabilities appear when
the sprite halo approaches low electron density but high electric field region. Simulations after this time are considered to be incorrect. The results obtained by
1D model do not capture effects related to the radially distributed features of the
sprite halo. Despite of these imperfections in the numerical models, analysis using
coupling of avalanche-to-streamer transition criterion with large scale electric fields
obtained using the fluid model brings a new significant insight on the halo-sprite
system.
For calculation of optical emissions we use a model similar to that documented
by Pasko et al. [1997]. The intensity of each optical emission in Rayleighs is given
by the expression [Chamberlain, 1978, p. 213]:
−6

Z

Ik = 10

Ak nk dl

(2.10)

L0

where nk [1/cm3 ] is the number density of excited particles in state k, Ak [1/s] is
the radiation transition rate, and the integral is taken along L0 [cm], representing
the horizontal line of sight. Our calculations in this dissertation, do not take into
account the effects of radiative transfer between the source of the emission and the
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observer.
The quantity nk is governed by the relation [Sipler and Biondi , 1972]:
∂nk
nk X
=− +
n m A m + νk n e
∂t
τk
m

(2.11)

where τk = [Ak + α1 NN2 + α2 NO2 ]−1 is the total lifetime of state k, α1 and α2 are
the quenching rates due to collisions with N2 and O2 molecules, respectively, NN2
and NO2 are the number densities of N2 and O2 molecules respectively, and the
sum over the terms nm Am represents increases in nk resulting from cascading from
higher-energy states.
In the simulations we calculate optical emissions from the first (B 3 Πg → A3 Σ+
u)

and second (C 3 Πu → B 3 Πg ) positive bands of N2 and the first negative bands of
2 +
2 +
N+
2 (B Σu → X Σg ), which have been documented in sprites [Mende et al., 1995;

Hampton et al., 1996; Armstrong et al., 1998, 2000; Morrill et al., 2002; Bucsela
et al., 2003]. The optical emissions from the first and second positive bands of N2 ,
5
and the first negative bands of N+
2 have the transition rates Ak = 1.7×10 1/s,

2×107 1/s and 1.4×107 1/s, respectively [Vallance-Jones, 1974, p. 199]. Quenching
+
of the B 3 Πg state of N2 and B 2 Σ+
u state of N2 occurs primarily through collisions

with N2 , with α1 = 10−11 cm3 /s and α1 = 4×1010 cm3 /s, respectively [VallanceJones, 1974, p. 199]. Quenching of the C 3 Πu state of N2 occurs primarily through
collisions with O2 molecules with α2 = 3×10−10 cm3 /s [Vallance-Jones, 1974, p.
199]. We use updated optical excitation coefficients as a function of the reduced
electric field in air [Pasko et al., 1999; Pasko and George, 2002] (see Figure 1c in
[Liu and Pasko, 2004]). The model calculates the full time dynamics of optical
emissions (without the steady state assumption). The optical emission equations
(2.11) are solved using a first-order finite difference method.

2.2

Improved Avalanche-to-Streamer Transition
Criterion

Numerical simulations of sprite-halo events using two-dimensional fluid model encounter difficulty if the plasma density is too low to be considered as a fluid. This
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Figure 2.1. Schematic representation of parameters involved in formulation of a revised
Meek criterion.

problem appears, for example, in the low ambient electron density region when the
halo development forms an electron attachment dominated region of low conductivity at low altitudes where the dynamics is on the particle level (i.e., distance
between electrons becomes comparable to the grid resolution). In fact, regardless of
the polarity of the lightning, low resolution can introduce a numerical instability
as soon as the fluid model fails to simulate the dynamics of these sparse particles correctly. This instability can be somewhat postponed but not eliminated by
increasing resolution of numerical grid. Given the broad range of length scales
involved in the problem, and the related numerical requirements, an alternative
way is to use a one-dimensional fluid model and then to employ a criterion on the
particle level to check possible initiation of sprite streamers in the low conductivity region. The one-dimensional model naturally avoids the instability and has a
high enough resolution to guarantee the accuracy of the solution. Hence, based on
the Meek’s condition [e.g., Meek , 1940; Montijn and Ebert, 2006] we introduce an
improved avalanche-to-streamer transition criterion, which allows arbitrary either
time or spatial variation of the applied electric field. To gain additional physical
insight, this criterion has also been used to monitor the development of electron
avalanches in the high conductivity region.
An avalanche of electrons is approximated by a sphere with time dependent
radius Ra that is described by the ordinary differential equation:
dRa
2De
= µe E 0 +
dt
Ra

(2.12)
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where µe and De are, respectively, the mobility and the diffusion coefficient of elecqe Ne
trons, and E 0 = 4πε
2 is the space charge field of the avalanche, where Ne and qe
0R
a

respectively represent the total number of electrons inside the avalanche and the
absolute value of the charge of the electron. The related geometry is illustrated in
Figure 2.1. The first term on the right hand side of Eq. 2.12 describes expansion
of the electron avalanche due to electrostatic repulsion. The second term accounts
for effects of diffusive spreading of the avalanche. We note that in the absence of
repulsion force the solution of Eq. 2.12 correctly captures classic diffusive expan2
sion of the radius Ra2 =Ra0
+4De t, where Ra0 is effective initial radius of electron

cloud. The initial avalanche size Ra0 does not affect the results significantly as
long as it is chosen so that the initial space charge field of the avalanche is much
smaller that the breakdown field. The time dynamics of Ne is described by the
following equation:
dNe
= (νi − νa )Ne
dt

(2.13)

where νi and νa are the ionization and two-body dissociative attachment frequencies, respectively. Three-body attachment processes are negligible at air pressure
corresponding to mesospheric/lower ionospheric altitudes studied in this dissertation. In our simulations, we assume that E 0 &Ek /3 corresponds to the avalancheto-streamer transition [Raizer , 1991, Section 12.2.6]. This is a simple criterion that
indicates that electric field created by space charge effects becomes comparable to
the conventional breakdown field Ek . The specific choice of the Ek /3 reference is
supported by high resolution fluid simulations of avalanche-to-streamer transition
indicating that once the space charge field reaches Ek /3 it increases up to 5Ek
very quickly. Eq. 2.12 and Eq. 2.13 are solved numerically. We note that results
of the present work are not sensitive to the specific values of initial avalanche radius as long as these values are chosen to be much smaller than the final radius
corresponding to avalanche-to-streamer transition.
In practical calculations, it is convenient to apply equations 2.12 and 2.13 in
two limited cases. When the propagation length of avalanches can be considered
small in comparison with the characteristic spatial scale of the driving electric field,
the avalanche development can be studied locally assuming homogeneous, but time
dependent, applied electric field E(t). The time dependent model quantities µe (t),
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De (t), νi (t) and νa (t) at each location are calculated as functions of reduced electric
field E(t)/N , where N is the local air density, using formulations of Morrow and
Lowke [1997]. This local time dependent regime applies to the early stage of
sprite halos, which are developing at high altitudes where ambient electron density
is high and dielectric relaxation time is short. For a time independent electric
field with spatial scale comparable to the propagation length of avalanches, the
avalanches can be monitored starting from initial seeds and developing through
the spatially dependent high field region. The spatially dependent (usually only
vertical coordinate/altitude dependent) model quantities µe (~r), De (~r), νi (~r) and
νa (~r) are calculated using the reduced electric field E(~r)/N (~r) at each location
along the avalanche trajectory and for this purpose we assume in equations 2.12
dr
and 2.13 that dt= µe E(~
, where ~r is the spatial coordinate of the avalanche. This
r)

time independent but spatially dependent regime applies to later stage of sprite
halo, which evolves much slower due to low electron density. The above two cases
are referred to as local criterion and spatial criterion, respectively.

2.3

Two-step technique

The plasma fluid model described in Section 2.1, in addition to a useful review
of processes involved in avalanche-to-streamer transition, provides a robust and
computationally efficient way to monitor inception of sprite streamers in regions
where E>Ek and for arbitrary position and size of the plasma inhomogeneity. The
obvious limitation of this approach is that it can not be used for strong plasma inhomogeneities initiating streamers in fields E<Ek , when space charge field created
by polarization of the inhomogeneity enhances the electric field to values E>Ek
on time scales shorter than removal of electrons by attachment. An alternative
approach in this case is to introduce a small high-resolution subdomain and to
model avalanche-to-streamer transition directly using plasma fluid model utilizing
the driving field distribution derived from a large-scale halo modeling Ehalo (r, z),
where r and z are coordinates in cylindrically symmetric simulation domain [Qin
et al., 2012a]. This technique is referred to as “two-step” technique with the first
step involving accumulation of the complete time history of Ehalo (r, z), and with
the second allowing careful exploration of streamer initiation at any location of in-
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Figure 2.2. Simulation domains of sprite halos and sprite streamers.

terest using small simulation domains with typical horizontal × vertical dimensions
0.25 km×2 km [Qin et al., 2012a].

The two-step technique is illustrated in Figure 2.2. In the first step, we model
the sprite halo dynamics in a simulation domain that extends from the ground up
to 95 km, with a radius of 95 km and perfectly conducting boundary conditions
using a grid with a spatial resolution of 237.5 m. We keep complete track of the
~ halo (r, z, t) in the upper atmosphere in this step, and then use this
electric field E
field as an externally applied electric field during the second step to model possible
sprite streamer initiation. The simulation domain in the second step extends 2
km vertically and has a radius of 0.25 km with open boundary conditions [Liu
and Pasko, 2006], and it is discretized in different simulations using grids with
at least 3201×401 grid points, corresponding to a spatial resolution of 0.625 m.
The variation of air density with altitude is accounted for, and the initial electron
and ion densities in the streamer simulation domain are the same as these in
the corresponding region in sprite halo modeling. In order to monitor the possible
streamer initiation, we place a electron density inhomogeneity at different altitudes
on the axis of the halo, and use a streamer model to simulate the evolution of this
~ halo (r, z, t). One assumption in the twotest inhomogeneity under application of E
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Figure 2.3. A lightning discharge associated with QhQ =300 C km and (solid) t0 =25
µs; (Dashed) t0 =10 µs.

step technique is that during the initial stage of sprite streamer development, the
~ halo (r, z, t) would not be significantly affected by the
mesospheric electric field E
space charge effects of streamers.

2.4

Model Lightning Current Waveforms

In most of our simulations (except that presented in Chapter 3), the waveform for
lightning current moment is modeled using the formulation proposed by Cho and
Rycroft [1998]:
QhQ
IhQ (t) =
12t0

"   #
 
1/2
t
t
exp −
+ IhQ0
t0
t0

(2.14)

where the shape of the return stroke pulse can be controlled by adjusting the
impulsiveness factor t0 , and IhQ0 represents the continuing current. A value of
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t0 =25 µs, which is shown to represent typical +CGs [Cho and Rycroft, 1998], is
used in most of the simulations, and a smaller t0 leads to a more impulsive current
waveform (see Figure 2.3). Note that for t0 =25µs, the peak density of current
moment IhQpeak appears at t=4t0 =0.1 ms, and IhQ (t=40t0 =1 ms) = 0.13IhQpeak
(i.e., the duration of the lightning current corresponding to t0 =25 µs is ∼1.0 ms).

In the simulation results presented in Chapter 3, we assume that the thunder-

cloud charge is removed linearly with time and the lightning duration is assumed
to be 1 ms corresponding to a typical lightning discharge [e.g., Pasko et al., 1997].

2.5

Ambient Electron and Ion Density Profiles

In the plasma fluid modeling of sprites, the ambient electrons, ambient positive and
negative ions in the lower ionosphere are taken into account by assuming an ambient electron profile and an ambient ion density profile, without considering their
origins. Once lightning discharges occur, these ambient electrons (e.g., produced
by photoionization due to sunlight or by cosmic radiation) in the lower ionosphere
serve as the seed electrons from which electron avalanches are initiated and then
develop into halos and sprite streamers.
The model ambient electron density ne at altitude h is chosen to be in the
standard form [Wait and Spies, 1964]:
0

0

ne = ne0 e−0.15h e(β−0.15)(h−h )

(2.15)

where ne0 =1.43 × 1013 m−3 , and β [km−1 ] and h0 [km] are given parameters de-

scribing sharpness and reference altitude, respectively. We note that variation of

parameter h0 allows vertical shifting of the electron density and conductivity profiles. Typical nighttime values of h0 is 85 km and β is 0.5 km−1 [Han and Cummer ,
2010a].
Early rocket measurements in the D-region of the ionosphere show ion density
between 75 and 85 km of about 109 m−3 near midday, about 108 m−3 near midnight,
with a decay from about 4×108 to 108 m−3 through sunset and a threefold increase
at sunrise [Narcisi , 1973]. Later rocket measurements indicate the profiles of σi
at sprite initiation altitudes (∼65–85 km) that vary from an exponential increase
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to slow increase to almost constant values with small-scale fluctuations [Holzworth
et al., 1985; Croskey et al., 1990; Hale, 1994]. Holzworth et al. [1985] found that the
quantity σi directly over a thunderstorm above the Eastern seaboard of Virginia
on August 9, 1981 increased with an exponential scale height 11.1 km above 40 km
and was on the order of 10−10 S/m around 70 km. Croskey et al. [1990] observed
that the equatorial nighttime conductivity on March 9, 1983 had a constant value
4×10−11 S/m below about 75 km, and the mid-latitude conductivities on other
three days slowly increased from about 7×10−11 to 4×10−10 S/m in the altitude
range 50-75 km. Similar profiles were also indicated by Hale [1994].
In the work presented in Chapter 3, we assume that the ions are motionless,
and the initial positive ion density nion equals the electron density at all altitudes,
since we focus on the effects of the electron density profile on the inception of
streamers. This assumption is valid in the modeling case of short-delayed (.10
ms) sprite events. In other Chapters, we assume that the positive ion density nion
equals the electron density ne at high altitudes where electron density is higher
than 108 m−3 , and is 108 m−3 at low altitudes [e.g., Narcisi, 1973]. Negative ion
density is then calculated based on charge neutrality.

2.6

Electron Density Inhomogeneity

In 2D simulations of sprite-halo events, to monitor the possible streamer initiation,
we place a test inhomogeneity at different locations in the halo, and use a streamer
model to simulate the evolution of the inhomogeneity under application of electric
~ halo (r, z, t). The test inhomogeneities have Gaussian density distributions:
field E
r2 z 2
= npeak exp − 2 − 2
r0 z0


ninhomo


(2.16)

where npeak , r0 and z0 are the peak density, and the characteristic size of the
inhomogeneity in radial and axial directions, respectively.

Chapter

3

Inception Mechanism of Sprite
Streamers
In this chapter, we apply the plasma fluid model and the improved avalanche-tostreamer transition criterion introduced in Chapter 2 to investigate the inception
mechanism of sprite streamers produced by lightning discharges with positive and
negative polarity. The mechanism needs to be able to explain the spatial and
temporal offsets between sprite halos and sprite streamers, the long delays of some
sprites with respect to the onset of their causative lightning discharges, and the
initiation of sprites by lightning discharges associated with small charge moment
changes of ∼200 C km (see Section 1.2.1). We also discuss qualitatively the light-

ning polarity asymmetry in producing sprites and the origin of different sprite
morphologies using newly-proposed concepts in this chapter. The quantitative
study of the these two topics will be presented in the following chapters.

3.1

Previous Theory on the Inception of Sprite
Streamers

Inception of sprite streamers was studied in low resolution simulations [Pasko et al.,
1996], and recently in high resolution simulations with a plasma fluid model on
a non-uniform, dynamically adapted computational grid [Luque and Ebert, 2009].
In these works, it was claimed that a sprite streamer was initiated as an instability
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Figure 3.1. Modeled optical emissions from a downward-propagating bright filament
emerged on the axis of symmetry of the preceded halo. The predicted optical emissions in
the first positive band system of molecular nitrogen, averaged over 0.25 ms and integrated
over a line of sight perpendicular to the plane of the figure [Luque and Ebert, 2009].

on the axis of symmetry of a halo where the electron density gradient was extremely high. The modeling results showed that the optical emissions of the halos
and their following on-axis single-headed sprite streamers represent a continuing
process (see Figure 3.1) [Luque and Ebert, 2009]. It appears that these modeling
results cannot fully explain the initiation of sprite streamers in the sense that the
reviewed unexplained features related to the inception stage of sprites (see Figures
1.6, 1.7, and 1.8) cannot be reproduced in [Pasko et al., 1996; Luque and Ebert,
2009].
As has been indicated in Section 2.2, numerical simulations of sprite-halo events
using two-dimensional fluid model encounter numerical instability when the gradient of the electron density is too high. We have observed instabilities similar to
that shown in the third panel of Figure 3.1 in our simulations when the modeled
lightning discharges produce large charge moment changes of ∼1000 C km. This is

because a lightning discharge associated with such a large charge moment change
produces significant ionization that leads to an electron density enhancement by
several orders of magnitude in the halo region, and on the other hand, right below
the halo where the electric field is lower than the breakdown field, electron density
is reduced due to attachment processes. The electron density enhancement in the
halo and reduction below the halo lead to a dramatic electron density gradient
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that cannot be correctly simulated by the plasma fluid model. This numerical instability can be somewhat postponed but not eliminated by increasing resolution
of numerical grid. As the dramatic electron density gradient requires extremely
high spatial resolution for accurate representation, the computational expense is
literally unaffordable for the simultaneous simulations of halo and streamer dynamics in a large domain. The broad range of length scales involved in the problem
and the related numerical requirements are the reasons we introduce the improved
avalanche-to-streamer transition criterion and the two-step technique as a better
methodology to investigate the sprite streamer inception mechanism.

3.2

Qualitative Picture of Sprite Streamer Inception

In this section we provide an outline of the general scenario of formation of sprite
streamers created by lightning discharges with different polarities. The described
effects are then quantified with specific model results in subsequent sections of this
Table 3.1. Important parameters used in this chapter.

Symbol
τl
Eamb
∆hHALO
hcr
h±
SIR
htran

Definition
Lightning discharge duration (in the present work assumed to be 1 ms).
Applied ambient electric field produced by a cloud-to-ground lightning
discharge.
The altitude range where ambient electron density is high enough to sustain a discharge in a diffuse glow form (i.e., in a halo form).
The altitude above which the applied ambient electric field Eamb is higher
than the breakdown field Ek .
The highest altitude limit of the streamer initiation region for positive/negative halo.
The altitude above which the average distance between ambient electrons
is shorter than the diameter of an avalanche at the moment of avalancheto-streamer transition. In the case of negative cloud-to-ground lightning
discharges, htran ≡h−
SIR .
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chapter. For convenience, important parameters used in the further discussion are
summarized in Table 3.1.

3.2.1

Electrodynamic Coupling Between Thunderstorm and
Ionosphere

The charge moment change QhQ produced by a cloud-to-ground lightning discharge with a typical duration τl leads to establishment of transient quasi-static
electric field E at mesospheric/lower ionospheric altitudes. The electric field E can
exceed the threshold field Ek , which is defined by the equality of the ionization
and dissociative attachment frequencies [e.g., Raizer , 1991, p. 135], required for
avalanche multiplication of electrons. The related altitude range of the E>Ek region is schematically depicted in Figure 3.2. The lower boundary of this region is
due to the increase of Ek proportionally to density of air N at lower altitudes, and is
mostly controlled by the charge moment change magnitude QhQ and slightly modified by the space charge at the upper boundary (i.e., the halo front) that together
define the ratio E/Ek . During the return stroke in the process of charge removal
from the thundercloud, the lower boundary is descending due to increasing electric
field E. The descending upper boundary of the E>Ek region is defined by the fast
relaxation of the applied electric field E that proceeds on time scales shorter than
the time scale of application of the field (i.e., τl ). The vertical profile of ambient
atmospheric conductivity at these altitudes exhibits fast increase by several orders
of magnitude due to the appearance of a large number of free electrons forming
the D region of the ionosphere (schematically shown in Figure 3.2 as high electron
density ne region). The dynamic relaxation of the electric field generally reflects
the electrodynamic response of the conducting atmosphere at different altitudes
and leads to downward shift of the upper boundary of the E>Ek region on submillisecond time scales. The related processes, including electron impact ionization
and attachment effects, and optical emissions have been modeled using quasi-static
as well as fully electromagnetic models [e.g., Pasko et al., 1997; Barrington-Leigh
et al., 2001]. This upper part of sprite phenomenon is usually referred to as a
diffuse or halo region of sprites, and the quantitative analysis conducted in [Pasko
et al., 1998] indicated that very fast relaxation of the electric field in comparison
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with time scale needed for formation of streamers prevents streamers from forming
in this region. This phenomenological fact can be understood in terms of overlapping of the numerous avalanches initiated by closely spaced electrons and is
schematically illustrated in Figure 3.2 by a large number of seed electrons near the
upper boundary of the E>Ek region. Electron avalanches at these high altitudes
cannot develop independently. Instead, they together form a large-scale ionization
wave. The situation is different at lower altitudes if the charge moment change
QhQ is high enough so that the E>Ek region reaches low conductivity region where
the avalanches can develop without overlapping. Indeed, it has been demonstrated
that due to the reduction in the number density of ambient electrons, that can
also be affected by the electron dissociative attachment processes, the time scale
of streamer formation in this region is shorter than the time scales of relaxation
of the electric field and individual electron avalanches can develop into streamers
[Pasko et al., 1998]. Figure 3.2 illustrates this by a smaller number of electron
seeds near the lower boundary of the E>Ek region. In terms of overlapping, electron avalanches initiated at these low conductivity altitudes are able to develop
independently, and individually develop a local enhancement of their space charge
field, which eventually leads to filamentary streamers.

3.2.2

Lightning Polarity Asymmetry in Triggering Sprite
Streamers

In order to understand the origin of polarity asymmetry in triggering of sprite
streamers by +CGs and -CGs with the same magnitude of charge moment change
QhQ , it is insightful to consider an imaginary situation where no ionosphere is
present (i.e., there are no ambient electrons). In this situation, the appearance of
only one seed electron above the lower boundary of the E>Ek region produced
by either a +CG or a -CG can easily lead to the formation of a sprite streamer.
In other words, the high ambient electron density plays a key role in disabling
the streamer formation, without which an avalanche initiated from a single seed
electron in the upper atmosphere could always develop into a sprite streamer.
It has been well established in the studies of atmospheric pressure glow discharge (APGD) that sufficiently high pre-ionization, corresponding to 105 cm−3
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Figure 3.2. Illustration of sprite halos of both polarities as a system of electron
avalanches in the halo high field region. ‘SIR’ is the streamer initiation region [Qin
et al., 2011].

at ground level atmospheric pressure in a CO2 laser system and 106 -107 cm−3 for
APGD controlled by dielectric barrier, is critical in order to sustain the discharge
as a volume-stabilized diffuse glow rather than filamentary streamers [Palmer ,
1974; Massines et al., 1998; Gherardi and Massines, 2001]. In dielectric barrier
discharges in nitrogen at atmospheric pressure, decrease of seed electron density
can destabilize the glow discharge when the breakdown occurs and lead to a transition to streamer discharge [Gherardi and Massines, 2001]. Sprite halo is similar to
the volume-stabilized glow discharge initiated between electrodes at atmospheric
pressure, for example, in the CO2 laser system. In fact, with abundant electronion pairs, the lower ionosphere naturally satisfies the requirement for initiating a
volume-stabilized glow discharge, for which as stated by Palmer [1974], the preionization is required to be large enough to cause appreciable spatial overlap of
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the primary avalanches and consequent smoothing of space-charge field gradients
at the stage when streamer formation would otherwise occur. Following this statement, we see that sprite streamers occur only if the electron density is low enough
so that avalanches do not overlap with each other. It is useful to introduce a
parameter htran that defines the altitude below which the volume-stabilized feature of the ionization wave would disappear when breakdown occurs due to low
ambient electron density. In other words htran is the altitude for which the radius of the avalanches at the moment of avalanche-to-streamer transition is equal
to the distance between seed electrons. The quantity htran therefore represents
the altitude below which the initiation of avalanches may eventually lead to the
inception of sprite streamers if high enough electric field is applied. Once the
avalanche-to-streamer transition occurs, a double-headed streamer is created with
its positive head propagating downward and negative head upward from the initial
altitude in the case of a positive halo. For short-delayed sprites, htran is mainly
determined by the ambient electron density profile, and slightly depends on the
attachment processes. For long-delayed sprites, the situation is more complicated
as the attachment processes can greatly reduce the electron density in a region just
ahead/below the halo.
In Figure 3.2, we assume that a quasi-static electric field produced by either a
+CG or a -CG with the same QhQ is applied to the atmospheric system instantaneously, and then analyze the response of the upper atmosphere as an avalanche
system. Analysis shows that polarity asymmetry in initiation of sprite streamers
by lightning discharges with different polarities stems from a spatial effect that is
related to the increase of both the ratio E/Ek and ambient electron density. As
shown in Figure 3.2, for both polarities, the electron avalanches initiated in the
higher portion of the altitude range ∆hHALO overlap in a very short time and then
their individual local space charge field gradients are canceled. Avalanches initiated
at the lower portion of the altitude range ∆hHALO can develop over a short distance without overlapping. Nevertheless, before creating a significant space charge
field, they also merge with each other and lead to the formation of a smooth diffuse front. Streamer formation only occurs below the altitude htran where electron
density is low enough for the avalanches to develop without overlapping. For the
negative case, avalanches initiated below altitude htran in Figure 3.2 do not overlap
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and could potentially transform into streamers. However, as shown in panel (a)
of Figure 3.2, in comparison with the +CG case, these avalanches have a very
limited E>Ek streamer initiation region (SIR) to go across. The production of a
significant space charge field before these avalanches cross the altitude hcr , where
E becomes less than Ek , is therefore unlikely. If these avalanches cannot create a
high enough space charge field when they reach the E<Ek region, so that the total
field (space charge field plus the ambient, or Laplacian, field) is higher than Ek ,
avalanches will stop growing since the attachment process dominates when E<Ek .
In contrast, for the positive case shown in panel (b) of Figure 3.2, although the initial conditions are similar to the negative case, avalanches propagate over a much
larger SIR region where the electric field is significant and get amplified enough to
reach the transition to streamers. The altitude h+
SIR is the highest possible limit
of the SIR for positive halo, which is defined by the requirement that electron
density inside of the upward developing avalanche must be higher than the ambient electron density. In this system, it is important to define a region of space
where the electric field is higher than the breakdown field, and where the electron
density is low enough to prevent the cancellation of individual space charge field
gradients before the avalanche-to-streamer transition. As already noted above, we
name this region the streamer initiation region (SIR). We note that the reduced
applied electric field (i.e., E/Ek ) increases exponentially with altitude, and the
SIR above htran in the positive case plays an essential role in triggering sprite
streamers. Two conditions determine if these avalanches can become streamers.
First, the avalanche-to-streamer transition needs to be fulfilled before avalanches
reach the end of the E>Ek region. Second, once avalanches approach the high
electron density region (i.e., above htran in Figure 3.2), the electron density inside
the avalanche must be higher than the ambient electron density [Vitello et al.,
1994].
Concerning the time sequence, electron avalanches at low altitudes, where
streamer formation is allowed, can be initiated as soon as the removal of thundercloud charge establishes a E>Ek region at these altitudes, meanwhile the upper
boundary is descending as a large-scale ionization wave front. Therefore, the initiation of sprite streamer at low altitudes and the development of upper diffuse
glow (i.e., sprite halo) can develop as independent events and do not necessarily
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need to occur one after another. Nevertheless, the establishment of E>Ek at low
altitudes takes place on the timescale of the lightning duration (typically 1 ms),
after which avalanche-to-streamer transition at low altitude take place on a time
on the order of several milliseconds that depends on the applied electric field and
local air density N (if breakdown occurs at lower altitude, streamers are triggered
faster due to high air density N leading to higher ionization frequency). The total
dielectric relaxation time (i.e., duration of the halo) of the electric field at high
altitudes is slightly longer than the lightning duration. Therefore, sprite streamers
usually appear after the fast-descending diffuse wave observed as sprite halo. The
time separation between these two distinct phenomena depends on the relative
position of the upper boundary of low electron density region (i.e., htran in Figure 3.2) and the lower boundary of the E>Ek region (i.e., hcr in Figure 3.2). In
the case of htran >hcr (i.e., large charge moment change and low ambient electron
density), the time required for streamer initiation at low altitude can be similar
to the duration of the sprite halo, leading to triggering of short-delayed (several
milliseconds) sprites. In particular, if htran hcr , sprite streamers and sprite halo

appear simultaneously. In an alternative case of htran <hcr continuing current may
lower hcr below htran after a significant delay, in which situation long-delayed (tens
of milliseconds) sprites can be produced.

3.2.3

Lightning Polarity Dependent Observational Features
of Sprite Streamers

Considering again sprite-halos as a system of avalanches, we can see that the observational features of sprite streamers produced by +CGs and -CGs are different
due to different effective E>Ek regions. In the case of a -CG, even if an avalanche
initiated at lower altitude of the E>Ek region succeeds to develop into a streamer
in such a limited region, the downward head of the streamer would encounter
−
the E<Ek region. Although this head still can further develop in the E>Ecr
re-

gion (see Figure 3.2), its luminosity is lower than that of the upward head which
again develops in the E>Ek region. As will be discussed in more detail below,
−
Ecr
in Figure 3.2 refers to the minimum field required for propagation of negative
+
streamers, and Ecr
to a similar field for positive streamers [Pasko et al., 2000, and
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references therein]. This analysis indicates that the upward positive head of a negative sprite streamer should be brighter than the downward negative head, which
agrees with the observation of the sprite streamers triggered by a -CG reported
in [Taylor et al., 2008]. In the case of a +CG, the situation is more complicated
since avalanche-to-streamer transition occurs far above hcr , which means that both
downward positive streamers and upward negative streamers have a region where
E>Ek to develop further. Nevertheless, since it is unlikely that a sprite streamer is
triggered far above hcr by a -CG because of the limitation due to the overlapping of
avalanches discussed above, the downward positive streamers triggered by a +CG
benefit from a longer effective length of the high E>Ek region after the inception
than the downward negative streamers triggered by a -CG. Due to the recently
identified extremely fast, exponential growth of sprite streamers propagating in
±
fields E>Ecr [Liu et al., 2009], we see that the increase in the effective E>Ek >Ecr

region also has a critically important impact on the luminosity of sprite streamers.
It is known that streamers, once initiated, can propagate in fields much lower
than Ek [Pasko et al., 2000, and references therein]. The ground level value of Ek is
approximately 30 kV/cm. The minimum field for propagation of negative stream−
+
ers Ecr
is approximately 12.5 kV/cm and for positive streamers the related field Ecr

is approximately 4.4 kV/cm. These reference fields are assumed to scale with altitude proportionally to air density N . The streamer initiated at the bottom of sprite
halo driven by -CG (left panel of Figure 3.2) would have a negative head propagating downward and a positive head propagating upward, while streamer initiated
at the bottom of a sprite halo driven by +CG would have positive head propagating downward and negative head propagating upward (right panel of Figure 3.2).
Although both upward going positive head in the -CG case and the upward going
negative head in +CG case may form and be observable, the conditions for their
propagation may not be as favorable as for downward propagating heads because of
the increased ambient electron density and the related fast relaxation of the electric
+
−
field at high altitudes. It is noted that since Ecr
is a factor of 3 lower than Ecr
the

positive streamers propagating downward in +CG case have approximately 10 km
more in altitude to grow in comparison with downward going negative streamers
in the -CG case, as schematically shown in Figure 3.2 (see also Figure 3.2(a) in
[Pasko et al., 2000] showing a representative case of altitude scaling of the critical
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fields with respect to lightning produced field). Due to the recently experimentally
documented exponential growth of streamers in sprites in which their brightness
increases by more than four orders of magnitude in 1 ms [Stenbaek-Nielsen et al.,
2007], it is highly probable that the initiated sprite streamers should go through
a stage of acceleration and expansion before their luminosity can be detectable in
observations [Liu et al., 2009]. As this stage of streamer growth can be completed
in a relatively compact region of space ∼1 km (see discussion in [Liu et al., 2009]),

it is clear that the positive downward propagating streamers in the +CG case have
the clear advantage to grow and become observable over the downward negative
streamers in -CG case (as schematically depicted in Figure 3.2). We note that
upward propagating negative streamers have been observed in sprites with some
delay with respect of formation of downward positive streamers [Stenbaek-Nielsen
et al., 2007; McHarg et al., 2007]. The delay may be related to more favorable
conditions for growth of positive streamers as discussed above. Pasko [2010] also
noted recently that relatively slow application of the electric field at sprite altitudes (∼1 ms) [Marshall and Inan, 2006; Hu et al., 2007] may also contribute to
predominant initial propagation of positive streamers having the lower propagation threshold. Luque and Ebert [2010] and Li and Cummer [2011] have recently
suggested that emergence of secondary negative streamers may be related to the
negative charging of the upper section of the downward positive streamer.

3.2.4

Additional Factors Contributing to Asymmetry of
Sprite Streamers Created by Lightning Discharges
with Different Polarities

As will be demonstrated in subsequent sections of this chapter, the additional
quantitative factors contributing to the asymmetry in formation of sprite streamers
created by lightning discharges with different polarities include the lower electron
density below the sprite halo, higher E/Ek ratio and wider altitude extent of the
E>Ek region in the +CG case in comparison with -CG case. The presence of significant inhomogeneities in electron distribution (i.e., localized pockets containing
large number of seed electrons) is another important factor defining formation of
streamers. Such initial perturbations would be able to quickly develop into stream-
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ers and control the macroscopic electric field distribution even when a significant
ambient electron density is present, and it is obvious that the significantly lower
densities formed below sprite halo in the +CG case mentioned above would be
highly favorable for development of non-overlapping avalanches into streamers.
The final factor, that is especially important for long delayed sprites and sprites
initiated by a continuing current, is that sprite halo produced by a +CG dynamically creates a region with E>Ek that has very low electron density and can persist
for tens of milliseconds creating highly favorable conditions for initiation of sprite
streamers. This region appears to be a unique property of +CG produced halos
and does not exist for -CG produced halos. In the +CG case the electrons move
upward and against the downward descent of the halo. Due to the attachment
processes just below the halo in the E<Ek region and upward electron flux, the
density of electrons becomes too low to support further halo advancements, and
halo stops, even though the field remains above the breakdown field. The subsequent sections of the chapter will provide quantitative illustration of this effect,
that is especially important for initiation of long delayed sprites.

3.3

Ambient Electron Density Profiles

For the study presented in this Chapter, we introduce another reference altitude
h∗ to replace h0 in equation 2.15. For a given lightning discharge duration τl the
most significant electrodynamic response (i.e., related to development of space
charge effects) of the conducting atmosphere occurs just below an altitude h∗ ,
where τl is equal to the dielectric relaxation time or Maxwell time ε0 /σ. Above this
altitude, in the atmosphere with exponentially increasing conductivity as a function
of altitude, the electric field will quickly relax. Below this altitude the electric
field will persist and related effects will be observed as sprite halo. To avoid any
additional complications related to changes in the altitude of this electrodynamic
response (i.e., due to air density variations) and to focus on variability related to
sharpness parameter β only, in our work we choose h∗ to be constant and derive h0
as a function of h∗ and β. Therefore, as noted above, we define the parameter h∗
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by equating the duration of the return stroke τl and the dielectric relaxation time:
τl =

ε0
σe (h∗ )

(3.1)

2

where σe (h)= mqee νneme (h)
is the ambient conductivity at altitude h, me is the mass of
(h)
e
electron, and νem = µeqm
is the effective collision frequency for momentum transfer.
e

To obtain an analytical solution for h0 as a function of h∗ and β, we use a fit
νem =ν0 e−0.15h , where ν0 =1013 s−1 , providing a good approximation of collision
frequency of heated electrons in applied electric field on the order of Ek in the
∗ −h0 )

altitude range between 40 and 90 km. Then, we have σe (h∗ )=σ0 eβ(h
2
σ0 = qme enνe00 =4

−8

× 10

, where

S/m, and:
h0 = h∗ −

1
ε0
ln
β τl σ0

(3.2)

In this chapter, h∗ is chosen and β is the only independent parameter. The ambient electron density profiles used in this Chapter are presented in Figure 3.3.
The importance of the lightning duration τl has been demonstrated by Hiraki and
Fukunishi [2006]. In this chapter, we assume that charge is removed linearly with
time and fix τl =1 ms corresponding to a typical lightning duration [e.g., Pasko
et al., 1997]. We also fix h∗ =85 km and choose β=0.5-2.4 km−1 . We note that the
chosen range of variability of sharpness parameter β is consistent with variability
of night-time electron density profiles documented in [Friedrich and Rapp, 2009,
Figure 11]. Generally, moving the value of h∗ to higher altitudes leads to reduction in QhQ values needed for electric field E to exceed the Ek threshold, while
choosing h∗ at lower altitudes leads to increase in QhQ values needed to achieve
the E>Ek condition at these lower altitudes with higher Ek values. The chosen
value h∗ =85 km allows us to illustrate and quantify all important effects intended
in the present study, and similar analysis can be easily repeated for any other h∗
value of interest.
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Figure 3.3. Ambient electron density profiles with the same h∗ and different β. The
quantity β is in km−1 [Qin et al., 2011].

3.4

Modeling Results

We first note that in the simulations presented in this chapter, the detachment
processes (see equation 2.4) are not included in the model, and the ions are assumed
to be motionless [Qin et al., 2011].
Figure 3.4 shows the results calculated by the 2D model for electron densities
(panels (a-b)), the ratio E/Ek (panels (c-d)), and optical emissions from the first
positive band system of N2 (B 3 Πg →A3 Σ+
u ) (panels (e-f)) at t=1 ms in the sprite

halos that are produced by the charge moment change QhQ =500 C km for a +CG
case, and the charge moment change QhQ =-500 C km for a -CG case. In both
cases, the initial electron density profile is defined by the parameter β=2.0 km−1 .
Panels (a)-(f) show that the positive halo and negative halo at t=1 ms appear to be
identical, and both of them radially extend up to 70 km. Panels (g)-(h) illustrate
the difference between the 1D and 2D models in the +CG case. The sprite halo
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Figure 3.4. Cross sectional views of (a)-(b) electron densities, (c)-(d) high field regions
of the reduced electric fields, and (e)-(f) optical emissions from 1PN2 in positive and
negative sprite halos given by the 2D model for positive and negative CGs at t=1 ms
for a charge moment change QhQ = 500 C km and β= 2.0 km−1 . Panels (g) and (h),
respectively, show the ratios E/Ek and electron densities at t=1 ms calculated by the
1D and 2D models in the +CG case [Qin et al., 2011].
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Positive CG: t = 0−16 ms
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Figure 3.5. Evolution of the electric field in the mesosphere induced by a +CG from
0 to 16 ms simulated by the high-resolution 1D model. In this case, QhQ =500 C km
and β=2.0 km−1 . The thick dashed line represents the ratio Eamb /Ek , where Eamb is
the ambient electric field produced by the source charge in the underlying thunderstorm.
The dot-dashed line labeled ‘CC’ represents a model case with inclusion of the continuing
current from 16 to 20 ms that contributes an extra 100 C km to the charge moment
change produced by the +CG lightning. The thin vertical dashed line labeled ‘78.4 km’
represents the approximate position of the space charge distribution at the halo front at
t=16 ms [Qin et al., 2011].

simulated by 2D model develops slightly faster than the one in the 1D model,
and its electric field is slightly higher. These differences are related to focusing of
electric field due to curvature of the halo in 2D case that is not captured by the
1D model.
Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show the evolution of E/Ek from the beginning of the return
stroke up to 16 ms calculated by high-resolution 1D model for both polarities with
identical physical parameters |QhQ |, h∗ , and β. As can be clearly seen from these

figures before 2.0 ms, sprite halos produced by the +CG and the -CG are almost
identical. Results of the simulation before t=2.0 ms along with those presented
in Figure 3.4 are similar to those reported in [Pasko et al., 1997; Asano et al.,
2008, 2009], which stated a polarity independence of sprite initiation by lightning
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Negative CG: t = 0−16 ms
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Figure 3.6. Evolution of the electric field in the mesosphere induced by a -CG from
0 to 16 ms simulated by the high-resolution 1D model. In this case, QhQ =500 C km
and β=2.0 km−1 . The thick dashed line represents the ratio Eamb /Ek . The thin vertical
dashed line labeled ‘77.1 km’ represents the approximate position of the space charge
distribution at the halo front at t=16 ms [Qin et al., 2011].

discharges. Further development between 2.0 and 3.0 ms shows that E/Ek in the
sprite halos evolves much slower than for t<2.0 ms. After t'3 ms, the difference
between two polarities becomes obvious. The change of E/Ek after 3 ms is so slow
that the sprite halos seem to stop at these altitudes. It is interesting to note that
E/Ek in the positive and negative case at 16 ms are significantly different from
each other. In the sprite halo produced by +CG (positive halo), a region where
the electric field is higher than Ek (high field region) still exists, whereas in the
negative case the electric field in the sprite halo produced by -CG (negative halo)
is lower than Ek everywhere at this time. Note that the induced space charge is
distributed around an altitude of approximately 77.1 km in the negative halo and
around 78.4 km in the positive one at the same moment of time t=16 ms. The
related altitudes are marked in Figures 3.5 and 3.6 by vertical dashed lines.
In order to further investigate the asymmetry between positive and negative
halos, Figure 3.7 presents a zoomed in view of the E>Ek region of Figures 3.5
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Figure 3.7. Charge density and reduced electric field distributions at t=1 ms after
the onset of the lightning stroke calculated by the high-resolution 1D model. Solid lines
represent the case of a +CG, and the dashed lines represent the case of a -CG [Qin et al.,
2011].

and 3.6 at t=1 ms along with the charge densities. Figure 3.7 shows a downward
shift of the space charge distribution in the negative sprite halo compared to its
positive counterpart, leading to slightly lower E/Ek in the negative halo. However,
the differences between the positive and the negative halo at this moment of time
are small, and they are not believed to be responsible for the polarity asymmetry
of sprites at this stage of the halo development.
Figure 3.8 presents the electric field and the electron density in the E>Ek
region of Figures 3.5 and 3.6 at t=3 ms. The E>Ek region of the negative halo
between 77 km and 80 km altitude is much smaller than that in the positive one.
The lower parts of the E>Ek regions of the positive and negative halos coincide
with each other, whereas the upper boundary of the E>Ek region of the negative
halo appears at much lower altitude than that in the positive case. Meanwhile,
the electron density in the E>Ek region of the negative halo is approximately 2
orders of magnitude higher than that in the positive case.
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Figure 3.8. Electron density and reduced electric field distributions at t=3 ms calculated by the high-resolution 1D model using QhQ =500 Ckm and β=2.0 km−1 . The solid
line represents a halo induced by a +CG, and dashed line represents halo induced by a
-CG. Dot ‘A’ marks the altitude where the electron density is 103 m−3 in the negative
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Figure 3.9. (a) Electron density at t=16 ms calculated by the high-resolution 1D
model using QhQ =500 C km and β=2.0 km−1 . Solid line represents electron densities
calculated by the model including photoionization, and dashed line represents electron
densities calculated by model without photoionization. (b) Zoom in view of the region
between 77 to 79 km of the positive halo [Qin et al., 2011].
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Figure 3.10. Lowest electron density perturbation Ne0 required for triggering shortdelayed sprites in the parametric space QhQ -β [Qin et al., 2011].

In Figure 3.9, we show the electron densities for both polarity cases at t=16 ms
to illustrate the effect of attachment processes. We also show the electron densities
at t=16 ms calculated by the model without photoionization under otherwise identical conditions. Figure 3.9 shows that attachment processes can greatly reduce the
electron densities ahead of the sprite halo. Photoionization processes enhance the
electron density by several orders of magnitude in a region just ahead of the sprite
halo as emphasized in the panel (b) of Figure 3.9. Note that electron attachment
processes reduce the electron density smoothly ahead of the sprite halo, while the
discrete nature of photoionization process in low density regions may lead to formation of inhomogeneities ahead of the sprite halo. In this context it is useful to
mention that the photoionization range of UV photons leading to photoionization
of molecular oxygen molecules is '55 m and '120 m at altitudes 75 km and 80 km,
respectively [e.g., Liu and Pasko, 2004], and therefore the photoionization process
is fully capable to create random seed electrons at distances of 100s of meters from
high field regions of sprite halo where related UV photos originate.
For a given QhQ and β, the 1D model can provide E/Ek at every moment of
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time in the whole simulation domain as illustrated in Figures 3.5 and 3.6. Within
the first several milliseconds from the onset of the return stroke, sprite halos propagate at high altitudes. At these altitudes (e.g., above 80 km in the cases studied
in Figures 3.5 and 3.6) the ambient electron density is high and the dielectric relaxation time is very short. In such a situation, we can combine the local criterion and
time dependent electric field E(t) to monitor the development of avalanches. At a
given location, if E(t)>Ek , an electron avalanche is created, and the space charge
field E 0 produced by this avalanche is dynamically calculated using the equations
2.12 and 2.13. If the local space charge field E 0 of the avalanche can exceed Ek /3,
we conclude that short-delayed (<3 ms) sprite streamers are triggered. Considering that electron density perturbations Ne0 may exist in the ambient electron
density, we also monitor the development of avalanches initiated from different
representative numbers of seed electrons at each location. The quantity Ne0 is interpreted as a relatively large number of electrons distributed in a compact region.
For a selected set of Ne0 =10, 104 and 107 , we calculated combinations of QhQ and
β that are required for triggering of a short-delayed sprite streamer. The results
are shown in Figure 3.10. All the simulations start from the onset of the lightning
stroke and terminate at 3 ms to assure that the local criterion is valid. Figure
3.10 clearly shows that higher β requires lower QhQ to trigger sprite streamers,
and high electron density perturbation can lower the requirements on both QhQ
and β. The -CG discharge generally has more stringent requirements for triggering
short delayed (<3 ms) sprites than the +CG discharge, which is consistent with
the results presented in Figures 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7 showing that E/Ek in the negative
halo is lower than that in positive halo at a given time.
It is important to note that the conditions depicted in Figure 3.10 are such
that sprite streamers always occur at altitudes where the distance between ambient
−1

electrons Le 'ne 3 , where ne is the electron density, is longer than the avalanche

radius Ra . Figure 3.11 illustrates this fact. In this case, we choose β=2.0 km−1 and
QhQ =1500 C km with positive polarity in order to trigger a very short delayed
sprite to assure that the local criterion is valid. Sprite streamers are triggered
at t=1.1 ms at 73.3 km where the space charge field of an avalanche initiated
from 10 seed electrons exceeds Ek /3. Note that at this altitude Le =6.4 m which
is larger than the radius of avalanche Ra =3.4 m when the avalanche-to-streamer
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Figure 3.11. Panel (a): the radius of avalanches Ra and the space charge field of
avalanches E 0 at different altitudes at t=1.1 ms after the onset of return stroke calculated
using the local avalanche approximation. The distance Le represents the initial distance
between ambient electrons at specific altitudes. In this simulation, QhQ =+1500 C km
and β=2.0 km−1 . Panels (b)-(d): temporal evolution of an avalanche initiated from
10 seed electrons at 73.3 km, where (b) shows the total number of electrons inside the
avalanche, (c) shows the applied electric field E/Ek at 73.3 km and the radius of the
avalanche, and (d) shows the space charge field E 0 /Ek of the avalanche [Qin et al., 2011].

transition occurs. At altitudes where Ra >Le , avalanche-to-streamer transition
cannot occur as illustrated at 77.5 km in panel (a) of Figure 3.11 by a vertical
dashed line corresponding to Le =2.3 m and Ra =3.3 m. The evolution of avalanche
is illustrated in panels (b)-(d) at the altitude 73.3 km where streamer is triggered.
The ambient electric field E exceeds Ek at about t=0.6 ms. Although the radius
of the avalanche keeps increasing during 0.6 to 1.0 ms, the fast multiplication of
the electrons inside the avalanche occurs during 1.0 to 1.1 ms when the applied
electric field is relatively high.
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3.5
3.5.1

Discussion
Polarity Symmetry of +CGs and -CGs in Producing
Sprite Halos

Based on the results shown in Figures 3.5 and 3.6, we emphasize that above 80
km where the positive halo and negative halo are almost identical, the ionization
process proceeds in a diffuse/halo form, when high preionization leads to effective
overlap among avalanches preventing streamer formation. In the results corresponding to Figure 3.5, examining the electron density at 80 km at the moment
of time just before the E>Ek region reaches this altitude, that is at t'0.8 ms,
shows that the average distance between the seed electrons Le =0.11 m. This distance is slightly increased due to the attachment process compared to the initial
distance, which is 0.10 m before the return stroke occurs. Calculation based on
our local criterion (equations 2.12 and 2.13) shows that the radius of the avalanche
Ra initiated from a single seed electron at 80 km after the E>Ek region (from
t=0.8 to t=2.5 ms) passed through is 7.9 m. During this 1.7 ms duration, the
electrons propagate over about 240 m, which is much shorter than the size of the
E>Ek region that is several km as shown in Figure 3.5. This confirms that the
local criterion is a good approximation. The above analysis indicates that since
Ra Le the avalanches developing above 80 km can effectively overlap with each

other and keep a smooth front ahead of the halo. However, local criterion fails
below 80 km because low electron density leads to long persistent E>Ek region
and avalanches can propagate over a long distance. We find that Le =0.21 m at 79
km, Le =0.39 m at 78 km, and Le =0.71 m at 77 km measured at 0.8 ms are close
to the order of magnitude of the characteristic streamer radius (several meters) at
75 km [Pasko et al., 1998]. This implies that at these altitudes, the mechanism
of overlapping of avalanches responsible for the disabling of streamer formation
does not operate and sprite streamers can be triggered. Conclusions of the above
analysis are also applicable to the negative case. Based on similar simulations, we
find that in the diffuse halo regions where the avalanches effectively overlap with
each other, there is only a slight polarity asymmetry between positive and negative
halos corresponding to the same QhQ due to the different charge distributions in
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negative and positive halos as shown on Figure 3.7. This asymmetry is related
to the opposite direction of motion of electron, in positive and negative halos,
and is weak precisely because the system is almost purely local at high electron
density region. This is consistent with the observations of Miyasato et al. [2002]
which show that spatiotemporal structure of halo events is very similar for both
polarities.

3.5.2

Polarity Asymmetry of +CGs and -CGs in Triggering Sprite Streamers

The ratio Eamb /Ek produced by the source charge in the underlying thunderstorm
increases exponentially with altitude due to the neutral density variation, as shown
in Figures 3.5 and 3.6. For a given QhQ , if the ambient electron density is still
too high around the altitude hcr where Eamb =Ek the avalanches will overlap and
only diffuse sprite halo will be produced. For example, the conditions QhQ = 1000
C km and β=0.5 km−1 with no continuing current are not able to initiate sprite
streamers. The streamer formation ahead of the sprite halo front is possible only if
the electron density is sufficiently low so that Le &Ra , where Ra is the radius of the
avalanche at the avalanche-to-streamer transition, and hcr is low enough to ensure
that high electric field and growth of electron avalanches can occur in this region.
Thus, for short-delayed sprites, it is insightful to consider that a sprite streamer
could occur if condition htran &hcr is fulfilled, which makes a link between the charge
moment change QhQ (defining hcr ) and the electron density profile (defining htran )
in the lower ionosphere. Our calculations based on equations 2.12 and 2.13 show
that the typical radius of avalanche just before the avalanche-to-streamer transition
at 70-80 km is several meters (see for example Figure 3.11 (a)). An estimate of
htran can be made considering two effects. Firstly, if Le is just sightly below 1 m,
sprite streamers may still be triggered from inhomogeneities (i.e., electron density
perturbations). Secondly, the altitude where the electric field equals to breakdown
field is slightly lowered by space charge effects compared to the original hcr that
is calculated by the source charge removed from the thundercloud. Therefore, in
order to establish a practical numerical reference for Le we assume that htran is the
altitude where the distance between ambient electrons Le '0.1 m corresponding
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to a electron density 103 m−3 =10−3 cm−3 . Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show that below
80 km, where ambient electron density is lower than 103 m−3 , the electric field
persists for a long time and thus provides a region for streamers to be triggered.
This confirms that the altitude where Le =0.1 m is a good approximation for htran .
The relations between SIR that we discussed in Section 3.2 and the hcr to htran
region are different for positive and negative polarity. In Figure 3.2, for negative
polarity, SIR and the hcr to htran region are identical, whereas for positive polarity,
SIR is larger than the hcr to htran region. These different relations account for the
polarity asymmetry of +CGs and -CGs in triggering sprite streamers as discussed
in Section 3.2.
In order to illustrate an application of the above described conditions, we mention here the case documented in [Hu et al., 2002] for which a +CG with QhQ =120
C km triggers a sprite within 6 ms time delay. Calculation of Eamb shows that in
this event hcr =87.5 km. This result indicates that triggering of this short-delayed
sprite requires the electron density to be lower than 103 m−3 around 87.5 km.
This requirement is extremely stringent, and therefore this kind of short-delayed
sprites, that is triggered by extremely low charge moment changes rarely occur. In
the case studied in Figures 3.5 and 3.6, hcr =78.6 km defined by Eamb and htran '80

km defined by ambient electron density, which satisfies the approximate criterion
to trigger short-delayed sprite. When the halo gets lower than 80 km, the large
scale ionization wave becomes unstable. Since the altitude htran is just slightly
higher than hcr , inhomogeneity in the electron density is critical in triggering of

streamers. Streamer is triggered if an avalanche initiated from a perturbation succeeds to develop in the E>Ek region fast enough for its space-charge field to exceed
Ek /3.
In order to examine possible sprite initiation in realistic cases, based on the
analysis presented in Section 3.2, we implement our spatial Meek’s criterion using
the results of simulation corresponding to Figure 3.8 (or Figure 3.5 and 3.6 at
t>3 ms) in order to monitor the development of avalanches in low electron density
region for both halo polarities. In this case, only the spatial criterion can describe
the avalanche process because the propagation length of the avalanche is on the
order of the spatial scale of the high field region. Dielectric relaxation time at these
low electron density altitudes is longer than the time required for the streamer
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formation. Note that once the ionization wave has reached altitudes below 80 km,
the dynamics of the electric field evolves much more slowly due to low ambient
electron density (see Figure 3.3) and low E/Ek (see Figure 3.5 and 3.6). This
slow movement agrees with the high time-resolution observations [e.g., Moudry
et al., 2003; Stenbaek-Nielsen and McHarg, 2008; Stenbaek-Nielsen et al., 2010a]
showing that the downward movement of halo slows down and stops near the time
of streamer formation. In Figure 3.8, we define the altitude hcr as the lowest
limit of the streamer initiation region (SIR) for both halo polarities, altitude htran
(h−
SIR ) as the highest limit of the SIR for negative halo due to electron density being
higher than 103 m−3 above this altitude, and altitude h+
SIR as the highest possible
limit of the SIR for positive halo. Note that if an avalanche is initiated from a
dense inhomogeneity, then when it reaches high altitude, its electron density is
higher. In such a case, compared to an avalanche initiated from a lower density
inhomogeneity, this avalanche can penetrate into higher altitude, which means h+
SIR
is higher. Therefore, the altitude h+
SIR is not only defined by E/Ek but also by
the initial inhomogeneity as well as the growing ambient electron density. The
SIR of the positive halo is between hcr and h+
SIR , whereas the SIR of the negative
halo is between hcr and h−
SIR . Calculations based on the spatial criterion confirm
that in the positive halo case when an avalanche initiated from 102 seed electrons
at altitude hcr reaches altitude 79.2 km (<h+
SIR ), which is slightly lower than the
peak of E/Ek , the space-charge field of the avalanche is E 0 =0.4Ek >Ek /3 (Meek’s
criterion is fulfilled), and the electron density inside the avalanche is 8.0×107 m−3 ,
which is two orders of magnitude higher than the electron density ne =7.6×105
m−3 in the positive halo at 79.2 km. We note that 102 electrons is the minimum
number of seed electrons that is needed for initiation of the streamers in the specific
case considered. Avalanches initiated from inhomogeneities that are lower than
102 seed electrons would encounter a region with higher ambient electron density
than that present in the avalanche before their space charge field exceeds Ek /3.
Once initiated, positive head of the streamer goes downwards and grows up in
the SIR very quickly. Generally, since the maximum luminosity of the halo is
expected to appear at altitude slightly above the altitude of the peak electric field
in the halo [e.g., Celestin and Pasko, 2010], while the streamer may be triggered
at any locations of the E>Ek region, a gap can exist between the sprite halo
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and the sprite streamer luminosity. The luminosity of the streamer head becomes
±
region [Stenbaek-Nielsen et al.,
detectable after sufficient propagation in the E>Ecr

2007; Liu et al., 2009], which can increase this visible gap. This phenomenon
is consistent with the observations of the vertical offset of sprite streamers with
respect to sprite halo [McHarg et al., 2002; Moudry et al., 2003]. The negative head
moves up and finally encounters the low field and high conductivity region, forming
the diffuse part of sprites. We consider that the random time and location of the
appearance of compact seed distributions accounts for the time delay between halo
event and sprite streamers as well as the lateral offset of streamers with respect to
the underlying lightning [Wescott et al., 2001].
In the negative halo, the SIR is shown in Figure 3.8 as appearing between the
−
altitudes h−
SIR and hcr . Note that hSIR is the altitude where average distance be-

tween the ambient electrons is 0.1 meter. Therefore, h−
SIR ≡htran in the negative
halo. Overlapping among avalanches prevents the inception of streamers initiating

at altitudes higher than h−
SIR . In fact, the abundance of the seed electrons above
altitude h−
SIR produced by the halo tends to make a smooth front rather than filamentary streamers. Only the avalanches between altitude h−
SIR and hcr may succeed
to develop without significant overlapping and can lead to the formation of space
charge fields E 0 to exceed Ek /3. We emphasize that in the case depicted in Figure
3.8 this condition is not satisfied even for avalanches initiated from perturbation
as high as 1010 seeds.

3.5.3

Long-Delayed Sprite as a Unique Property of +CGs

For a given ambient electron density profile, if the charge moment change is high
enough so that htran &hcr , short-delayed sprites are triggered as soon as the development of sprite halo forms a low electron density region above hcr . In contrast
with this situation, if htran <hcr after the initial lightning discharge with a short
duration, a continuing current is required to lower hcr . Sprite initiation in this case
is associated with longer time delays from the return stroke. Although it is obvious that continuing current can lower hcr , the problem of sustaining a high field
(E>Ek ) region during long time delay has not yet been addressed. In the case
depicted in Figures 3.5 and 3.6, after t=3 ms, both of the positive and negative
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halo propagate much slower, and gradually stop as a quasi-steady state develops at
altitudes corresponding to Eamb '0.9Ek . Figures 3.5 and 3.6 clearly demonstrate

that after 16 ms, the positive halo still has a high field region, whereas the negative
halo does not. In fact, the high field region disappeared before 10 ms in the -CG
case. Note that the space charge distribution appears at lower altitudes in the
negative case (77.1 km) than that in the positive case (78.4 km). This downward
shift results in lower ratio E/Ek in the negative case that is mostly defined by
strong altitude variation of Ek proportionally to ambient air density. Indeed, we
note that E/Ek '1.15 at 78.4 km altitude for the positive case (Figure 3.5) and

E/Ek '0.9 at 77.1 km altitude for the negative case (Figure 3.6). Although for
the same QhQ magnitudes in positive and negative cases the resulting E field is

nearly identical, the value of Ek is a factor of 1.24 higher at altitude 77.1 km in
comparison with 78.4 km (this difference is defined by changes in ambient air density), directly accounting for 1.15/0.90'1.28 difference in E/Ek values observed in
Figures 3.5 and 3.6. The difference between dynamics of the two halos in the case
of long-delayed sprites comes from the fact that at these low altitudes the electron
flux and attachment play essential roles in the dynamics of the halo compared to
the ionization processes. In the case of positive halos, electrons move from the
already low electron density region at lower altitudes to high electron density region at higher altitudes. Once the electron density is too low to support further
halo propagation due to the decreasing electron density and attachment processes
ahead of the halo, the halo stops even though the field is still higher than the breakdown field. In this quasi-stationary low electron density but high field region, a
perturbation can form sprite streamers and break the balance. This quasi-steady
high field region can last tens of milliseconds in our simulations and only weakens
a little. The size of this region depends on the ambient electron density around
the critical altitude hcr above which E>Ek . Higher electron density around this
altitude leads to a smaller altitude extent of the high field region. No matter how
small, this high field region can exist for very long periods as long as hcr h∗ , and
can be noticeably enlarged by continuing current as shown by the dot-dashed line

in Figure 3.5. In contrast, in the negative halo the electron flux comes from the
high electron density region to the low electron density region. Even if the ionization is negligible, and the electric field is only slightly higher than the breakdown
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field, the electrons at high altitude would keep moving down. The negative sprite
halo finally stops when the electric field becomes lower than the breakdown field
and electrons are quickly attached to ambient neutral gas.
The altitude of the quasi-steady high field region in positive halo depends on the
total charge moment change QhQ . Our simulations demonstrate that continuing
current increases the total QhQ and pulls the E>Ek region down to lower altitude
where electron density is lower, thus greatly enhances the possibility of triggering
streamers by providing the opportunity for electron avalanche to occur in low
electron density region.
The dot-dashed line in Figure 3.5 is a representative result of these simulations
involving continuing current. The E>Ek region around 77 km at t=20 ms is greatly
enlarged by the continuing current from 16 to 20 ms that contributes additional
100 C km charge moment change. Considering the size of the high field region and
the lower electron density at these altitudes compared to the situation at t=3 ms,
sprite streamers can be readily triggered from an inhomogeneity by this continuing
current. The lower onset altitude of sprite streamers in this case agrees with the
observations documented in [Li et al., 2008], which show that long-delayed sprites
are generally initiated around 5 km lower than short-delayed sprites. In particular,
with no continuing current, the electron density just below the stopped halo, where
Eamb ≈0.9Ek , can be greatly reduced by attachment processes. Once continuing

current appears and pulls the E>Ek region down to this area, sprite streamers can

be easily initiated. Namely, compared to short-delayed sprites, for which initiation
requires that htran &hcr , long-delayed sprites can be triggered in two ways. One way
is that continuing current keeps flowing after the return stroke and pulls the E>Ek
region down to the altitudes where electron density is low enough; or attachment
processes create a low electron density region just below the stopped sprite halo
during long time delay, and then the appearance of relatively strong continuing
current pulse enhances the electric field in this region and sprite streamers then
can be initiated.
We have also verified in our simulations that the long duration lightning discharges (τl 1 ms, e.g., 5 ms) involving the same total charge moment change QhQ

produce comparable size of quasi-steady high field region at lower altitudes where
streamers formation is allowed. This is due to the fact that dielectric relaxation
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time in the low electron density region is much longer than τl , and therefore the
change of τl does not affect the relaxation process at low altitudes much (i.e.,
the quasi-steady high field region at low altitudes persists much longer than the
lightning duration). However, long lightning duration results in low electric field
at high altitudes, leading to dimmer halos that might not be detected. In this
case, only sprite streamers could be observed. This result is consistent with the
observation reported in [Adachi et al., 2008], which shows that a 10 ms duration
+CG corresponding to a charge moment change of ∼1300 C km produced sprite
streamers without a discernible halo. To summarize, for a given ambient electron
density profile, the possibility of producing detectable sprite halo depends on the
impulsive characteristics of the +CG lightning return stroke. The possibility of
triggering sprite streamers mostly depends on the total charge moment change
QhQ and the perturbations in the electron density (Ne0 ).

3.5.4

Origin of the Different Sprite Morphologies

Based on the above analysis, we propose that the morphology of sprites mostly
depends on the size of the SIR. The size of the SIR depends on hcr and htran , that
is, the charge moment change QhQ and, mainly, the electron density profile. If the
size of the SIR is so small that avalanche-to-streamer transition occurs very close
to upper boundary of the SIR, the luminosity of the upward negative streamer
head could not be high enough to be observed. Only the downward part would
be visible. This case corresponds to the case of column sprite or ‘C-sprite’ [e.g.,
Stenbaek-Nielsen and McHarg, 2008]. If the SIR is large enough for the transition
to occur in the middle of this region, both upward and downward streamer heads
can further develop and become detectable. This situation would correspond to
the case of ‘carrot sprite’ [e.g., Stenbaek-Nielsen and McHarg, 2008], or a ‘jellyfish’
sprite when a large constellation of carrot sprites is formed [Stenbaek-Nielsen et al.,
2000]. Sprite morphology in relation with the formation of the SIR will be further
investigated in Chapters 4 and 5.
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3.5.5

Dependence of Sprite Initiation on QhQ , β and Ne0

An electron density perturbation creates favorable conditions for the fulfillment of
avalanche-to-streamer transition since the avalanches initiated from higher inhomogeneities can develop faster and their space charge field can more readily exceed
the Ek /3 value. In [Wescott et al., 2001] perturbations have been referred to as
micro-meteors which trigger random ionizing events and result in the lateral offset
of the sprites from lightning discharges. The local criterion is adopted to derive
results presented in Figure 3.10 to systematically check dependence of sprite initiation on QhQ , β and Ne0 . Note that when the charge moment changes QhQ and
β are high enough so that sprite streamers are triggered with very short time delays, local criterion is valid since sprite streamer is initiated before the avalanche
propagates a relatively long distance. As illustrated in Figure 3.10 higher electron density perturbation Ne0 requires lower QhQ and β to trigger short-delayed
sprites. For a given Ne0 , higher β require lower QhQ to trigger sprite streamers due
to longer dielectric relaxation time (or higher htran ). We have also verified in our
simulations that the condition htran hcr leads to delays of sprite streamers with

respect to the onset of lightning return stroke as short as 0.7 ms. With such short
delayed sprites, halos and sprites can appear almost simultaneously. We note that
the enhancement of ionospheric conductivity during daytime would lower htran and
result in higher electric field requirement, which is consistent with the observations
reported in [Stanley et al., 2000].
Although Figure 3.10 provides an illustration of the dependence of sprite initiation on QhQ , β and Ne0 , it is important to emphasize that this kind of extreme
conditions (high charge moment changes within 1 ms, sharp gradient of ambient
electron density, and strong inhomogeneities) do not usually occur. Once these
extreme conditions are provided, polarity asymmetry between +CGs and -CGs
corresponding to the same charge moment change in triggering sprite streamers
should be much smaller than under typical conditions realized in reality, because
the sprite streamer can be triggered locally, and the strong spatial asymmetries
discussed in Section 3.5.2 do not apply. In the case depicted in Figure 3.11, instead of a +CG, a -CG with QhQ =-1500 C km under condition of β=2.0 km−1 also
can produce sprite streamers from slightly higher inhomogeneities (e.g., Ne0 =102 ).
Nevertheless, we note that the charge distribution in halos leads to a slight asym-
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metry (see Section 3.5.1) that is noticeable in Figure 3.10 and manifested in higher
contour lines corresponding to -CG cases for a given electron density perturbation
in comparison with +CG cases. We also emphasize that for these relatively large
charge moment change values, the asymmetry between occurrence probability of
causative -CGs and +CGs can be significant.

3.6

Conclusions

Principal contributions of this chapter can be summarized as follows:
1. We have developed a 2D and a high-resolution 1D plasma fluid models
coupled with an improved Meek’s criterion allowing quantitative investigation of
possible initiation of sprite streamers in association with sprite halos that are
produced by both +CGs and -CGs.
2. We have established a direct link between the charge moment change and
the ambient electron density profile as required for triggering of sprite streamers.
The related condition is defined as htran &hcr , where htran represents the altitude
at which the electron density is low enough so that the distance between electrons
is equal to the radius of the electron avalanche at the moment of avalanche-tostreamer transition, and hcr represents the altitude at which the ambient electric
field Eamb created by the charge moment change in the thunderstorm is equal to the
breakdown field Ek . This points out that the requirement for triggering of sprite
streamers is fulfilled if the ambient electron density along with the attachment
processes form a low electron density region above the critical altitude hcr , that
allows the avalanches to develop without overlapping.
3. The polarity symmetry of +CGs and -CGs in producing sprite halos is
demonstrated. During the sprite halo stage, the responses of the lower ionosphere
to +CGs and -CGs are almost identical. As long as the electron avalanches effectively overlap with each other, no strong polarity asymmetry would appear in the
positive and negative halo associated with otherwise identical external conditions.
4. Analysis of the origin of polarity asymmetry between +CGs and -CGs in
triggering of sprite streamers has been carried out. The vertical extent of streamer
initiation region (SIR) created by a -CG is smaller than the SIR created by the
opposite +CG that corresponds to the same charge moment change. This is due
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to the fact that, the positive SIR is basically equivalent to the high field E>Ek
region created by the halo because upward avalanches generated in a low electron
density region can penetrate deep into the high electron density region of the
halo. In contrast, the negative SIR is limited to the high field region where the
electron density is low enough for avalanches to develop without overlapping. The
-CGs may produce short-delayed sprites in the unlikely event of extremely high
charge moment change QhQ and ionospheric sharpness β parameter that fulfill the
avalanche-to-streamer transition within a large enough SIR region.
5. Factors that determine the observational features of sprite streamers are
also studied. For both lightning polarities, positive streamers have larger effective
E>Ek region to develop because they propagate in the opposite direction to the
initial avalanches. Also, sprite streamers triggered by +CGs can propagate to
significantly lower altitudes than those triggered by -CGs due to a factor of 3 lower
+
in comparison
minimum field required for propagation of positive streamers Ecr
−
with similar field Ecr
for negative streamers.

6. We have investigated the evolution of high field region in the halo produced
by the lightning return stroke in the case of long delays, and the effect of the
lightning continuing current on triggering long-delayed sprite streamers. A longlasting quasi-stready high field region has been discovered as a unique property of
positive halos. The enlargement of this high field region by continuing current is
also demonstrated.
7. We have also made suggestions on the conditions leading to the formation
of sprites with different morphologies. We have suggested that large streamer
initiation regions, in which both positive and negative streamers have room to
grow produce “carrot sprites,” whereas small ones only produce “C-sprites”.
8. We have documented the dependence of initiation of sprite streamers on
three parameters: charge moment change QhQ , electron density profile sharpness
parameter β, and electron density perturbation Ne0 . High values of QhQ , β and
Ne0 are favorable for sprite initiation. We also established that if charge moment
change is extremely high (e.g., 2000 C km removed within 1 ms) and electron
density is very low at lower altitudes (e.g., β=2.0 km−1 ), the sprite streamers can
be triggered locally. In such cases, polarity asymmetry between +CGs and -CGs
associated with the same charge moment change in triggering sprite streamers is
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much smaller than under more typical conditions during sprite observations.

Chapter

4

Formation of Positive and Negative
Streamers in Carrot Sprites
In Chapter 3, we have investigated the inception mechanism of sprite streamers,
and emphasized the importance of the charge moment change of the causative
lightning discharge and the ambient conditions in the lower ionosphere. It has been
indicated that only if strong inhomogeneities are present in the lower ionosphere,
sprite streamers can be initiated by the locally enhanced electric field around the
inhomogeneities. In this chapter, in order to understand why in carrot sprites
downward positive streamers always initiate at higher altitudes and at an earlier
moment of time in comparison with upward negative streamers (see Section 1.2.2),
we apply the plasma fluid model in a two-step technique to simulate streamer
initiation in a sprite halo. We first simulate the halo dynamics produced by a
+CG associated with a 600 C km charge moment change, and then place an
inhomogeneity at different altitudes in the halo to simulate streamer initiation
from this test inhomogeneity under the application of the electric field calculated
in the first step. The purpose is to develop understanding if positive streamers
should indeed be able to initiate at higher altitudes that negative streamers in
carrot sprites.
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Figure 4.1. (a) Current waveform for a +CG of 600 C km. (b) Reduced electric field
Ehalo /Ek along the axis of symmetry at t = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, 1.2, 1.6, 2.3, 3.0
ms in the upper atmosphere produced by the +CG.

4.1

Modeling Results

Figure 4.1(a) shows the model current waveform used in this study (see also Section
2.4):
"   #
 
1/2
1 1 t
t
IhQ (t) = QhQ
exp −
12 t0 t0
t0

(4.1)

where the charge moment change is QhQ =600 C km and t0 =25 µs. Figure 4.1(b)
shows the reduced electric field (i.e., Ehalo /Ek ) on the axis of the halo calculated
in the sprite-halo modeling (i.e., the first modeling step in our two-step simulations). According to the calculation of halo emissions from the 1PN2 band system,
without considering streamer formation, the peak luminosity of the sprite halo in a
horizontal line of sight is '107 R at 81 km at t=0.9 ms. For convenience, in panel

(b) we mark the regions in which only sprite halo, positive streamers (i.e, singleheaded region), both positive and negative streamers (i.e., “transition region” and
double-headed region) can be produced.
Figure 4.2(a) shows the simulated emissions of the first positive band system
of N2 (1PN2 ) for a streamer initiated from an inhomogeneity placed at 75.25 km.
The acceleration and expansion dynamics of the downward positive streamer head
is similar to that in previous observations and simulations [e.g., Stenbaek-Nielsen
et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2009]. The luminosity of the sprite streamers in their early
stage of development (∼108 R) is consistent with that in [Liu et al., 2009]. Liu
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et al., [2009] demonstrate that the brightness of a sprite streamer head increases
exponentially in time and can span more than 4 orders of magnitude in a very
short period of about 1.25 ms, and the rate of increase depends on the magnitude
of the applied electric field. A negative streamer head also appears, moving up
towards the sprite halo, and its initiation is much slower than that of the positive
head. Optical emissions near the upper boundary of the simulation domain are
due to the sprite halo. We see that the halo emissions at t=2.2 ms are still dim in
this region, which is the lower edge of the halo (see Figure 4.1(b)).
As shown in Figure 4.2(b), in the case of an inhomogeneity placed at higher
77.25 km altitude, an intense negative streamer cannot develop. This results in a
single-headed downward streamer. Halo emissions close to the upper boundary are
already intense at t∼1.5 ms, which indicates that electron density in this region
increases quickly and electric field relaxes fast (see Figure 4.1(b)). Within such
a fast relaxation region, the negative streamer head can not survive (see Figure
4.2(d)).
Figure 4.2(c-e) show that the negative streamers are not stable if the inhomogeneities are placed at altitudes higher than 76.25 km. Figure 4.2(f) shows that
the electron density above/around the negative streamer head (highlighted with
a dashed ellipse) increases rapidly due to the sprite halo. In the case of inhomogeneities placed at 77.25/75.25 km, the increase of ambient electron density
above/around the upward head is faster/slower than that in Figure 4.2(f) (not
shown in Figure 4.2). Rapid increase of electron density leads to fast screening
of the lightning-induced electric field. We tested in our simulations that stronger
inhomogeneity (i.e., higher amplitude of peak density and larger size), lower ambient electron density (e.g., h0 =87 km and β=0.5 km−1 ), and larger charge moment
change, lead to easier formation of double-headed streamers.

4.2

Interpretation of the Formation of Sprite Streamers in Different Regions of a Sprite Halo

In the modeled sprite-halo event, above ∼81 km (marked as “sprite halo only” in

Figure 4.1(b)), the ambient electron density is higher than ∼107 m−3 and rapidly
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Figure 4.2. (a–b) Cross-sectional views of optical emissions produced by streamers
initiated from inhomogeneities that are located at 75.25 and 77.25 km, respectively.
(c–d) Electric field on the axis of symmetry for streamers initiated at 75.25 and 77.25
km, respectively. (e-f) Electric field and electron density on the axis of symmetry for a
streamer initiated at 76.25 km. The dashed ellipse in panel (f) highlights a region where
ambient electron density increases rapidly due to sprite halo. Numerical values inside
each panel are the moments of time in milliseconds.
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increases up to ∼4×107 m−3 within 2 ms, which is only two orders of magnitude

lower than the electron density inside a streamer body at 81 km (∼1010 m−3 ). The
dielectric relaxation time τ .1.0 ms, and the sprite halo above ∼81 km quickly

becomes equipotential effectively serving as the lower ionospheric equipotential
boundary. We tested in our simulations that even with the presence of an inhomogeneity associated with peak density of 2×1010 m−3 that is as high as that in
a streamer body above ∼81 km, streamers cannot be triggered, due to fast relax-

ation of the electric field. The inhomogeneity merges into the sprite halo quickly
and only leads to enhancement of the local luminosity. Between ∼77 and ∼81 km
(marked as “single-headed” region in Figure 4.1(b)), single-headed downward posi-

tive streamers can develop if strong inhomogeneities are placed, as demonstrated in
Figure 4.2(b). In the “transition region” between 75 and 77 km (see Figure 4.1(b)),
double-headed streamers can be initiated from strong inhomogeneities as shown in
Figure 4.2(a). Nevertheless, our simulations show that a relatively weak inhomogeneity (e.g., with peak electron density of 2×108 m−3 ) will still lead to formation
of a single-headed streamer in this region. Below ∼75 km is the “double-headed”
region where sprite streamers are moving both downward and upward once initiated. We note that the electron density in the two lower regions decreases at the
initial and increases at later moments of time, due to the slow establishment of
mesospheric electric field as shown in Figure 4.1(b). The attachment process that
reduces ambient electron density is favorable for streamer initiation [Qin et al.,
2011, and discussions therein].
For a given combination of current waveform, which defines IhQ and QhQ ,
and electron density profile, the upper atmosphere can be divided into two regions: in the upper region where E>Ek , the ionization processes are dominant for
a brief period, whereas in the lower region where E<Ek , the attachment processes
are dominant all the time. Based on the discussion in Section 4.1, we conclude
that the transition zone between these two altitude regions, where a region with
E≈Ek persists (see Figure 4.1(b)), is the double-headed streamer initiation region
(streamer initiation region (SIR), defined in Section 3.2.2). For altitudes far above
the transition zone, high ambient conductivity and conductivity enhancement due
to ionization processes lead to fast screening of the lightning-induced electric field,
and thus impede the formation of upward streamer head. However, in the stud-
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ied case, below ∼81 km, it is still possible to initiate downward positive streamer

heads. The appearance of downward positive heads but absence of upward negative heads in the “single-headed” region is interpreted as following: (1) Below 81
km, ambient electron density (∼106 m−3 ) is lower and lightning-induced electric

field persists longer (τ .10 ms) so that streamer initiation becomes possible. (2)
During the return stroke in the process of charge removal from the thundercloud,
the electric field is building up at low altitudes but relaxing at high altitudes,
which leads to more favorable conditions for the initiation and propagation of
downward streamer heads. (3) While propagating downwards, positive heads encounter decreasing ambient electron density, which is in contrast to the conditions
encountered by upward negative heads that are propagating towards the halo. (4)
At higher altitudes, the electron density in a streamer channel is lower according
to similarity laws [Pasko et al., 1998]. At a given altitude, the electron density in a
positive streamer channel is higher than that in a negative streamer channel [e.g.,
Liu and Pasko, 2004]. Therefore, upward propagating negative streamer heads
more readily merge into the sprite halo.

4.3

Comparison with Recent High-Speed Video
Observations

The rationale for the absence of upward negative heads during the initial stage
when only downward sprite streamers are observed [McHarg et al., 2007; StenbaekNielsen and McHarg, 2008] is that the inhomogeneities from which these downward
streamers are initiated are virtually adjacent to an “electrode”, namely a highly
conducting region. In the modeled sprite-halo event, the sprite halo above 81 km
serves as this “electrode”. Electron inhomogeneities that are placed adjacent to
this “electrode” (i.e., placed in the “single-headed” region) could only lead to sprite
onset that begins with development of a downward propagating streamer head.
This is consistent with the observations in [McHarg et al., 2007; Stenbaek-Nielsen
and McHarg, 2008] showing that downward single-headed streamers are initiated
always at higher altitudes than, if present, upward streamer heads. Further, these
authors observed that the upward streamer heads start from a lower altitude and
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typically 0.5-2.0 ms later than downward streamers. This process corresponds
to streamer initiation in the “transition region” or “double-headed” region. The
time delay between the initial downward and the secondary upward propagating
streamers strongly depends on the lightning current waveform and is mainly due
to slower establishment of high electric field at lower altitudes by lightning current.
We note that secondary upward streamers usually start from existing bright
structures in the downward streamer channels [McHarg et al., 2007; StenbaekNielsen and McHarg, 2008]. We suggest that at high altitudes (i.e, “single-headed”
region), single-headed streamers are initiated from ambient inhomogeneities. However, most likely, at low altitudes, the secondary upward streamer heads start
from previous streamer channel, simply because the ambient electron density is
low and, in most cases, it is expected that preexisting inhomogeneities are not as
strong when compared to electron density in the channels of previous downward
streamers. The upward streamer heads, if started from previous streamer channel,
propagate in a direction that has an angle with respect to the previous channel,
likely reflecting configuration of electric field lines in the region of their initiation
[Li and Cummer , 2011]. The above analysis is consistent with the observations in
[McHarg et al., 2007; Stenbaek-Nielsen and McHarg, 2008].
In this work, we make a distinction between the negative part of double-headed
streamers that occur at the same time as downward positive streamers, and secondary upward streamers that initiate from previous streamer channel. In the case
of secondary upward streamers initiating from previous streamer channel, there
may be no companion downward propagating streamer because of the modification of mesospheric electric field and ambient conductivity by previous streamers.
Otherwise the downward expansion may follow the initial downward streamer path
as observed in [Cummer et al., 2006], and therefore will not be observed as an independent downward streamer. However, we emphasize that it is still possible that
a double-headed streamer is initiated directly from an ambient inhomogeneity at
low altitudes but not from previous streamer channels, as is possibly occurring in
[McHarg et al., 2002, Figures 3 and 6] and [Moudry et al., 2003, Figure 4]. We
speculate that these large sprite events with bright halos were produced by impulsive +CGs associated with large charge moment changes. In such a case, the
electron density in the halo body increases so fast that electric field is effectively
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Figure 4.3. Schematic illustration of development of either positive or negative streamers depending on altitude position of initial inhomogeneity with respect to sprite halo
[Qin et al., 2012a].

screened out in a short time. Streamers cannot survive inside the halo and have
to initiate at its lower edge or below it.

4.4

Conclusions

Figure 4.3 provides a schematic summary of the above discussed scenarios. Downward positive streamers are initiated inside the main sprite halo region, which is
characterized by fast relaxation of the lightning-induced electric field. The downward positive head is moving towards lower altitudes where the electric field is
building up due to the lightning current, whereas the decaying negative head is
propagating in a fast field relaxation and high electron density region. Negative
streamers are launched close to the lower edge of the sprite halo where a region
with Ehalo ≈Ek persists. These upward negative streamers are probably initiated
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from previous channels of the downward streamers because electron density in
these channels is much higher than that in preexisting inhomogeneities in the ambient ionosphere. The time delay between the downward streamers and the upward
streamers is mainly due to the slower establishment of high electric field at lower
altitudes by the lightning current.

Chapter

5

The Origin of Different Sprite
Morphologies
In Chapter 3, we have discussed the relation between sprite streamers and the
preceding halo. It is indicated that the diffuse emissions from the sprite halo is
an optical manifestation of the large-scale quasi-static electric field above thunderstorms that leads to electron impact excitation in a large domain during the
transient process of dielectric relaxation, whereas sprite streamers are initiated by
locally enhanced electric field due to the polarization of electron density inhomogeneities in the lower ionosphere [Qin et al., 2011]. Following this mechanism,
in Chapter 4, we have further investigated the initiation of streamers from inhomogeneities located in different regions of a sprite halo, and found that positive
and negative streamers in carrot sprites are initiated at altitudes with different
persistence of the lightning-induced electric field. This different persistence stems
from the ambient conductivity dependence on altitude and the modification of the
conductivity by sprite halos, that leads to different dielectric relaxation time in
different parts of halo [Qin et al., 2012a]. The above-mentioned modeling efforts
on the inception of sprite streamers have provided new insights in the understanding of sprite morphology by showing that the initiation of positive streamers is
easier than that of negative streamers. We may therefore conjecture that in some
events only downward positive streamers are initiated and then develop into column sprites, whereas in other cases both downward positive and upward negative
streamers are present to form carrot sprites.
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In this chapter, we investigate the impact of lightning characteristics and the
lower ionospheric ambient conditions on the formation of the positive and negative streamers in the case of +CGs to understand the origin of different sprite
morphologies. Furthermore, although we have predicted that the upper part of
‘negative sprites’ (produced by -CGs) dominated by positive streamers should be
brighter than the lower part dominated by negative streamers in Chapter 3, in
agreement with the observations of Taylor et al. [2008] and Li et al. [2012], the
morphology of these ‘negative sprites’ has not yet been analyzed in the existing
literature. Hence, a theoretical understanding of the morphological features of negative sprites and their more stringent initiation requirements compared to those of
positive sprites represents another important goal of this chapter. Note that this
study is a follow-up study to the work presented in Chapter 4, and all numerical
approaches used in this study are the same as those used in Chapter 4.

5.1

Clarification on the Concepts of “Halo” and
“Streamer Initiation Region”

Before presenting modeling results, we consider that it is necessary to clarify the
physical concepts of a “sprite halo” and a “streamer initiation region”.
Originally, the term “sprite halo” was introduced by Barrington-Leigh et al.
[2001] to refer to the optical emissions of “a brief diffuse flash sometimes observed to accompany or precede more structured sprites in standard-speed video.”
These authors have also shown that these diffuse optical emissions are produced by
the lightning-induced quasi-static electric field interacting with lower ionospheric
electrons, rather than the lightning electromagnetic pulse that leads to another
type of TLEs named elves [e.g., Fukunishi et al., 1996; Inan et al., 1997]. In this
dissertation, we use the terms “sprite halo” or simply “halo” to refer to largescale electrodynamic (i.e., relaxation of the electric field and changes in electron
mobility due to electron heating) and chemical (i.e., ionization, attachment and
detachment) response of the lower ionosphere to the quasi-static electric field produced by lightning charge removal in the underlying thunderstorm, and use the
term “diffuse glow” to define the optical manifestation of this response. We note
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that in existing literature and in our work, sprites with bright vertical streamer
structure are very commonly referred to as simply sprites. We also note that in all
sprite-halo events modeled in this section, we assume that strong electron density
inhomogeneities are present in the lower ionosphere, from which sprite streamers are initiated by locally enhanced electric field around these inhomogeneities.
Sprite halos and sprite streamers in this context are closely interlinked phenomena
as both are driven by quasi-static electric fields produced by lightning. The optical manifestation of these phenomena depend on magnitude and time dynamics of
the charge moment change and lower ionospheric conditions (i.e., electron density
profile and presence of inhomogeneities). When the diffuse glow of sprite halo is
the only visible emission, it does not mean that sprite streamers are not present in
the same volume as they usually require additional exponential growth to become
visible [e.g., Liu et al., 2009]. Similarly, when only sprite streamers are observed
optically the diffuse sprite halo emissions may remain subvisual.
A “streamer initiation region” (SIR) refers to a mesospheric/lower ionospheric
region in which the reduced lightning-induced electric field Ehalo /Ek is large enough
and persists long enough so that sprite streamers can be initiated from preexisting electron density inhomogeneities in the ambient ionosphere. This region is
relatively small when compared to the entire region where sprite streamers, once
initiated, can propagate and develop into a full sprite. Qin et al. [2011] first introduced this concept because preexisting inhomogeneities are randomly located
in the ambient ionosphere so that it is impossible to know the exact locations at
which sprite streamers will be initiated, and we can only determine a region inside
which streamer initiation is possible.

5.2

Modeling Results

Figure 5.1 shows three representative current waveforms that are used in the simulations presented in this section. The initial inhomogeneities are assumed to be
formed by equal amounts of electrons and positive ions (i.e., are charge neutral)
that have a Gaussian density distribution (See also Section 2.6):
2
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Figure 5.1. Lightning Current waveform 1: QhQ =800 C km and t0 =25 µs; Waveform
2: QhQ =600 C km, t0 =25 µs, and continuing current with current moment of IhQ0 =65.6
kA km; Waveform 3: QhQ =400 C km, t0 =25 µs and continuing current with current
moment of IhQ0 =112.3 kA km. The total charge moment change over 5 ms is 800 C km
for all cases.

At ground pressure, typical streamer radius and electron density in a streamer
channel are, respectively, ∼2×10−4 m and ∼1020 m−3 [Pasko et al., 1998, and

references therein]. According to the similarity laws proposed by Pasko et al.
[1998], these values are, respectively, ∼6 m and ∼1011 m−3 at 75 km altitude, or
∼13 m and ∼2×1010 m−3 at 80 km altitude. In our simulations, r0 =30 m, which

is approximately equal to the size of streamers at ∼80 km, and npeak =2×109 m−3 .

For the ambient electron density profile (see Section 5.3.5), we assume that

0

h =85 km and β=0.5 km−1 , which represents a typical nighttime electron density
profile [e.g., Han and Cummer , 2010a]. The positive ion density nion is assumed to
be equal to the electron density at high altitudes, where electron density is higher
than 108 m−3 , and is equal to 108 m−3 at lower altitudes [e.g., Narcisi , 1973].
Initial ambient negative ion density is then calculated based on charge neutrality.
We refer to the above density profiles as the “typical nighttime conditions” and
use them in most of our simulations in the present work except when specified in
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subsequent sections.

5.2.1

Initiation of Column and Carrot Sprites

We first investigate the impact of the impulsive (no continuing current) charge
moment changes QhQ on the production of column and carrot sprites by +CGs
under the “typical nighttime conditions” with h0 =85 km, β=0.5 km−1 and nion =108
m−3 (see equation 2.15). The current waveforms of the four +CG cases studied
in Figure 5.2 are associated with QhQ values of 800, 600, 500, and 400 C km,
respectively, and t0 =25 µs in equation (2.14) (the curve labeled “waveform 1” in
Figure 5.1 corresponds to the case of QhQ =800 C km). Note that the duration of
the lightning current corresponding to t0 =25 µs is ∼1.0 ms (see Figure (5.1)).

In order to divide the upper atmosphere into different streamer initiation re-

gions, we place test inhomogeneities at different mesospheric altitudes and simulate
~ halo (r, z, t).
their evolution under the application of lightning-induced electric field E
Figure 5.2 shows the subdivisions for a given test inhomogeneity associated with
npeak =2×109 m−3 and r0 =30 m in equation (2.16). The two-step simulations selfconsistently calculate the approximate sprite onset altitudes for given lightning
current waveforms, as shown in Figure 5.2. It is interesting to note that the smallest charge moment change (i.e., 400 C km) in Figure 5.2 allows the highest possible
streamer onset altitude (∼81 km with dielectric relaxation time τ '1.5 ms due to
ambient conductivity). Results clearly show that a larger charge moment change
leads to lower sprite onset altitudes. This happens because high charge moment
change enhances the conductivity at high altitudes, which is counterproductive for
streamer initiation in this region. For +CGs that produce large charge moment
changes, such as the cases shown in Figure 5.2a, b and c, the upper atmosphere can
be divided into four sub-SIRs. An important feature in these cases is that DoubleSIRs are present, and each is sandwiched by two Single-SIRs. In the parametric
study we also found that ∼320 C km is the minimum charge moment change that
is required for a +CG to initiate streamers under typical nighttime conditions.

In our “two-step” simulations corresponding to the parametric study shown in
Figure 5.2, we found that upward negative streamers are only able to initiate in a
region where mesospheric electric field Ehalo (r, z, t) persists with &0.8Ek for &2 ms,
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Figure 5.2. Reduced electric field Ehalo /Ek along the axis of symmetry of sprite halos
at t=0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.7, 1.1, 1.6, 2.4, 3.4, 5.0 ms produced by +CGs associated with total
charge moment changes of (a) 800 C km (b) 600 C km (c) 500 C km and (d) 400 C
km, and division of the upper atmosphere into different sub-SIRs for an inhomogeneity
associated with npeak =2×109 m−3 and r0 =30 m. “Single-SIR” and “Double-SIR” denote
single and double-headed streamer initiation region, respectively. Note that the duration
of the lightning current corresponding to t0 =25 µs is ∼1.0 ms (see Figure (5.1)).

whereas downward positive streamers are able to initiate as long as Ehalo (r, z, t)
persists with &0.5Ek for several milliseconds. This difference leads to two important results shown in Figures 5.2d and 5.3, respectively. First, in the case of a +CG
with a small charge moment change such as 400 C km, the double-SIR is absent
due to the fact that the entire lower ionosphere is under sub-breakdown condition
(see Figure 5.2d), and it is found that ∼500 C km is the minimum charge moment

change that can produce carrot sprites under typical nighttime conditions. Second, for large charge moment changes such as 800 C km, it is expected that carrot
sprites are able to initiate close to the center of the sprite halo in a region where
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Figure 5.3. Reduced electric field Ehalo /Ek (>0.5) of a sprite halo at t=1.1, 2.4, 3.4
ms produced by a +CG associated with QhQ =800 C km and t0 =25 µs (i.e., the same
case as that shown in Figure 5.2a). The closed solid curve inside each panel surrounds
a region in which E>0.8Ek . We calculate the Double-SIRs at the locations with radial
distance R=0, 10, 20, and 30 km off the axis of the sprite halo, and show them in each
panel using vertical white bars. The entire Double-SIR surrounded by the closed dashed
curve in each panel is estimated based on the calculated vertical bars. We note that the
entire Double-SIR is approximately the region where the lightning-induced electric field
persists at &0.8Ek for &2 ms, whereas in other regions where the electric field persists
at &0.5Ek , single-headed streamers can initiate if strong inhomogeneities are present.
We also note that streamers do not initiate in the region with large lightning-induced
electric field (&1.4Ek in the studied case) where conductivity enhancement is significant
due to ionization in the sprite halo (see panel (a)).

lightning-induced electric field persists at above ∼0.8Ek for &2 ms, whereas in the

same event, column sprites may appear at the periphery of the sprite halo where
the electric field lasts for only ∼1 ms above 0.8Ek or persists at 0.5Ek .Ehalo .0.8Ek
for several milliseconds (see Figure 5.3).
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Figure 5.4. Reduced electric field Ehalo /Ek along the axis of symmetry of sprite halos
at t=0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.7, 1.1, 1.6, 2.4, 3.4, 5.0 ms produced by +CGs associated with QhQ
of (a) 800 C km; (b) 400 C km and t0 =10 µs. Division of the upper atmosphere into
different sub-SIRs for an inhomogeneity characterized by npeak =2×109 m−3 and r0 =30
m. Note that the duration of the lightning current corresponding to t0 =10 µs is ∼0.4
ms.

5.2.2

Effects of Impulsiveness of Lightning Current

In order to investigate the impact of impulsiveness of the initial lightning pulse
(i.e., the return stroke) on the initiation and morphology of sprites, we conducted
another case study in which we kept all the other conditions the same as those
used in Figure 5.2, and modified only the lightning current waveforms to be more
impulsive with t0 =10 µs (see equation (2.14)). Note that the duration of the
lightning current corresponding to t0 =10 µs is ∼0.4 ms. Figure 5.4 shows the

mesospheric electric field Ehalo (z, t)/Ek on the axis of the sprite halo in this case and
the corresponding divisions of the upper atmosphere into different sub-SIRs. When
compared to the cases studied in Figure 5.2a and d, it is clear that more impulsive
return strokes (i.e, with larger peak current but identical total charge moment
change) lead to higher amplitudes of the peak of the lightning-induced electric
field, and therefore produce brighter sprite halos. For example, the maximum of
the luminosity of the sprite halo presented in Figure 5.2a is 60 MR at 77.2 km at
t=1.0 ms, whereas the maximum of the luminosity in Figure 5.4a is 180 MR at
78.8 km at t=0.4 ms. Figure 5.4a and 5.4b also show that the upper boundaries
of the SIRs are located at 74 km and 80 km, which are lower when compared to
the boundaries at 76 km in Figure 5.2a and at 81 km in Figure 5.2d, respectively.
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Figure 5.5. Temporal evolution of the reduced electric field Ehalo (t)/Ek at 67, 70, 75
km altitudes on the axis of symmetry of sprite halos produced by +CGs associated with
QhQ =800 C km and t0 =10 µs (solid lines); t0 =25 µs (dashed lines) in equation (2.14).

As will be discussed in Section 5.3.2, this is due to more significant conductivity
enhancement in the sprite halo region in the more impulsive cases, which forces
sprite streamers to initiate at lower altitudes.
In Figure 5.5, we compare the temporal variations of Ehalo (t)/Ek at three fixed
altitudes in different sub-SIRs shown in Figures 5.2a and 5.4a to further study the
impact of impulsiveness of the initial lightning pulse. We first examine the less
impulsive case with QhQ =800 C km and t0 =25 µs (dashed lines in Figure 5.5).
According to Figure 5.2a, the lightning-induced electric field applied at 75 km and
at 67 km lead to the production of single-headed downward positive streamers,
whereas at 70 km double-headed streamers are able to initiate. If the lightning
current is more impulsive with the same total charge moment change and t0 =10 µs
(solid lines in Figure 5.5), according to Figure 5.4a, the lightning-induced electric
field applied at 75 km with strong peak but short persistence only produces halo
emissions. We have tested that above 70 km, short persistence of the electric
field play a significant role in impeding upward negative streamer initiation. For
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example, at 71 km, in the case of less impulsive lightning current, double-headed
streamers can be initiated from an inhomogeneity of npeak =8×108 m−3 , whereas it
is still not possible to initiate upward negative streamers with even npeak =2×109
m−3 in the case of more impulsive lightning current. We note that 70 km is a
transition altitude below which the persistence of the electric field in the case of
more impulsive lightning is not significantly shorter. At low altitudes such as 67
km, impulsive current is more favorable to initiate single-headed downward positive
streamers since the electric field produced by more impulsive lightning is always
larger than that of the less impulsive one.
We have also conducted similar comparison study for the two cases shown in
Figures 5.2d and 5.4b in which +CGs produce 400 C km charge moment changes.
We note that below ∼79 km, that is almost the entire streamer initiation region
(see Figures 5.2d and 5.4b), the more impulsive lightning produces larger electric
field over the 5 ms duration (the comparison is similar to that of 67 km shown in
Figure 5.5), and therefore provides more favorable conditions for the initiation of
single-headed downward positive streamers.

5.2.3

Effects of Continuing Lightning Current

In addition to QhQ and t0 (see equation (2.14)), continuing current following the
initial lightning pulse is another important parameter that may have significant
impact on the initiation and propagation of sprite streamers [e.g., Li et al., 2008].
Since we only focus on a 5 ms timescale dynamics, in the present work, the “continuing current” can be either the long current tail of a +CG event or continuing
current produced by intracloud lightning activities [van der Velde et al., 2006]. In
the two cases studied in Figure 5.6, the total charge moment changes are 800 C km.
In Figure 5.6a, the initial lightning pulse produces an impulsive charge moment
change of 400 C km, and the continuing current produces another 400 C km (see
the curve labeled “waveform 3” in Figure 5.1). In Figure 5.6b, the initial pulse
and continuing current produce 600 C km and 200 C km charge moment changes,
respectively (see “waveform 2” in Figure 5.1). Unlike the cases shown in Figures
5.2a and 5.4a, in which the lightning-induced electric field is effectively screened
out above ∼70 km at t=5 ms, it is shown in Figures 5.6a and 5.6b that the electric
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Figure 5.6. Reduced electric field Ehalo /Ek on the axis of symmetry of sprite halos in
the cases of (a) 400 C km charge moment change produced by the return stroke and additional 400 C km by continuing current associated with a 112.3 kA km current moment;
(b) 600 C km charge moment change produced by the return stroke and additional 200
C km by continuing current associated with a 65.6 kA km current moment. We note
that the peak halo luminosity integrated over a horizontal line of sight in the case (a) is
∼15 MR at 74.6 km at t=5 ms, and in the case (b) is ∼15 MR at 72.2 km at t=5 ms.

field at t=5 ms keeps on a significant strength that is comparable to Ek at up to
∼85 km, and the electric field at t=5 ms in Figure 5.6a is more intense than that
in Figure 5.6b at high altitudes ∼80 km.

5.2.4

Effects of Lightning Polarity

The last lightning property investigated in the present work is the lightning polarity, which according to abundant observations [Williams et al., 2007, 2012, and
references therein] most significantly affects the ability of CGs to trigger sprites. Indeed, sprites are almost exclusively produced by +CGs. As will be demonstrated
in the present work, this extreme polarity asymmetry stems from the intrinsic
differences between positive and negative streamers, and the differences between
+CGs and -CGs that were quantitatively emphasized by Williams et al. [2012].
For this purpose as well as to predict possible morphological features of the rarelyobserved negative sprites, we have used our “two-step technique” to simulate and
compare sprite-halo events produced by +CGs and -CGs associated with charge
moment changes from 300 to 600 C km under typical nighttime conditions. In
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Figure 5.7. Optical emissions of the 1PN2 band system of a streamer initiated at (a)
74.25 km by a +CG and (b) 75.75 km by a -CG, both associated with QhQ =600 C km
~ halo (r, z, t) produced by the
and t0 =25 µs. We note that the mesospheric electric field E
-CG is almost identical to that produced by the +CG shown in Figure 5.2b.

this parametric study, we found that for an inhomogeneity with npeak =2×109 m−3
and r0 =30 m, the minimum charge moment change for a +CG to produce positive
sprites is ∼320 C km, whereas it requires a -CG to produce at least a ∼500 C km

charge moment change to produce negative sprites. Figure 5.7 shows the initiation

of two double-headed streamers in the mesospheric electric field produced, respectively, by a +CG and a -CG, both associated with QhQ =600 C km and t0 =25 µs.
We see that in both cases the positive streamers appears at an earlier moment
of time than the negative streamer. The dynamics of the streamer initiation in
Figure 5.7 is typical in the case of QhQ &500 C km in both +CG and -CG cases.
For a -CG associated with a charge moment change that is smaller than 500
C km, single-headed upward positive streamers may still be able to initiate. However, the dynamics of these streamers is different from the single-headed downward
positive streamers produced by +CGs with small charge moment changes. This
effect is illustrated in Figure 5.8 by comparing the luminosities of a single-headed
positive streamers initiated by a +CG and a -CG, both associated with QhQ =400
C km and t0 =25 µs. As shown in Figure 5.8, the optical emission of the 1PN2
band system in the downward positive streamer head increases rapidly, whereas
the luminosity decreases in the case of upward-propagating positive streamer.
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Figure 5.8. Optical emissions of the 1PN2 band system on the axis of symmetry of a
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and t0 =25 µs (see Figure 5.2d for the mesospheric electric field E
by the +CG, which is almost identical to that produced by the -CG.)

5.2.5

Effects of Ambient Ionospheric Conditions

Finally, we investigate the impact of the lower ionospheric ambient conditions,
that exhibit significant geographical [e.g., Sagalyn and Burke, 1985; Swider , 1985],
short-term [Han and Cummer , 2010a, b] and long-term [e.g., Usoskin et al., 2005]
variations, on the sprite morphology. Figure 5.9 shows a typical case in our parametric study. The +CG is associated with QhQ =400 C km and t0 =25 µs, which
are the same parameters as those used in Figure 5.2d. The electron density profile is characterized by h0 =87 km and β=0.5 km−1 , and the initial ion density is
nion =108 m−3 . It is shown in Figure 5.9 that the Double-SIR is very thin in this
case. This indicates that for QhQ =400 C km, h0 =87 km represents the lowest
reference altitude that allows production of carrot sprites. Reciprocally, for the
upper atmospheric ambient conditions assumed in Figure 5.9, QhQ =400 C km is
the minimum charge moment change required for the production of carrot sprites.
Figure 5.10 shows that lower ambient conductivity (i.e., higher h0 and smaller nion )
leads to smaller minimum charge moment change required for the production of
carrot sprites.
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Figure 5.9. Reduced electric field Ehalo /Ek along the axis of symmetry of a sprite halo
at t=0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.7, 1.1, 1.6, 2.4, 3.4, 5.0 ms produced by a +CG associated with
QhQ =400 C km and t0 =25 µs in equation (2.14). The electron density profile in this
case is defined by h0 =87 km and β=0.5 km−1 in equation (2.15). The Double-SIR is
calculated for a Gaussian electron inhomogeneity with npeak =2×109 m−3 and r0 =30 m
in equation (2.16).

5.3

Discussion

In the following Subsections 5.3.1, 5.3.2, and 5.3.3, we discuss the impact of several
lightning characteristics, including the total charge moment change, the impulsiveness of the initial lightning pulse, and the continuing lightning current on the
production of column and carrot sprites in the case of +CGs (i.e., positive sprites).
In the subsection 5.3.4, we discuss the threshold charge moment change required
for the initiation of ‘negative sprites’, their possible morphologies, as well as the
lightning polarity asymmetry in producing sprites. As already noted above, we
assume “typical nighttime conditions,” which are defined by an electron density
profile characterized by h0 =85 km and β=0.5 km−1 (see equation (2.15)), and an
initial ion density profile represented by nion =108 m−3 . Finally, we discuss the
dependence of sprite morphology on the lower ionospheric ambient conditions in
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Figure 5.10. The estimated minimum charge moment changes for the production of
carrot sprites under different upper atmospheric ambient conditions that are represented
by h0 (see equation (2.15)) and nion . The quantity nion is the initial ambient ion density
(see Model section). We note that these minimum QhQ values are also the threshold for
-CGs associated with the same current waveforms to produce sprites, and for the sake of
illustration we assume that all the current waveforms have the same parameter t0 =25 µs
(see equation (2.14)) and the test inhomogeneity is characterized by npeak =2×109 m−3
and r0 =30 m (see equation (2.16)).

the Subsection 5.3.5.

5.3.1

Column Sprites are Produced in Sub-Breakdown Conditions

Kosar et al. [2012] have reported simulation results on successful formation and
stable propagation of positive streamers that initiate from an ionization patch attached to an electrode in sub-breakdown (E<Ek ) conditions. It was also observed
by Kosar et al. [2012] that even in an applied electric field that is significantly
−
stronger than the minimum field Ecr
required for their stable propagation, nega-

tive streamers fail to start after positive streamers have propagated a long distance
[Kosar et al., 2012]. Indeed, our parametric study using “two-step” technique show
very stringent requirements for the initiation of negative streamers. It is found that
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single-headed downward positive streamers, that may develop into column sprites,
can be initiated either in the upper Single-SIR where the initial large lightninginduced electric field Ehalo lasts for &1 ms above 0.8Ek , or in the lower SingleSIR where Ehalo persists for several milliseconds at values &0.5Ek to ∼0.8Ek (see
Figures 5.2 and 5.4). In contrast, double-headed streamers or secondary upward

negative streamers [Qin et al., 2012a] are initiated in the Double-SIR in which
Ehalo (t) persists at values &0.8Ek for &2 ms.
With the presence of upper Single-SIR and Double-SIR, +CGs associated with
large charge moment changes (>500 C km under typical nighttime conditions) are
able to produce carrot sprites if strong inhomogeneities exist in these two regions.
As has been indicated by Qin et al. [2012a], single-headed downward streamers
initiated from inhomogeneities in the upper Single-SIR will favor the development
of carrot sprites, since secondary upward negative streamers would be able to
initiate in the Double-SIR from previous downward streamer channels. In such
cases, single-headed downward positive streamers will appear at higher altitudes
at earlier moments of time than upward negative streamers in carrot sprites as
observed by McHarg et al. [2007] and Stenbaek-Nielsen and McHarg [2008]. In the
case that strong preexisting inhomogeneities are present in the Double-SIR, doubleheaded streamers can be initiated and develop into a carrot sprite (see Figure 1
in [McHarg et al., 2011]). Therefore, it is expected that +CGs associated with
large charge moment changes tend to produce carrot sprites, since the presence of
strong inhomogeneities in the lower Single-SIR is likely to be less probable than
that in the Double-SIR or in the upper Single-SIR, due to exponential decrease of
ambient electron density with decreasing altitudes.
We conclude that in general, +CGs associated with small charge moment
changes (QhQ .500 C km for typical nighttime conditions) are only able to produce
column sprites. However, we emphasize that not all column sprites are produced
by +CGs associated with small charge moment changes, since they may also appear at the periphery of a sprite halo induced by a +CG associated with a large
QhQ (see Figure 5.3 and observations of Vadislavsky et al. [2009, Figure 1a]). As
already noted before, streamers initiated in the upper Single-SIR will develop into
carrot sprites, therefore, it can be stated that column sprites are produced in subbreakdown conditions (i.e., in the lower Single-SIR or the periphery of a sprite
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halo produced by a large QhQ , or in the entire SIR produced by a small QhQ ). We
note that the range of 320-500 C km charge moment changes that lead to the production of column sprites agrees well with observations reported by Cummer and
Inan [1997], Adachi et al. [2004], Hayakawa et al. [2004] and Suzuki et al. [2011].
This also indicates that the electron density profile characterized by h0 =85 km and
β=0.5 km−1 indeed represents a typical nighttime profile [Barrington-Leigh et al.,
2001; Han and Cummer , 2010a]. We also note that smaller instantaneous charge
moment change allows higher streamer initiation altitudes (see Figure 5.2). This
result is consistence with the observations of Stenbaek-Nielsen et al. [2010], which
show that, statistically, column sprite onset altitudes are higher than that of carrot
sprites.
We note that although the production of column sprites requires smaller charge
moment changes when compared to that of carrot sprites, and +CGs associated
with small charge moment changes are much more frequent [Williams et al., 2007],
these do not necessarily lead to the conclusion that column sprites occur more
frequently. Indeed, in our simulations we have observed that the threshold density
of the inhomogeneity required for the initiation of streamers in the case of small
QhQ is higher than that in the case of large QhQ . This is because in the case of small
QhQ , lightning-induced electric field is small, and therefore a strong inhomogeneity
is needed to produce a large space charge field by its polarization in order to
produce intense ionization in a local region to initiate streamers.

5.3.2

Impact of the Impulsiveness of the Initial Lightning
Pulse on streamer initiation and sprite morphology

Qin et al. [2011] have concluded that the ability of producing sprites is determined mainly by the total charge moment change of the lightning discharge but
not the lightning current duration, whereas the ability of producing detectable halo
depends on its impulsive characteristic (see paragraph [45] in Section 5.3). Nevertheless, the lightning impulsive characteristic may still slightly affect the initiation
of sprite streamers, and may have great impact on the sprite morphology, which
is the subject of the present section.
For the typical nighttime conditions assumed in the present work, streamers
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are not able to initiate above 81 km due to high ambient conductivity that leads
to short relaxation time τ .1 ms. The ionization process in the halo region of high
ambient electron density only leads to simple collective multiplication of electrons
[Barrington-Leigh et al., 2001] without strong local space charge effects that are of
essential importance to the transition of electron avalanches into sprite streamers
[Qin et al., 2011]. On the other hand, as already suggested by Barrington-Leigh
et al. [2001], the ionization process in the sprite halo region increases the conductivity in this region, that will enhance the electric field below and therefore may
affect the formation of streamers at low altitudes.
In order to better understand the effects of the conductivity enhancement in a
sprite halo region, we compare two +CGs associated with the same total charge
moment change (QhQ =800 C km), but with different impulsiveness (t0 =25 and 10
µs, respectively), in terms of their ability to initiate sprite streamers (see Figure
5.5). As mentioned in Section 5.2.2, the +CG associated with a more impulsive
initial pulse will produce a brighter halo at high altitudes, since it creates larger
mesospheric electric field that also leads to more intense large-scale ionization.
These modeling results are consistent with the observational evidence of the relation between the halo luminosity and the lightning impulsiveness documented by
Williams et al. [2012]. As shown in Figure 5.5, in the upper part of the SIR &70
km (such as at 75 km), where the ionization process is dominant for a brief period,
although the peak amplitude of the lightning-induced electric field is larger in the
case of a more impulsive +CG, the persistence of the electric field is shorter. This
is due to a more significant conductivity enhancement by the ionization process at
high altitudes in the more impulsive case. Our “two-step” simulations show that
above ∼70 km, in spite of higher peak amplitude, the shorter persistence of the

electric field in the case of a more impulsive +CG leads to the requirement of a
stronger inhomogeneities in order to initiate streamers. On the other hand, the
situation is different at low altitudes where attachment process dominates (.70
km in Figure 5.5). In this lower part of the SIR, the electric field produced by a
more impulsive +CG is aways larger, and therefore is more favorable for streamer
initiation. The above-discussed effects in the lower and upper part of a streamer
initiation region, along with the random location of inhomogeneities, lead to different possible effects of the impulsiveness of a +CG associated with a large charge
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moment change on the streamer initiation. We expect that in some cases, if strong
inhomogeneities are only present at high altitudes, a very impulsive +CG may
produce only a bright sprite halo without visible streamer structures, even if the
charge moment change is large. In other cases, if inhomogeneities exist at low
altitudes, a more impulsive +CG produces a brighter halo at high altitudes, and
at the same time has larger probability to initiate streamers at lower altitudes.
Unlike the complicated situations in the case of large charge moment changes,
we expect more impulsive +CG associated with a small charge moment change
(.500 C km for typical nighttime conditions) has a larger probability to produce
sprites, since the electric field strength in almost the entire SIR is higher than
that in the case of a less impulsive +CG associated with the same charge moment
change (see Section 5.2.2 for a case study of 400 C km). This may account for the
results of Adachi et al. [2004] who reported that the number of columns in each
column sprite event was proportional to the peak current intensity, which is almost
independent of the charge moment change in the sprite-producing +CGs.
Although we conclude that more impulsive +CG has a higher probability to
initiate streamers at low altitudes for large charge moment changes, or everywhere
for small charge moment changes, we emphasize that in either case, this effect is
not as significant as the total charge moment change, since the advantage gained
by the impulsiveness, for example in the 400 C km case shown in Figure 5.4b,
can be easily surpassed by an extra ∼20 C km charge moment change in the less

impulsive case shown in Figure 5.2d.

Furthermore, we suggest that the conductivity enhancement at high altitudes
has a significant impact on the propagation of the upward negative streamers initiated in the Double-SIR. As discussed in Section 5.3.1, +CGs associated with large
charge moment changes are able to initiate double-headed streamers from ambient
inhomogeneities or secondary upward negative streamers from previous downward
positive streamers in Double-SIR [Qin et al., 2012a]. However, as shown in Figures
5.2a, the relaxation of the lightning-induced electric field at high altitudes (above
∼70 km) is fast due to the conductivity enhancement, and the electric field decreases to almost zero at high altitudes. This conductivity enhancement not only

disables streamer initiation at altitudes 76-81 km, but also impedes the propagation of upward negative streamers that are initiated in the Double-SIR. We note
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that streamer initiation at 76-81 km is possible in the case of small charge moment
change that does not lead to a significant conductivity enhancement (see Figure
5.2d). In the case of 500.QhQ .600 C km, the diffuse part of carrot sprites may be
faint, as we observe in simulations that the electric field in negative streamer heads
are .2Ek after a propagation over ∼1 km upward. These streamers apparently

do not have much more space to further develop, since lightning-induced electric
fields are quickly screened out above the Double-SIR (see Figures 5.2b, 5.2c). We
suggest that these intermediate charge moment changes with no continuing current account for the “sliding scale from pure column sprites to carrot sprites” as
discussed by Stenbaek-Nielsen and McHarg [2008].

5.3.3

Continuing Current is of Essential Importance to the
Development of the Upper Diffuse Region of Carrot
Sprites

Owing to the significant conductivity enhancement, sprite streamers, especially
upward negative streamers, are not able to initiate in the halo region with strong
lightning-induced electric field (see Figure 5.2). In particular, this conductivity
enhancement, along with the ambient conductivity, effectively screens out the
lightning-induced electric field at high altitudes. The stable propagation of neg−
'12.5N/N0 kV/cm
ative streamers requires a minimum applied electric field Ecr

[Pasko et al., 2000], or even &15N/N0 kV/cm [Celestin and Pasko, 2010]. Thus,
the fast relaxation of the lightning-induced electric field above the Double-SIR
leads to a fast decay and eventually termination of the upward propagating negative streamers. This explains the observations which show that the upper diffuse
part of carrot sprites usually terminates inside the bright sprite halos that lead to
significant conductivity enhancement (see Figure 2a in [Taylor et al., 2008]) and
Figure 1 in [Pasko et al., 2011].
From the discussion in Section 5.3.2, we can expect that +CGs associated with
weak initial pulses but accompanied by intense continuing current may provide favorable conditions for the initiation and propagation of upward negative streamers,
since these +CGs do not significantly enhance the conductivity at high altitudes
(i.e., the sprite halo is dim or sub-visible) and therefore allow longer persistence of
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the lightning-induced electric field. This is demonstrated in Figure 5.6. Although
the +CG event modeled in Figure 5.6a produces the same total charge moment
change of 800 C km as that in Figures 5.2a and 5.4a, it produces less ionization,
which leads to a dimmer halo (see caption of Figure 5.6) and slower relaxation
at high altitudes (∼80 km). Meanwhile, the intense continuing current compensates the loss of the electric field due to dielectric relaxation, and therefore the
electric field below ∼85 km can persist at a level that is comparable to Ek . We
note that the double-peaked structure of the electric field at t=5 ms in Figure

5.6a corresponds to structure of conductivity modification at different altitudes.
The electron density enhancement at ∼75 km is more significant than that at ∼82
km and ∼72 km, which leads to faster electric field relaxation at ∼75 km. When

compared to the case shown in Figure 5.6a, stronger electric field produced by the
initial lightning pulse in Figure 5.6b enhances the conductivity at high altitudes
(∼80 km) more significantly, and with a less intense continuing current, the electric
field at high altitudes persists at a much lower value (∼0.25Ek ).
Besides, when comparing the two cases shown in Figures 5.2d and 5.6a, or the
ones shown in Figures 5.2b and 5.6b, in which the initial lightning pulse is or is not
followed by continuing lightning current, it is apparent that continuing lightning
current significantly enhances the mesospheric electric field at low altitudes after
the completion of the initial lightning pulse. It is reasonable to expect that continuing lightning current with tens to hundreds of millisecond durations has similar
effects on the mesospheric electric field, and therefore is one critical reason that
leads to the production of the so-called long-delayed sprites, as emphasized by Li
et al. [2008].
The above simulation results are consistent with the observations of van der
Velde et al. [2006] and Suzuki et al. [2011] in which carrot sprites are produced by
larger total charge moment changes in the lightning events with intense continuing
current, whereas column sprites are produced by instantaneous charge moment
changes during +CG events with transient current.
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5.3.4

Negative Sprites Should be Necessarily Carrot Sprites
Produced by -CGs Associated with Large Charge
Moment Changes

~ halo (r, z, t) produced by the -CGs
We first note that the mesospheric electric fields E
studied in the present work are not shown in separate figures since they are almost
identical to those shown in Figure 5.2 produced by the +CGs associated with the
same current waveforms (see also discussions in [Qin et al., 2011, Section 5.1] on the
“Polarity Symmetry of +CGs and -CGs in Producing Sprite Halos”). It should be
therefore emphasized that the results shown in Figures 5.2 through 5.6 can also be
used for the discussion of -CG cases or comparison between +CGs and -CGs as the
resulting electric fields in the halo region would be very similar on the considered
timescale. For example, assuming that the results shown in Figure 5.2 are related
to -CGs, under typical nighttime conditions, a minimum QhQ of ∼500 C km (see
panel (c) of Figure 5.2) is required for the production of ‘negative sprites’, since
otherwise downward negative streamers cannot be initiated. In the same vein,
one can also think the results shown in Figure 5.4 (i.e., the more impulsive cases)
as related to -CGs and study the impact of the difference between the impulsive
characteristics of +CGs and -CGs by comparing these results with those shown in
Figure 5.2.
In all of our “two-step” simulations of sprite streamers produced by either
+CGs or -CGs, initiation of positive streamers is always easier and earlier than
that of, if even present, negative streamers from the same initial electron inhomogeneities. Therefore, the positive sprites can be in the form of either column
sprites with only downward positive streamers or carrot sprites with both upward
negative and downward positive streamers. However, from the study carried out
in the present work we conjecture that negative sprites are likely always carrot
sprites, and are unlikely to be upward propagating column sprites. The main reason is that in the case of small charge moment changes, the single-headed upward
positive streamers produced by -CGs, that potentially can lead to column shapes,
do not have a ∼5-10 km region [Wescott et al., 1998] with sufficient electric field to
develop because of the fast electric field relaxation at high altitudes. The lack of

concomitant large peak current and intense continuing current in -CG events [Saba
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et al., 2006, 2010; Williams et al., 2012] prevents long persistence of the lightninginduced electric field at high altitudes, similar to that produced by +CGs with
intense continuing current (see Figure 5.6). In contrast to the fast growing luminosity in the single-headed downward positive streamer produced by a +CG
(see Figure 5.8a), the luminosity in the single-headed upward positive streamer
head produced by a -CG decreases quickly (see Figure 5.8b). These decaying
single-headed upward positive streamers could potentially be detected as bright
spots/patches, but not as 5-10 km columns. Interestingly, it seems that this kind
of bright spots/patches exist in previous ‘negative’ sprite observations (see the
bright spot at the right side of the sprite halo documented in [Taylor et al., 2008,
Figure 2]). We conjecture that they may also appear in some possibly sub-visible
sprite halos produced by -CGs associated with intermediate large charge moment
changes (e.g., 400 C km), but were not previously considered as sprite streamers
or may be too dim to be detected.
Nevertheless, when thinking of sprites as objects with extensive vertical structures (i.e., longer than ∼5 km, which is the shortest length of typical column sprites
[e.g., Wescott et al., 1998]), ‘negative’ sprites are most likely carrot sprites. In the
sense that downward negative streamers must be initiated in order to develop extensive vertical structures, we calculate that a minimum charge moment change
of ∼500 C km is required for a -CG to produce sprites under typical nighttime

conditions. This value is expected, since it should be close to that required for the
production of carrot sprites in the case of +CGs. We note that the charge moment
changes producing the ‘negative’ sprites documented by Barrington-Leigh et al.
[1999] (1550 and 1380 C km) and Taylor et al. [2008] (503 C km in the first 2 ms)
are all above this threshold. Li and Cummer [2011] recently reported observations
of 6 ‘negative sprite’ events, in which the charge moment charges of the causal
-CGs are all larger than 450 C km and up to ∼1000 C km.

The larger threshold charge moment change (∼500 C km in the case of a -CG

compared to ∼320 C km in the case of a +CG under typical nighttime conditions)

required for the initiation of downward negative streamers partially accounts for
the rarity of negative sprites when compared to occurrence of positive sprites.
Moreover, we emphasize that in our “two-step” simulations, we can only model
the very early stage of sprite streamer development (i.e., the inception stage).
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These streamers have to undergo significant acceleration and expansion before
they become observable [Liu et al., 2009; Qin et al., 2012a]. It is also known that
the minimum applied electric field required for the stable propagation of negative
+
'12.5 kV/cm at ground level) is higher than that required for the
streamers (Ecr

−
stable propagation of positive streamers (Ecr
'4.4 kV/cm at ground level) [Pasko

et al., 2000]. These two effects lead to a larger difference of threshold charge mo-

ment changes required for +CGs and -CGs to produce observable sprites in comparison with the difference between 500 C km and 320 C km. The above-discussed
different threshold charge moment changes required for streamer initiation and
different applied electric field required for stable propagation of positive and negative streamers [Pasko et al., 2000] represent two critical reasons for the polarity
asymmetry of +CGs and -CGs in the production of sprites. These two reasons
stem from the essential differences between positive and negative streamers, and
therefore even if +CGs and -CGs had no intrinsic differences, +CGs would still
more easily produce sprites.
In fact, +CGs and -CGs are intrinsically different, as was emphasized quantitatively by Williams et al. [2012]. -CGs are usually more impulsive than +CGs,
but they do not carry long continuing lightning current as +CGs do [e.g., Williams
et al., 2012], and the associated charge moment changes are relatively small [e.g.,
Williams et al., 2007; Lu et al., 2012]. Intense continuing current in +CG cases
facilitates the initiation of long-delayed sprites by removing additional thundercloud charge [Li et al., 2008]. On the other hand, we emphasize that the impact of
lightning impulsiveness discussed in Section 5.3.2 for +CG cases is also applicable
to the case of -CGs. Since -CGs usually produce small charge moment changes,
more impulsive initial lightning pulse is favorable to streamer initiation (see the
discussions in Section 5.3.2). Nevertheless, as stated in Section 5.3.2, charge moment change plays a much more important role than the impulsiveness in producing
sprites. The fact that +CGs produce large charge moment changes much more frequently [e.g., Cummer and Lyons, 2005; Williams et al., 2007] is another critical
reason for the lightning polarity asymmetry in the production of sprites. We note
that their more impulsive characteristic is the reason why -CGs, although usually
associated with smaller charge moment changes, produce statistically more halos
than +CGs do [Newsome and Inan, 2010; Williams et al., 2012, Section 4], since
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the peak lightning current is the key parameter in determining the halo luminosity
as shown in the present study.
It is important to put the results of the present study in the context of a sprite
polarity paradox discussed recently by Williams et al. [2012]. The essence of the
paradox is that a global survey of charge moment changes associated with -CGs
indicate that there is a small, but non-negligible number of -CGs that have magnitudes of charge moment changes as large as those that are known to produce sprite
discharges in case of +CGs. Williams et al. [2012] estimated that the number of
-CGs possessing these properties is approximately 10% of the related +CG population worldwide. The paradox is that sprites produced by -CGs are extremely
rare (much less that 10% mentioned above), with very few events observed over
many years of ground and satellite based observations worldwide [Williams et al.,
2012, and references therein]. As already was acknowledged earlier in this chapter,
Williams et al. [2012] pointed to a significant number of observed halos produced
by -CGs and emphasized the importance of more impulsive lightning currents in
-CGs in facilitating this phenomenology. The results obtained in our present and
previous studies [Qin et al., 2011, 2012a] indicate that the significant asymmetry
in development of sprite streamers in case of +CGs and -CGs may be the most
important factor for understanding why sprites produced by -CGs are so rare. A
simple estimate based on the charge moment change data documented by Williams
et al. [2007] and the charge moment thresholds for initiation of positive and negative sprites obtained in the present study (respectively 320 C km and 500 C km
under typical nighttime conditions) has been made by Qin et al. [2012c]. This
leads to the theoretical result that ∼5% of sprites should be negative. However,

Qin et al. [2012c] noted that due to a factor of 3 difference in fields required for
propagation/growth of streamers of different polarity (see discussion above in this
+
−
section about the Ecr
and Ecr
fields) and the resultant intrinsic dimness of nega-

tive streamers propagating in a given field as compared to positive streamers, this
estimate must be considered as an upper limit for observations. It should be emphasized that initiation of streamers in sprites does not guarantee that streamers
are bright enough to be detectable. Indeed, after initiation, streamers in sprites
go through a significant exponential growth, when their brightness increases by
several orders of magnitude, before they become observable [Liu et al., 2009; Qin
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et al., 2012a].

5.3.5

Dependence of Sprite Morphology on the Upper Atmospheric Ambient Conditions

The upper atmospheric ambient electron density profile plays an essential role in
the production of sprite streamers [Qin et al., 2011]. Indeed, whether a charge
moment change is “large” or “small,” in terms of its ability to produce sprite
streamers, must be evaluated for a given ambient conductivity profile, because
lower ambient electron density leads to a lower threshold charge moment change
required for the production of sprite streamers [Qin et al., 2011]. In the present
work, we found a similar dependence of the threshold charge moment change required for the production of carrot sprites in +CG cases on the lower ionospheric
conductivity profile (see Figure 5.10 and a typical case in Figure 5.9). Namely,
lower ambient conductivity (i.e., larger h0 and smaller nion ) leads to smaller threshold charge moment changes required for the production of carrot sprites by +CGs.
We note that these minimum charge moment changes also represent the threshold for -CGs to produce negative sprites. As discussed in Section 5.3.4, positive
sprites have both column and carrot shapes, but as far as we can envision from
the present study negative sprites only have carrot shapes. The minimum charge
moment change required for the production of negative (carrot) sprites is the same
as that required for the production of positive carrot sprites (due to polarity symmetry of halos), which is larger than that required for the production of positive
column sprites.
The sharpness β of the ambient electron density profile is fixed in the present
study in order to limit the number of variables in the parametric study. A sharper
β would lead to the increase/decrease of the ambient electron density above/below
the altitude h0 (see equation (2.15)), therefore is unfavorable/favorable for production of carrot sprites at higher/lower altitudes.
In the present study, a fundamental assumption is based on the presence of electron density inhomogeneities in the lower ionosphere, from which sprite streamers
can be initiated. If one assumes that the ambient densities of electrons and ions are
perfectly continuous and varying smoothly on spatial scales of sprite halos, that
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is no inhomogeneities are present, the response of the ionosphere to a lightninginduced electric field should be large-scale and continuous as no explicit small-scale
length exists in this system [Qin et al., 2011]. Note that this is fundamentally different from the theory of Luque and Ebert [2009], in which a sprite streamer was
initiated as an instability in the halo front region where electron density gradients were extremely high. Experimentally, it is a known fact that some +CGs
with very large charge moment changes do not produce sprites, and recent studies indicate that the charge moment change is not a perfect indicator of sprites
productivity and should be considered as a necessary but not sufficient condition
for sprites [Lang et al., 2011]. The absence of inhomogeneities would facilitate this
phenomenology. The origin of these lower ionospheric inhomogeneities, however, is
still an open question. Recently, Kosar et al. [2012] briefly summarized the possible mechanisms that might be attributed to the creation of these inhomogeneities,
including ionospheric disturbances created by meteor trails, electrodynamic effects
from thunderstorm and lightning, or gravity wave breaking.
In order to make the parametric study more tractable, the exact divisions into
different sub-SIRs in Figures 5.2 and 5.4 are only obtained for a given spherical
inhomogeneity characterized by npeak =2×109 m−3 and r0 =30 m in equation (2.16).
A value 2×109 m−3 is ∼2 orders of magnitude higher than the ambient electron

density at sprite altitudes (∼80 km), and this value is ∼1 order of magnitude lower
than the electron density in a streamer channel at ∼80 km. This inhomogeneity

with npeak =2×109 m−3 is strong enough so that streamers can directly initiate
from it (see Figure 5.7), and stronger inhomogeneities (i.e., higher npeak and larger
r0 ) will initiate streamers even more favorably. For example, if npeak =2×1010
m−3 , under “typical nighttime conditions”, the minimum charge moment change
required for +CGs to produce column/carrot sprites is ∼300/450 C km. However,

an even higher npeak would not significantly affect the minimum charge moment
changes since a value of 2×1010 is already as high as the electron density in a
streamer channel at ∼80 km altitude. In the present study, we cannot conduct
a study of the minimum charge moment changes associated with inhomogeneity

with npeak =2×108 m−3 because this inhomogeneity needs to propagate along the
lightning-induced electric field to first develop as an electron avalanche before
turning into a streamer. This process requires a timescale longer than 5 ms and
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probably a simulation domain larger than 2×0.25 km2 . We further note that
the shape of inhomogeneity, such as an elongated ionization patch used by Kosar
et al. [2012], or elliptically Gaussian distributed inhomogeneity, also plays a role
in streamer initiation and therefore affects the subdivisions of SIRs.
Given the importance of the upper atmospheric conductivity profile in sprite
streamer initiation and sprite morphology, we summarize several parameters or
processes that may partially account for the variation of sprite production in different observation campaigns. First, the geographical variation of conductivity
profile may affect the global distribution and occurrence rates of sprites, as the
electron density, ion concentration and ion composition at different locations vary
significantly [e.g., Sagalyn and Burke, 1985; Swider , 1985]. Second, significant
short-term temporal variability of the nighttime D-region of the ionosphere is well
known [e.g., Han and Cummer , 2010a, b]. Han and Cummer [2010a] probed the
ionospheric D-region by measuring the high-power broadband very low frequency
signals generated by lightning and propagating in the Earth-ionosphere waveguide
in July and August of 2005, and found that the measured nighttime D-region
electron density profile heights (i.e., h0 in equation (2.15)) showed large temporal
variations of several kilometers on some nights and relatively stable behaviors on
others. The measured hourly average nighttime heights in 260 h ranged between
h0 =82.0 and 87.2 km, with a mean value of 84.9 km [Han and Cummer , 2010a],
whereas during daytime the h0 value can be as low as ∼70 km [Han and Cummer ,

2010b]. Variation of the D-region electron density profile over a range consistent
with these ionospheric observations leads to variation of the threshold charge moment change for the production of carrot sprites (see Figure 5.10) varying by nearly
a factor-of-two. Besides, rocket measurements in the D-region of the ionosphere
show ion density between 75 and 85 km of about 109 m−3 near midday, about 108
m−3 near midnight, with a decay from about 4×108 to 108 m−3 through sunset and
a threefold increase at sunrise [Narcisi , 1973]. This short-term ion conductivity
variation in the lower ionosphere also affects the production of sprites, as shown
in Figure 5.10 that the increase of ambient ion density from 108 m−3 to 109 m−3
leads to a ∼200 C km larger charge moment change required for the production of

carrot sprites. Finally, the variation of conductivity in the upper atmosphere due
to long-term effects may account for the differences of sprite production observed
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in different years, for example, due to variation in the solar activity and galactic
cosmic ray flux [e.g., Usoskin et al., 2005]. We emphasize that besides the abovediscussed variations in the ambient conditions of the lower ionosphere, the seasonal
variations of the thunderstorm activity in the troposphere [e.g., Sato et al., 2008],
that lead to different lightning characteristics, will also significantly affect sprite
morphologies in different campaigns.

5.4

Conclusions

A two-dimensional plasma fluid model applied in a “two-step” technique, in which
we couple the large-scale halo dynamics and development of small-scale streamers [Qin et al., 2012a], is used in this chapter to simulate sprite-halo events over
a timescale of 5 ms in order to study the dependence of sprite morphology on
lightning characteristics and lower ionospheric ambient conditions. The most significant associative detachment process O− +N2 → e+N2 O in sprite chemistry has

been taken into account. The test inhomogeneity from which the streamer is generated has a Gaussian distribution with npeak =2×109 m−3 and r0 =30 m (see equation
(2.16)). The principal results of the present work are summarized as follows:
1. Morphology of ‘positive’ sprites is mainly determined by the total charge
moment change of the causative +CGs and the location of initial imhomogeneities.
+CGs associated with large charge moment change (QhQ ) tend to produce carrot
sprites, whereas these with small QhQ are only able to produce column sprites.
We have shown that the initiation of the upward negative streamers that form
the upper diffuse region of carrot sprites requires the presence of a double-headed
streamer initiation region (Double-SIR) in which the lightning-induced electric field
persists above ∼0.8Ek for &2 ms in the upper atmosphere, whereas the initiation of

single-headed downward positive streamers that may develop into column sprites

only requires that the lightning-induced electric field persist at above ∼0.5Ek .

For typical nighttime conditions (i.e., electron density profile is characterized by
h0 =85 km, β=0.5 km−1 in equation (2.15), and nion =108 m−3 ), the minimum QhQ
required for +CGs to produce column and carrot sprites are 320 C km and 500 C
km, respectively.
2. Conductivity enhancement inside a sprite halo where ionization processes
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are dominant for a brief period, on one hand, leads to faster relaxation of the
lightning-induced electric field and therefore lowers the probability of streamer
initiation at these high altitudes, but on the other hand, enhances the electric
field at lower altitudes where attachment processes are dominant and therefore is
favorable for streamer initiation in the region below the sprite halo. These different
effects inside and below the sprite halo region will be more significant in the case
of a more impulsive initial lightning pulse for a given total charge moment change.
In the case of small charge moment changes (e.g., .500 C km in typical nighttime
conditions) in which only sub-breakdown conditions (E<Ek ) are produced in the
upper atmosphere, a more impulsive initial lightning pulse is more favorable for
streamer initiation, since the lightning-induced electric field in almost the whole
streamer initiation region will be enhanced.
3. Conductivity enhancement inside a sprite halo also impedes the development
of upward negative streamers and therefore leads to a quick decay and termination
of the upper diffuse region of carrot sprites. In the case of a weak initial lightning
pulse accompanied by intense continuing current, conductivity enhancement due
to ionization inside the halo is less significant (i.e., a dim halo). In such a case,
slow dielectric relaxation and continuing current leads to the persistence of large
electric field (∼Ek ) at high altitudes far above the sprite halo. An extensive upper
diffuse region of carrot sprites can therefore develop.
4. ‘Negative’ sprites are most likely to be carrot sprites in the sense that upward
positive streamers are easier to initiate than downward negative streamers in the
case of -CGs. In typical nighttime conditions, a minimum charge moment change of
∼500 C km, which is the same as that required for the production of carrot sprites

in the case of +CGs, is required for -CGs to produce sprites. -CGs associated with
smaller charge moment changes may still be able to initiate single-headed upward
positive streamers. However, these upward streamers cannot develop in a 5-10 km
region with sufficient electric field to further develop into columnar shape because
of the quick relaxation of electric field above the streamer initiation region, and
therefore may only potentially be able to be observed as bright spots/patches.
5. The different minimum charge moment changes required for streamer initiation found in this chapter (320 and 500 C km, respectively, for +CGs and -CGs
under typical nighttime conditions), the different applied electric field required for
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stable propagation of positive and negative streamers [Pasko et al., 2000], along
with the fact that +CGs much more frequently produce large charge moment
changes [e.g., Cummer and Lyons, 2005; Williams et al., 2007; Lu et al., 2012],
represent three critical factors for the polarity asymmetry of +CGs and -CGs in
the production of sprites. The first two factors stem from the intrinsic differences
between positive and negative streamers, and the third one stems from the intrinsic
differences between +CGs and -CGs.
6. The variations of upper atmospheric ambient conditions have a significant
effect on sprite production. Lower ambient conductivity (i.e., larger h0 and smaller
nion ) leads to smaller changes in threshold charge moment required for the production of carrot sprites. We also suggest that these variations can be the geographical [Sagalyn and Burke, 1985; Swider , 1985], short-term [e.g., Han and Cummer ,
2010a, b], and long-term [e.g., Usoskin et al., 2005] variations of the upper atmospheric conductivity, which, along with the seasonal variations of thunderstorm
activity that lead to different lightning characteristics in the troposphere [e.g., Sato
et al., 2008], may account for the differences of sprite morphologies observed by
Stenbaek-Nielsen et al. [2010] in different campaigns.

Chapter

6

Minimum Charge Moment Change
Producing Sprites
In Chapter 3, we have explained the importance of low ambient electron density
and strong inhomogeneities in the lower ionosphere on the initiation of sprites in
the case of small charge moment changes. In this chapter, we apply the plasma fluid
model in the two-step technique to quantify the requirements of the ionospheric
D-region ambient conditions required for a +CG associated with 200 C km charge
moment change to produce sprites. Note that the value of 200 C km is chosen as
the empirical minimum charge moment change producing positive sprites based on
observations. Using the ionospheric conditions that lead to the initiation of sprites
by this +CG, we estimate the minimum charge moment change required for the
initiation of sprites by -CGs.

6.1

Motivation and Methodology

Sprites are usually produced by the most intense (i.e., large peak current) positive cloud-to-ground lightning discharges (+CGs) in thunderstorms [Lyons, 1996].
In the theory proposed by Pasko et al. [1997], the quasi-static electric field that
generates sprites is linearly proportional to the charge moment change QhQ of the
cloud-to-ground lightning discharge. In this theory a large charge moment change
of ∼1000 C km, for which the electric field can exceed the conventional breakdown

field Ek (∼30 kV/cm at ground level) at mesospheric/lower ionospheric altitudes,
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is usually assumed to be necessary for sprite production [e.g., Pasko et al., 1997].
Lightning charge moment change at the time of sprite initiation was measured
at Duke University during the Summer of 2000 [Hu et al., 2002; Cummer and
Lyons, 2005]. It was found that the majority of sprites were produced by +CGs
associated with QhQ &600 C km up to thousands of C km, in general agreement
with the quasi-static electric theory [Pasko et al., 1997]. However, Hu et al. [2002]
also indicated that +CGs associated with QhQ <600 C km still have <10% probabilities to produce sprites, and most surprisingly that sprites can be initiated by
+CGs associated with QhQ as small as 120 C km.
Successful numerical modeling of sprite streamer inception in the case of empirical minimum charge moment changes has not been achieved so far, and it represents a major goal of the work presented in this chapter. Since the charge moment
change, ambient conductivity profile, and electron density inhomogeneities in the
lower ionosphere are all critical for the streamer initiation at sprite altitudes [Qin
et al., 2011], it is not possible to calculate theoretically the minimum charge moment change required to produce sprites due to the poorly known lower ionospheric
variations. Therefore, in the case of ‘positive sprites’ (produced by +CGs), a value
of 200 C km is selected based on the observations of Hu et al. [2002] as a reference
minimum charge moment change in order to find the corresponding requirements
of lower ionospheric conditions (i.e., ambient electron and ion density profiles, inhomogeneities) for enabling streamer initiation. We further apply these ambient
conditions to the case of -CGs in order to predict the minimum charge moment
change required to produce ‘negative sprites.’ Note that we choose the threshold
value of 200 C km rather than 120 C km because the sprite event with QhQ '120

C km reported by Hu et al. [2002] appears to be an exceptional case, whereas these

with QhQ '200 C km are repeatedly observed in North America [e.g., Hu et al.,

2002], as well as at other locations, such as in the Hokuriku area of Japan [e.g.,
Hayakawa et al., 2004].

6.2

Model Parameters

The 2D plasma fluid model presented in Section 2.1 is applied in the two-step
technique (see Section 2.3) to simulate the time dynamics of sprite halos and
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sprite streamers. For the ambient electron density profile (see equation 2.15), we
fix β=0.5 km−1 that was shown to be typical during nighttime [Han and Cummer , 2010a] and investigate the lowest h0 that is required for sprite initiation with
QhQ =200 C km. Note that the ambient electron density increases exponentially
with altitude. When plotting equation (2.15) on a log-lin scale, it is precisely a
straight line. Modification of h0 leads to increase or decrease of the ambient electron density by the same magnitude in the whole domain (see for example [Han and
Cummer , 2010a, Figure 2(top)]). Typical nighttime values of h0 range from 82.0 to
87.2 km [Han and Cummer , 2010a]. The ambient positive ion density equals the
electron density at high altitudes where electron density is higher than 108 m−3 ,
and is 108 m−3 at low altitudes [e.g., Qin et al., 2013a]. The ambient negative
ion density is then calculated based on charge neutrality. The test inhomogeneity
has a Gaussian density distribution (see equation 2.16) and the lightning current
moment waveform is modeled using the formulation proposed by Cho and Rycroft
[1998] with t0 =25 µs (see equation 2.14).

6.3
6.3.1

Results and Discussion
Spherical Inhomogeneities Leading to Positive Sprites

We first conduct a parametric study to find out the upper atmospheric ambient
conditions, namely the strength of preexisting electron inhomogeneities in the lower
ionosphere and the D-region electron density profile, required for a +CG associated with a minimum charge moment change of 200 C km to produce sprites. For
QhQ =200 C km, it is expected that the streamer initiation region (SIR) will be
located above ∼80 km and up to ∼85 km altitude, since this is the region with

large lightning-induced electric field E&0.5Ek according to our sprite halo modeling (i.e., the first step of our two-step simulations) [Qin et al., 2013a]. In the
sprite streamer modeling (i.e., the second step), in order to search for a reasonable
ambient electron density profile that leads to streamer initiation by such a small
charge moment change, we assume npeak =2×109 m−3 to be the peak density of the
initial inhomogeneity (see equation (2.16)), which is almost as high as the electron
density in a streamer body at ∼84 km altitude, and r0 and z0 to be tens of meters,
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Figure 6.1. Cross-sectional view of optical emissions and reduced electric field E/Ek
on the axis of symmetry for a streamer produced by (a) a +CG associated with QhQ of
200 C km, and (b) a -CG associated with QhQ of 300 C km. All the other conditions
in these two cases are the same. The electron density profile is characterized by h0 =91
km and β=0.5 km−1 in equation (2.15), and the initial inhomogeneity is characterized
by npeak =2×109 m−3 and r0 =z0 =30 m in equation (2.16).

which are close to the initial size of streamers at these altitudes according to the
similarity laws [Pasko et al., 1998].
A spherically distributed inhomogeneity that is characterized by npeak =2×109
m−3 and r0 =z0 =30 m in equation (2.16) is assumed in the first case study. With
this inhomogeneity and a fixed β=0.5 km−1 in equation (2.15), we found that a
value of h0 =91 km is the lowest reference altitude in the electron density profile
that allows streamer initiation. Figure 6.1a shows the simulated optical emissions
of the first positive band system of N2 (1PN2 ) as well as the reduced electric field
E/Ek on the axis of symmetry for a streamer initiated from this inhomogeneity
under the conditions defined by QhQ =200 C km and h0 =91 km. We note that this
streamer develops more slowly in its early stage when compared to those simulated
by Liu et al. [2009] and Qin et al. [2012a], and it propagates only ∼200 m during

a 2.0 ms period from t=3.0 ms to 5.0 ms. This effect can be directly attributed to
lengthening of characteristic time scales in streamer with air density ∼1/N (i.e., the

streamer shown in Figure 6.1a is initiated at lower air density at 84.25 km altitude,
whereas these modeled by Liu et al. [2009] and Qin et al. [2012a] were initiated at
∼75 km altitude). Qin et al. [2013a] have demonstrated that the long persistence
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of the lightning-induced electric field is critical for sprite streamer initiation, and
to some extent, can be considered even more important than the absolute value
of the electric field. The low air density above 85 km that leads to slow streamer
development, is an important factor that impedes streamer initiation, since long
persistence of the lightning-induced electric field is even less likely at these high
altitudes (i.e., h0 &91 km). We note that the sprite onset altitude of ∼84 km is

consistent with triangulation measurements of Stenbaek-Nielsen et al. [2010] and
Kanmae et al. [2012] showing that sprites could have onset altitudes as high as 88
km.

Moreover, we have confirmed that increasing the peak density of the inhomogeneity (e.g., up to npeak =2×1010 m−3 ) would not lower the requirement on high
h0 for streamer initiation because the peak density of 2×109 m−3 is already as high
as the electron density in a streamer channel at ∼84 km. A larger radius of the
inhomogeneity, such as r0 =z0 =100 or 200 m, only slightly lowers the minimum h0

down to 90 km. This is because a value of 100 m matches closer to the initial
radius of streamers at ∼84 km altitude. We conclude that in the case of the most

favorable spherical inhomogeneities in the lower ionosphere in this model, h0 =90
km is the lowest reference altitude in the profile of ionospheric electron density
that allows sprite streamer initiation by a +CG associated with a charge moment
change of 200 C km.

6.3.2

Elliptical Inhomogeneities Leading to Positive Sprites

Kosar et al. [2012] have indicated that the shape of the inhomogeneity affects
sprite streamer initiation based on their modeling results. Therefore, in this work,
we have introduced a vertically elongated initial inhomogeneity assuming that
npeak =2×109 m−3 , r0 =30 m and z0 =90 m (z0 /r0 =3). In this case, we find that the
lowest reference altitude that allows streamer initiation with QhQ =200 C km is
h0 =88 km. This lower minimum reference altitude, when compared to h0 =90 km
in the case of spherical inhomogeneities, indicates that elliptical inhomogeneities
with z0 >r0 are more favorable for sprite streamer initiation. This is due to the fact
that the initial electric field created by polarization of the electron inhomogeneity
is more intense in the case of elliptical inhomogeneities oriented in the direction of
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the ambient field [Kosar et al., 2012]. We have tested that when simultaneously
increasing r0 and z0 with a constant ratio z0 /r0 =3, for example r0 =100 m and
z0 =300 m, streamer initiation would still require the same low ambient electron
density (i.e., h0 =88 km). However, increasing the ratio of z0 and r0 , for example
with r0 =30 m and z0 =120 m, would indeed enable streamer initiation with h0 =87
km, consistent with conclusions of Kosar et al. [2012] that the threshold field E
for streamer initiation is lower for vertically elongated inhomogeneities.

6.3.3

Minimum Charge Moment Change Producing Negative Sprites

The above-discussed upper atmospheric ambient conditions (i.e., h0 =91 km and
z0 =r0 =30 m, or h0 =88 km and z0 =3r0 =90 m, either of which leads to production
of positive sprites by the minimum QhQ of 200 C km) are the most favorable
conditions that should exist in the lower ionosphere for sprite production. It is well
known that +CGs associated with only QhQ =200 C km produce positive sprites
very infrequently [e.g, Hu et al., 2002; Cummer and Lyons, 2005]. We emphasize
that these two different sets of conditions lead to the same minimum QhQ of 200
C km producing positive sprites. This indicates that the unfavorable condition
introduced by lowering h0 from 90 km to 88 km is compensated by increasing the
ratio of z0 /r0 from 1 to 3 in the case of +CGs.
Using these most favorable conditions in our two-step simulations, we find that
a minimum QhQ of 300 C km is required to initiate ‘negative’ sprites in the case
of h0 =91 km and z0 =r0 =30 m, or 360 C km is required if the ambient conditions
defined by h0 =88 km and z0 =3r0 =90 m in the lower ionosphere occur. Interestingly,
these two sets of conditions lead to different minimum QhQ producing ‘negative’
sprites, both of which are larger than that 200 C km required to produce positive
sprites. Figure 6.1b shows the dynamics of a streamer initiated by a -CG associated
with QhQ =300 C km in the case of h0 =91 km and z0 =r0 =30 m. It appears that the
downward negative streamer shown in Figure 6.1b is much more diffuse than the
upward positive streamer shown in Figure 6.1b, as well as the downward positive
streamer shown in Figure 6.1a. This is because the negative space charge, which
defines the location and shape of the negative streamer head, is formed by radially
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spreading electrons, whereas the positive space charge in the positive streamer head
is formed by almost motionless ions. This, combined with different directions of
electron drift with respect to applied electric field leads to more compact size and
higher electric field in positive streamer head in comparison with the negative one
[e.g., Liu and Pasko, 2004] as evident in Figure 6.1. During the inception stage,
the space charge in the negative streamer head is distributed in a larger volume
and thus creates smaller electric field, when compared to that in the positive
streamer head. Since the space charge field in the negative streamer head is not as
strong as that in the positive streamer head, increasing the ratio z0 /r0 from 1 to
3 does not compensate the unfavorable conditions introduced by lowering h0 from
90 km to 88 km. Moreover, the weaker space charge field in negative streamers is
also responsible for the fact that the initiation of ‘negative’ sprites requires larger
charge moment changes (i.e., higher external field) than that for positive sprites,
since the total electric field in streamer heads must be higher than the conventional
breakdown field Ek to create a region dominated by ionization.

6.3.4

Rarity of Negative Sprites and the Importance of
Lower Ionospheric Conditions

It appears that the occurrences of -CGs associated with QhQ &300 C km are not
rare according to Williams et al. [2007]. More recently, Lu et al. [2012] analyzed
2126 -CGs with peak currents over -80 kA in a 100×100 km2 area centered at
the origin of the north Alabama lightning mapping array, and documented that 13
(0.6%) events produced charge moment changes larger than 300 C km and up to 420
C km. On the other hand, only nine negative sprite events have been documented
in the existing literature [Barrington-Leigh et al., 1999; Taylor et al., 2008; Li
et al., 2012]. This suggests that h0 may rarely get higher than ∼88 km, which is

a requirement in order to produce negative sprites in the case of QhQ '300 C km.
Indeed, Han and Cummer [2010a] probed the ionospheric D-region by measuring

the high-power broadband VLF signals generated by lightning and propagating
in the Earth-ionosphere waveguide in July and August of 2005, and found that
the measured hourly average nighttime D-region electron density profile reference
altitude h0 in 260 hours ranged between h0 =82.0 and 87.2 km, with a mean value
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Figure 6.2. Video observations of negative sprites documented by (a) Taylor et al.
[2008]; (b-g) Li et al. [2012].

of 84.9 km. We suggest that the intersection of the rarity of QhQ '300 C km and

h0 &88 km leads to the fact that the occurrence of negative sprites are rare, whereas
-CGs associated with QhQ '300 C km are not so rare.

We note that with a typical nighttime value of h0 , such as h0 =85 km [Han

and Cummer , 2010a], production of negative sprites are still possible. However, as
calculated by Qin et al. [2013a], it requires large charge moment changes of at least
500 C km, which are rare according to the analysis of Williams et al. [2007] and
of Williams et al. [2012, Figure 8], and does not even occur in the measurements
reported by Lu et al. [2012]. Note that it requires a minimum of 320 C km for
+CGs to initiate sprites under typical nighttime conditions [Qin et al., 2013a]. It
should also be emphasized that in the discussion of Qin et al. [2013a] and in the
present study it is assumed that a strong inhomogeneity is present in the ambient
ionosphere, that by itself may represent a significant limiting factor for initiation
of sprites. This also directly reiterates the idea that the charge moment change
alone is a necessary but not sufficient factor for sprites [Lang et al., 2011] and
the state of the lower ionosphere and presence of inhomogeneities are important
factors, especially for low charge moment changes.
Lastly, we note that the interpretation of Qin et al. [2013a] and the present
study for the polarity asymmetry of +CGs and -CGs in producing sprite streamers
based on the streamer physics and the interpretation of Williams et al. [2012] based
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6968/139100 = 5%

CMC>300 C km:
139100 +CGs
CMC>500 C km:
6968 -CGs

Figure 6.3. Bipolar charge moment distributions for hundreds of thousands of lightning
flashes located in North America [Williams et al., 2007]. We estimate the number of CGs and +CGs that produce higher charge moment changes than the thresholds for
initiation of sprites.

on the different lightning current timescales in +CGs and -CGs are fundamentally
different. Williams et al. [2012] found that -CGs primarily produced halos with
numbers sufficient to account for the previously missing transient luminous events,
and speculated that the more impulsive characteristic of the lightning current
in these halo-related -CGs is the reason for the rarity of negative sprites, while
Qin et al. [2011] have concluded that the total charge moment change is the key
parameter that determines the ability of a lightning discharge in producing sprites
(see paragraph [45] in [Qin et al., 2011]) and Qin et al. [2013a] have indicated
that the more impulsive characteristic of -CGs is favorable for streamer initiation
since it enhances the mesospheric electric field, and the difference between the
threshold charge moment changes required for the initiation of the positive and
negative sprites is the answer to the sprite paradox presented by Williams et al.
[2007]. We also note that in a recently published work, Li et al. [2012] have
observed that very impulsive -CGs (produced at least 450 C km charge moment
change in 0.5 ms or less) associated with essentially no continuing current could
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CMC>300 C km:
~ 200 +CGs

CMC>500 C km:
only one -CG

1/200 = 0.5%

Figure 6.4. Lightning charge moments versus lightning peak currents, for a collection of
large and energetic events over the USA. Negative (Positive) values of Imax are associated
with negative (positive) CGs [Williams et al., 2012]. The ratio between the number of
-CGs and +CGs that produce higher charge moment changes than the thresholds for
initiation of sprites is ∼0.5%, which is one order of magnitude smaller than that estimated
in Figure 6.3.

indeed produce negative sprites. The charge moment changes responsible for the 6
negative sprites were 750, 1050, 600, 650, 460, 450 C km, in remarkable agreement
with a prediction of ∼500 C km threshold in [Qin et al., 2013a]. We emphasize that
the difference between the charge moment thresholds required for the initiation of
positive and negative sprites is only one of the three major factors accounting for
the polarity asymmetry of sprites [Qin et al., 2013a]. Observability of sprites is
another critical factor as streamers in sprites go through a significant growth before
they become observable [Liu et al., 2009; Qin et al., 2012a]. As shown in Figure
6.2, the downward streamers in negative sprites appear to be dimmer than their
upward counterparts due to a higher critical field required for the propagation of
negative streamers [Qin et al., 2011; Li et al., 2012]. Some negative sprites appear
as bright spots/patches [Qin et al., 2013a] rather than column or carrot shape (see
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Figure 6.2d-g). Many negative sprites may have been produced but left undetected
by observation instruments. A simple estimate based on the charge moment change
data documented by Williams et al. [2007] and the charge moment thresholds for
positive and negative sprites derived by Qin et al. [2013a] (respectively 320 C
km and 500 C km under typical nighttime conditions) leads to the theoretical
result that ∼5% of sprites should be negative (see Figure 6.3). However, it should

be noted that due to the differences in fields required for propagation/growth

of streamers of different polarity and the resultant intrinsic dimness of negative
streamers propagating in a given field as compared to positive streamers, this
estimate must be considered as an upper limit for observations. We also note that
different dataset may lead to very different results (see Figure 6.4). Therefore,
more measurements and observations on the impulsiveness of sprite-producing CGs, dim streamers in negative halos produced by -CGs, and the charge moment
contrast of +CGs and -CGs are necessary to further test the theories of sprite
asymmetry.

6.4

Conclusions

Production of positive sprites by a +CG associated with a minimum charge moment change of 200 C km requires stringent upper atmospheric ambient conditions. If preexisting electron inhomogeneities in the lower ionosphere are spherically Gaussian distributed, the reference altitude h0 of the D-region electron density
profile needs to be higher than 90 km in order to enable positive streamer initiation. If elliptically Gaussian distributed inhomogeneities are present, a larger ratio
of their vertical dimensions to radial dimension lowers the requirement of high
h0 . Using these stringent upper atmospheric ambient conditions, we calculate that
300 C km is the minimum charge moment change required for -CGs to produce
negative sprites. The difference between the charge moment thresholds required
for the initiation of positive and negative sprites represents an important factor
accounting for the polarity asymmetry of sprites.

Chapter

7

Radio Signals Produced by Sprites
Sprites are mesospheric discharges that carry significant electrical currents and
produce electromagnetic radiation observed typically in the ELF to ULF bands. In
this chapter, we present the first theoretical estimates of the radio signals produced
by individual sprite streamers using a plasma fluid model. The purpose of this
study is to demonstrate that sprites are able to produce VLF and LF radio waves
if their causative lightning discharges produce large charge moment changes that
enable exponential growth of sprite streamers at low altitudes of ∼40 km.

7.1

Radio Observations of Sprites

Radio waves produced by sprites have been observed more than a decade ago
[e.g., Cummer et al., 1998; Reising et al., 1999]. Simultaneous observations of
sprite-associated ELF radio atmospherics and sprite luminosity demonstrate that
significant electrical current is flowing in the body of sprites, which produces detectable ELF electromagnetic (EM) power at levels comparable to that produced
by the sprite-causative lightning discharge [Cummer et al., 1998; Cummer , 2003],
with the source locations of the ELF radiation being further confirmed to be in
the mesosphere [Fullekrug et al., 2001]. However, in the previous literature, sprites
have never been related to VLF and LF radiation since it was generally believed
that sprites could not produce such a high energy radiation. Recently, LF radio observations of sprite-producing lightning discharges have shown the existence
of consecutive broadband pulses exhibiting electromagnetic radiation that spans
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from ∼50 to 350 kHz, and occurring also coincidentally with the sprite luminosity

[Fullekrug et al., 2010]. It has been suggested by Fullekrug et al. [2010, 2011] that
this LF radiation may stem from non-luminous relativistic electron beams occurred
at ∼22–72 km altitudes above thunderstorms. Since sprites occurred simultaneously with those LF radio waves, it is possible that sprites contribute at least part

of the LF radiation. This possibility motivates us to conduct a theoretical estimate of the characteristic frequencies of the electromagnetic radiation produced
by individual sprite streamers. The modeling results support our conjecture by
showing that sprite streamers that exponentially develop at low altitude (∼40 km)
can produce radiation up to the LF range (30–300 kHz) because the characteristic
timescale of the current variation in sprite streamers is inversely proportional to
the air density.

7.2

Approximation of Sprite Streamers as Antennas

In order to calculate the electric currents flowing in the body of sprite streamers,
the two-dimensional plasma fluid model described in Chapter 2 is used to simulate
the dynamics of sprite streamers. Since sprite streamers are primarily vertical
filamentary plasma discharges that have characteristic radii from ∼1 m to ∼100 m

in the altitude range of ∼40-75 km [Stenbaek-Nielsen and McHarg, 2008], they can
be considered as vertical antennas with current variation at any locations I(z, t)
calculated by the plasma fluid model in order to calculate their far field radiation.

This assumption is justified by our results showing that the radius of the streamer
cross-section is at least three orders of magnitude smaller than the wavelength of
any radiation under consideration. The analytical time-domain solution for the
azimuthal magnetic component of the EM field from a finite antenna of length H
(see Figure 8.1) is given by Uman et al. [1975]:
µ0
Bφ (t) =
4π

Z
0

H

sin θ
µ0
i(z, t − R/c)dz +
2
R
4π

Z
0

H

sin θ ∂i(z, t − R/c)
dz
cR
∂t

(7.1)
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Figure 7.1. Geometry of the EM radiation from a sprite.

where i is the current flowing in the antenna, θ is the polar angle of the receiver with
respect to the source location, R is the distance from the antenna to the receiver
(see Figure 8.1), µ0 and c are, respectively, the permeability and speed of light in
vacuum. Note that although it is included in our calculations, the contribution
from the first term in equation (7.1) is negligible for the far field radiation. Fourier
transform is then applied to calculate the spectrum of the sprite radiation using
Bφ (t), which is obtained numerically by applying equation (7.1) on the current
derived from the streamer modeling.

7.3

EM Radiation from the Exponentially Growing Sprite Streamers

Stable propagation of streamers requires an applied electric field that is greater
±
than the critical fields Ecr
. The minimum electric field for stable propagation
+
of positive streamers is Ecr
'4.4N/N0 kV/cm and that for negative streamers is
−
Ecr
'12.5N/N0 kV/cm, where N is the air density at the altitude of interest and

N0 '2.688×1025 m−3 is its reference value at ground level [e.g., Pasko et al., 2000].

±
Streamers propagating in an electric field higher than the critical fields Ecr
expe-

rience an exponential growth of transverse physical dimension of their heads and
propagation speed in time (∼exp(ν0 t), where ν0 is the exponential growth rate of
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Figure 7.2. Cross-sectional views of the vertical current densities Jz (r, z) in the body
of a sprite streamer initiated from a Gaussian electron density inhomogeneity at (a) 75
km; and (b) 40 km in an electric field of 1.0Ek '28.7 N/N0 kV/cm [Morrow and Lowke,
1997]. The one-dimensional curves represent the current density in arbitrary unit on the
axis of symmetry of the streamers at the same moments of time as that in the 2D plots.
Note that t2 =t1 N75 /N40 . The initial inhomogeneity is associated with (a) a peak density
of 1.2×1011 m−3 and a characteristic size of 10 m at 75 km; and (b) a peak density of
1015 m−3 and a characteristic size of 0.1 m at 40 km. The ambient electron density is
assumed to be (a) 1.2×106 m−3 at 75 km; and (b) 0.6 m−3 at 40 km [Qin et al., 2012a].
Note that the current density Jz (r, z) shown in panel (a) is Jz (r, z) at 75 km multiplied
by (N40 /N75 )2 in order to make direct comparison with Jz (r, z) at 40 km, accounting for
quadratic scaling of current density with air density N [Pasko, 2006].

streamers) [e.g., Liu et al., 2009; Celestin and Pasko, 2011; Qin et al., 2012a; Kosar
et al., 2012]. Liu et al. [2009] and Kosar et al. [2012] have calculated that for realistic applied field magnitudes the growth rate ν0 of streamers at 75 km altitude is
on the order of 103 s−1 , it corresponds to frequencies of ∼1 kHz. Kosar et al. [2012]
have also shown that the exponential growth of streamers propagating under given

supercritical fields scales according to the similarity laws for streamer breakdown
proposed by Pasko et al. [1998] (∼1/N at typical sprite altitudes of ∼40–90 km

where quenching effects of photoionization are negligible [Liu and Pasko, 2004]).
Note that the air density is N40 '8.31×1022 m−3 at 40 km and N75 '8.94×1020

m−3 at 75 km, that leads to a scaling factor of N40 /N75 '93. Therefore, one can
expect that the growth rate of streamers at 40 km altitude is on the order of

103 ×N40 /N75 '105 s−1 corresponding to frequencies of ∼100 kHz. It is the main

purpose of Section 7.3 to demonstrate that the exponential growth of the electric
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Figure 7.3. The total vertical current Iz (z) of the streamer at (a) 75 km; (b) 40 km,
calculated by integrating the current density Jz (r, z) along the radial direction. Note
that t2 =t1 N75 /N40 .

current in sprite streamers produces radiation up to ∼3 kHz (VLF) at 75 km and

up to ∼300 kHz (LF) at ∼40 km.

Figure 8.2 shows the vertical current densities Jz (r, z) of two sprite streamers

developing at 75 km and 40 km, respectively, with the parameters of the simulation described in the caption. In each case, the current density Jz (r, z) is highly
enhanced and rapidly varying in the streamer head that servers as the main radiator, followed by a streamer body with almost constant and relatively weak current
density. It is shown that the size of the streamer head Rs (scales as 1/N ) at 75
km is ∼100 times larger than that of the streamer head at 40 km, and the current
density Jz (r, z) (scales as N 2 ) at 75 km is ∼104 times weaker than that of the

streamer at 40 km, which is consistent with the similarity laws (i.e., N40 /N75 '93).

The vertical current Iz (z) flowing in the streamer body is calculated by inte-

grating the current density Jz (r, z) along the radial direction and shown in Figure
8.3. Note that the current Iz (z) in the body of streamer does not depend on air
density, since Iz (z)=Jz (r, z)×As , where Jz (r, z) scales as N 2 and the area of the
streamer cross section As 'πRs2 scales as N −2 . The streamer current at 75 km
and at 40 km are therefore comparable. On the other hand, the timescale of the
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Figure 7.4. Growth rates of the magnetic field Bφ radiated by streamers propagating at
75 km in electric fields of 1.0Ek , 0.8Ek , and 0.6Ek , respectively. The signals are received
600 km away on the ground (see Figure 8.1).

streamer development, which scales as 1/N , at 40 km is ∼93 times shorter than

that of the streamer at 75 km (see Figure 8.3). Therefore, the growth rate ν0 of the

streamer current at 40 km is ∼93 times greater than that of the streamer current
at 75 km (see also [Kosar et al., 2012, Figure 5]).

The top curve in Figure 8.4 shows the growth rate of the magnetic field Bφ
corresponding to the current variation of a streamer developing at 75 km in an
electric field of 1.0Ek (see Figure 8.3a). Note that Bφ is obtained by applying
equation (7.1) using current derived from the streamer modeling. Similarly to
the growth of radius [Kosar et al., 2012], the growth rate of streamer current is
not only a function of altitude (see Figure 8.3) but also a function of the applied
electric field (see Figure 8.4).
For a magnetic field Bφ (t)=exp(ν0 t) in arbitrary units that exponentially grows
from t=0 to t0 , its spectrum can be calculated analytically from its Fourier transform as follows:
1
B(ω) = √
2π

Z
0

t0

1 e(ν0 −jω)t0 − 1
eν0 t e−jωt dt = √
2π ν0 − jω

(7.2)
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The magnitude of B(ω) is:
1
|B(ω)| = √
2π



e2ν0 t0 − 2eν0 t0 cos(ωt0 ) + 1
ν02 + ω 2

 12
(7.3)

where ω is the angular frequency, and for eν0 t0 1, one gets:
eν0 t0
1
|B(ω)| ' √ p 2
2π ν0 + ω 2

(7.4)

where ω=2πf and f is the frequency. Note that the condition eν0 t0 1 can be

fulfilled, for example at 75 km, if t0 &0.3 ms since ν0 '104 s−1 (see Figure 8.4).

This spectrum is a square-root Lorentzian density function peaked at f =0 Hz and
√
decreasing rapidly at higher frequency with a half-width of fhalf = 3ν0 (h, E)/2π.

Table 7.1 lists the fhalf values for altitudes h=75, 40 km and for field from E=0.5
to 1.0Ek . Note that the fhalf values at 75 km in Table 7.1 are calculated using
ν0 obtained directly from plasma fluid simulations of sprite streamers, whereas
these at 40 km are estimated using the values at 75 km and the air density scaling
factor N40 /N75 '93. The fhalf values at other altitudes h between 40 and 75 km

km−h
), where 7.72 km is the
can be estimated using a scaling factor of ∼exp( 75
7.72 km

scale height of the atmospheric density. We test the accuracy of the estimates in

Table 7.1 by calculating fhalf (40 km, 1.0Ek ) using the streamer current shown in
Figure 8.3b. The result is 271 kHz, and it has a small 1.5% difference from 267
kHz listed in Table 7.1, which is due to the different ambient electron densities at
75 km and 40 km taken into account in the simulations (see the caption of Figure
8.2). An important conclusion based on the above results is that sprite streamers
propagating at ∼40 km altitude would naturally produce LF radiation.

7.4

EM Radiation from the Periodic Branching
of Sprite Streamers

It should be emphasized that the spectrum distribution shown by equation (7.4)
only accounts for the EM radiation from the exponential growth of the current
in sprite streamers. Moreover, when the radius of the streamer head becomes
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several times larger than the photoionization range Lph , the stable growth of sprite
streamers is no longer possible, because the density of photoelectrons created ahead
of the streamer is insufficient to support the streamer advancement [Liu and Pasko,
2004]. These streamers with large heads will split into several small-scale streamers
with each head being able to propagate and grow exponentially again [Liu and
Pasko, 2004]. Note that the photoionization range Lph , that is determined by the
absorption length of UV photons by oxygen molecules, is inversely proportional to
the air density N and therefore decreases exponentially with decreasing altitude.
This streamer branching phenomenon has been commonly observed in high-speed
video observations of sprites [e.g., Cummer et al., 2006; McHarg et al., 2010], and
it is also clearly shown in these videos that sprite streamers branch more frequently
when propagating toward lower altitudes where the photoionization range Lph is
shorter.
It is reasonable to assume that the vertical current Iz (t), that increases exponentially before the sprite streamers branch (see Figure 8.3), may experience a
sudden decrease during the extremely rapid process of branching, since right after
branching most of the small-scale streamers do not propagate vertically (see the
streamer branching process shown in [McHarg et al., 2010]). After this sudden decrease, the vertical current Iz (t) starts another round of exponential growth before
the sprite streamers branch again. When propagating downwards, the branching
of sprite streamers occurs more frequently and introduce periodicity in the variation of vertical streamer current that may lead to narrowband enhancements in
the spectrum of sprite radiation.
The time interval between two successive streamer branching (i.e., the period
Table 7.1. Half-width fhalf (kHz) of the spectrum of Bφ as a function of altitude and
applied electric field.

75 km
55 km
40 km

1.0Ek
2.87
37.9
267

0.9Ek
2.09
27.6
194

0.8Ek
1.56
20.6
145

0.7Ek
1.17
15.5
109

0.6Ek
0.84
11.1
78

0.5Ek
0.59
7.8
55
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Tb of the vertical current variation that determines the peak frequencies in the
spectrum of sprite radiation) is a function of air density N , and its order of magnitude can be estimated using the following two different approaches leading to
similar results.
The first approach is based on the theoretical work of Liu and Pasko [2004]
in which the photoionization range Lph is stated to be (χmin pO2 )−1 and Lph '0.2

cm at ground pressure in air, where χmin and pO2 are the absorption coefficient
and the partial pressure of molecular oxygen, respectively. Celestin and Pasko
[2011] estimated that the value of the branching radius Rb is ∼0.5 cm at ground

pressure and then found the corresponding time of streamer branching Tb0 '11.2
ns and the corresponding streamer length L(tb )=7 cm. Using the air density
scaling factors, while neglecting the non-similarity of photoionization, we find that
at 40 km Tb40 '3.62 µs corresponding to frequencies of ∼276 kHz, and at 75 km

Tb75 '0.34 ms corresponding to frequencies of ∼2.97 kHz.

The second approach is based on the experimental work of McHarg et al. [2010]

in which successive branching of sprite streamer propagating at ∼75 km has been
clearly documented with sub-millisecond time resolution. The example used in

this estimate is the one presented in [McHarg et al., 2010, Figure 2], which shows
that a sprite streamer split at ∼76 km into five small streamers that propagated

down to ∼70 km altitude where they split again into smaller streamers. Assuming

that the streamer velocity was 1.8×107 m/s [McHarg et al., 2010], the time interval
between successive branching at ∼75 km is 0.33 ms corresponding to frequencies of

∼3.00 kHz. Using the air density scaling factor of ∼93, at 40 km the time interval
is ∼3.58 µs corresponding to frequencies of ∼279 kHz.

The results obtained from the above two different approaches agree well. How-

ever, we emphasize that existing high-speed observations are not yet able to resolve
the branching dynamics at low altitudes and the actual frequencies of the radiation from the periodic branching of sprite streamers at 40 km may be lower than
the above estimates because the reduced electric field at 40 km produced by the
lightning discharge is small, which leads to slow growth of sprite streamers. Nevertheless, the above estimates, along with the calculations in Section 7.3, predict that
in the case of +CGs associated with large charge moment changes, sprite streamers
that are able to propagate down to ∼40 km altitude can radiate electromagnetic
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field with frequencies in the LF range (30–300 kHz).

7.5

Observability of Sprite Radiation

We note that stable propagation of streamers requires the lightning-induced quasi±
as discussed in Section
static electric field to be larger than the critical field Ecr

7.3. Therefore, for streamers to propagate down to ∼40 km, a large charge moment
change of ∼1000 C km is necessary. Besides, a large charge moment change that

leads to a large streamer initiation region is also more likely to produce a large
constellation of sprites (e.g., jellyfish sprites) [Qin et al., 2011, 2012b], which may
be one necessary condition for sprite radiation to be detectable (see Figures in
[Cummer et al., 1998]). Note that when measured several hundred kilometers
away from the parent lightning discharge, the typical magnitude of the magnetic
field radiated by sprite current is on the order of 10−9 T [e.g., Cummer et al.,
1998; Cummer , 2003]. The number of streamers required to produce this amount
of radiation can be estimated using Figures 8.3a and 8.4. In Figure 8.3a, the
length of the streamer grows exponentially in time, and using extrapolation (see
[Liu et al., 2009] and discussion therein) it is found that it takes ∼1 ms for this

streamer to become 6 km long. In ∼1 ms, the magnetic field shown by the top
curve in Figure 8.4 grows up to ∼1.2×10−12 T. Having assumed that this is the

largest magnitude of the magnetic field radiated by an individual streamer, since
branching occurs after streamer propagates ∼6 km at 75 km altitude [McHarg

et al., 2010], it requires ∼1000 individual streamers to produce the magnitude of
the sprite radiation measured by Cummer et al. [1998] and Cummer [2003].

We also suggest that in the most recent radio observation of sprites analyzed by
Soula et al. [2012] (see Figure 8.4), the VLF and LF radio signals that have several
millisecond delay with respect to the signals from the lightnings were probably
produced by the current flowing in the sprites. It appears that the delays of
VLF and LF signals are different, and the VLF signals appear earlier than the
LF signals. These up-chirped signals in which the frequency increases with time
can be explained by the fact that higher frequency radiation is produced at lower
altitudes as demonstrated in this chapter.
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Figure 7.5. (a) Four successive frames during the sprite events at 2 h 33 min 16 s. The
line d1−4 corresponds with the lines of sight of different elements of the sprite events. (b)
Chronology of the sequence including the peak current of the strokes (red triangle) and
the video frames shown in (a). (c) Variation of the electric field radiated in ELF range
(lower graph), VLF range (middle graph) and in LF (upper graph), detected at 1280 km
in Bath (UK). (t=0 corresponds with the second P+CG parent stroke (2) detected at
2 h 33 min 16.750 s). (d) Radar reflectivity field in F2 at 0235 UT including the sprite
lines of sight (d1−4 ) and the P+CG strokes (red triangle) [Soula et al., 2012].
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7.6

Conclusions

In this chapter, we demonstrate that the spectral content of the electromagnetic
radiation from sprite streamers is highly dependent on the air density N , i.e., sprite
streamers at lower altitudes with higher air density N produce a higher frequency
radiation. We calculate that the exponential growth of the streamer current with
a rate ν0 of ∼103 s−1 at ∼75 km produces radiation with frequencies up to ∼3
kHz, whereas at ∼40 km with a rate ν0 of ∼105 s−1 it produces a radiation with

frequencies up to ∼300 kHz. The ideal spectrum due to this exponential growth

is a “square-root” Lorentzian density function peaked at f =0 Hz and decreasing
√
rapidly at higher frequency with a half-width of fhalf = 3ν0 /2π, where ν0 scales
as the air density N and is a function of the lightning-induced electric field E.
We also conjecture that the streamer branching process may introduce periodicity
in the streamer current variation thus would lead to sprite radiation enhanced in
the ELF (10 Hz–3 kHz) range for sources at 75 km and enhanced in the LF (30–
300 kHz) range for sources at 40 km. The above-discussed frequency variation
at different altitudes obeys the similarity laws for streamer breakdown proposed
by Pasko et al. [1998], and therefore frequencies of streamer radiation at other
altitudes can be estimated using linear scaling with air density N . Frequencies in
the LF range associated with sprites have already been detected and interpreted as
produced by relativistic electron beams [Fullekrug et al., 2010, 2011]. The present
study shows that sprite streamers could be responsible for at least part of this
radiation. We further note that the charge moment change of the sprite-causative
lightning discharge that determines the altitude range of the streamer propagation
determines the spectrum of the sprite radiation. A lightning discharge associated
with a large charge moment change not only enable streamer propagation down
to low altitudes but also would be more likely to produce a large constellation of
sprites (e.g., jellyfish sprites). In turn, this would likely produce electromagnetic
radiation with a detectable magnitude.

Chapter

8

Data-Driven Modeling of Sprites
The work documented in section 8.1 will be submitted for publication in Geophysical Research Letters. The work documented in sections 8.2 and 8.3 has been
presented at the American Geophysical Union (AGU) Fall Meeting on 5-9 December, 2011 in San Francisco, CA, USA. We collaborate with Dr. Jingbo Li and Dr.
Steven A. Cummer from Duke University on this study with the goal to achieve
good agreement on optical emissions produced by modeled halo events using our
plasma fluid model and high-speed video observations of sprites recorded by Duke
University. We have also studied the impact of successive lightning discharges
on the initiation and propagation of sprite streamers using real lightning current
waveforms measured by Duke University.

8.1

Mechanism of Column and Carrot Sprites
Derived from Optical and Radio Observations

As has been emphasized in Chapter 5, sprites are large-scale luminous gas discharges in the upper atmosphere that exhibit a variety of morphologies resembling
straight columns, carrots, jellyfish, or fireworks in normal-rate (.1000 fps) video
observations [e.g., Stenbaek-Nielsen et al., 2000; Pasko et al., 2011; Bor , 2013].
In higher-speed (&5000 fps) video observations, the morphological complexity of
sprites is manifested as the significant variation of halo luminosity, the absence or
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presence of upward negative streamers, and the complicated initiation sequence
of downward and upward streamers [e.g., Cummer et al., 2006; McHarg et al.,
2007; Stenbaek-Nielsen and McHarg, 2008]. Simultaneous observations of sprites
and ELF/VLF sferics suggest that the morphological features of sprites are closely
related to the characteristics of their causative positive cloud-to-ground lightning
discharges (+CGs) [e.g., Wescott et al., 1998; van der Velde et al., 2006; Suzuki
et al., 2011]. Observations of ‘negative sprites’ (produced by -CGs) lend further
support to the dependence of sprite morphology on lightning characteristics, showing that all negative sprites have similar morphological features, in accordance with
the similarity of the characteristics of their causative -CGs [Li et al., 2012].
Modeling studies presented in Chapter 5 provide a testable theory for understanding of the origin of different sprite morphologies. In that theory, column
sprites, characterized by predominantly vertical downward streamers, and carrot
sprites, exhibiting both upward and downward propagating streamers, are respectively produced by +CGs associated with charge moment changes smaller and
larger than a threshold of ∼500 C km under typical nighttime conditions. For

a sufficiently large change moment change capable of producing carrot sprites,
the specific shape of the carrot sprites (e.g., the luminosity of the halo, the size

and brightness of the upper diffuse region) is determined by the time dynamics of
the charge moment changes (i.e., the impulsiveness of the return stroke and the
strength of the continuing current) [Qin et al., 2013a]. In this chapter, the lightning
current moment waveforms observed simultaneously with a column and a carrot
sprite events are incorporated into a plasma fluid model with the goal to subject
the above-mentioned theory to a quantitative test by comparing the morphological
features predicted by the model with those appearing in video observations.

8.1.1

Observations

Since we are specifically interested in comparing sprite observations with streamer
modeling to understand the fundamental physics related to different sprite morphologies rather than conducting a statistical analysis on the lightning characteristics producing sprites with different morphologies, in this chapter we numerically
simulate only one column and one carrot sprite event, recorded, respectively, on
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t = 3.28 ms
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t = 3.42 ms

t = 3.58 ms

t = 3.74 ms
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t = 2.94 ms
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carrot sprites

Figure 8.1. Image series of (upper panels) a column sprite event observed on 15 July
2010 and of (lower panels) a carrot sprite event observed on 20 July 2012, each labeled
with its time from the onset of the related lightning return stroke [Qin et al., 2013b].

15 July 2010 and 20 July 2012 using a 12,500 fps camera. Figure 8.1 shows six
successive images of the column sprite event with a time interval of 0.24 ms in
the upper panels and six of the carrot sprite event with a time interval of 0.16 ms
in the lower panels. The most significant difference of these two events in terms
of their morphologies is that in the carrot sprite event an extensive upper diffuse
region formed by upward propagating negative streamers is present, whereas in the
column sprite event only small and fuzzy luminous structures around the origins of
the downward propagating streamers are perceptible but insufficient to create an
obvious carrot characteristics, similar to those discussed by Stenbaek-Nielsen and
McHarg [2008]. By contrast, the dynamics of the downward positive streamers
in these two events are almost identical, both showing clear processes of streamer
propagation, brightening, and branching as well as some bright spots near the
location of streamer branching. Therefore, it is essential to investigate the initiation and propagation of the upward negative streamers in order to understand the
origin of different sprite morphologies.
The reason why we choose these two particular events for analysis rather than
many others available in our database is because their causative +CGs were tem-
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Figure 8.2. Current waveforms of the +CGs producing (solid) the column sprite event
on 15 July 2010 starting at 07:06:09:808 880 UT and (dashed) the carrot sprite event on
20 July 2012 starting at 06:27:17:157 860 UT. The charge moment changes illustrated
by right vertical axis are obtained by integrating the current moments over time [Qin
et al., 2013b].

porarily isolated, with no detectable preceding lightning strokes and continuing
current according to the observed ELF/VLF radio signals. This prevents any possible contributions from, if present, the lightning events that occurred prior to the
ones directly responsible for the sprites. Figure 8.2 shows the lightning current
waveforms extracted by deconvolving the observed ELF sferic waveforms with a
modeled ELF impulse response, employing methodology similar to that used by
Cummer and Inan [1997]. The return stroke of the +CG responsible for the column sprite event has a large peak current moment of ∼1230 kA km and a short

duration of ∼0.8 ms, producing a charge moment change of ∼406.0 C km in 0.8
ms and followed by weak continuing current associated with ∼52.7 C km in 4.2 ms
(i.e., 458.7 C km in total in 5 ms). The return stroke of the +CG related to the

carrot sprites has a smaller peak current moment of ∼738.7 kA km and a longer
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duration of ∼1.5 ms, producing ∼564.9 C km charge moment change and followed

by stronger continuing current associated with 92.6 C km charge moment change
in ∼3.5 ms (i.e., 657.5 C km in total in 5 ms).

8.1.2

Modeling Results

A two-dimensional cylindrically symmetric (r, z dependent) plasma fluid model
developed by Qin et al. [2013a] is used to simulate the time dynamics of sprite
halos and sprite streamers (see Chapter 2). For the ambient ionospheric electron
density profile, in this chapter, we choose h0 =85 km and β=0.5 km−1 to represent
typical nighttime conditions [Han and Cummer , 2010a]. A two-step simulation
technique proposed by Qin et al. [2012a] is used to model the initiation of streamers
during the development of the halo (see Chapter 2). The test inhomogeneities have
Gaussian density distributions:
r2 (z − h0 )2
= npeak exp − 2 −
r0
z02


ninhomo


(8.1)

where h0 , npeak , r0 and z0 are the altitude, the peak density, and the characteristic size of the inhomogeneity in radial and axial directions, respectively. In this
chapter, npeak =2×109 m−3 and r0 =z0 =30 m, identical to those used by Qin et al.
[2013a] (see Chapter 5). We note that the chosen inhomogeneity is the most optimal for initiation of streamers [Qin et al., 2013a, and extensive discussion therein]
and allows careful quantitative description of differences in initiation of sprites and
their morphology for experimentally specified current/charge moment dynamics,
that represents the goal of the present study.
In the first modeling step, we simulate the halo dynamics to investigate the
variation of the large-scale lightning electric field in the upper atmosphere. Figure
8.3 shows the reduced electric field (i.e., Ehalo /Ek ) on the axis of symmetry of the
halo in two different ways: Upper panels (a) and (b) show the spatial variation
of the reduced electric field at different moments of time, whereas lower panels
(c) and (d) show the temporal variation of the reduced electric field at different
altitudes. Comparing these spatial and temporal variations of the reduced electric
fields calculated using real lightning current waveforms with theoretical results
presented in [Qin et al., 2013a], we see that the electric fields shown in Figure
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Figure 8.3. (a, b) Spatial variation of the reduced electric field Ehalo /Ek along the axis
of symmetry of the halo at different moments of time, respectively, in the column and
carrot sprite events. (c, d) Temporal variation of the reduced electric field along the axis
of symmetry of the halo at different altitudes, respectively, in the column and carrot
sprite events. Dashed lines in panel (d) correspond to the altitudes at which upward
negative streamers can be initiated. The column event starts at 07:06:09:808 880 UT on
15 July 2010, and the carrot event starts at 06:27:17:157 860 UT on 20 July 2012. The
numbers in parentheses represent the αd values obtained by integrating νi as a function
of E/N in the 5 ms time scale at each altitude [Qin et al., 2013b].

8.3a are very similar to those shown in [Qin et al., 2013a, Figure 4b] that are
predicted to produce column sprites, and the electric fields shown in Figure 8.3b
are similar to those shown in [Qin et al., 2013a, Figure 6b] that are suggested
to produce carrot sprites. A critical difference in the dynamics of the reduced
electric fields shown in Figure 8.3 is that in the carrot sprite event there is a large
region below ∼76 km altitude (i.e., at 75, 74, 73 km and lower altitudes) where the
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electric field exceeds 0.8Ek with a peak value of ∼1.2Ek , and persists for longer
than ∼2 ms, whereas in the column sprite event, only at ∼78 km altitude, the

electric field slightly exceeds 0.8Ek and persists for ∼2 ms. Note that an electric
field that exceeds 0.8Ek and persists for ∼2 ms is the minimum requirement to

initiate upward negative streamers at sprite altitudes according to the analysis of
Qin et al. [2013a].
The strength of the lightning electric field at a given altitude h can also
be estimated using a single value (rather than a combination of its magnitude
and persistence) by integrating the ionization frequency νi (E/N ) over time (i.e.,
Rt
ν (E/N )dt). This value is equivalent to the αd value in the Raether-Meek cri0 i
terion in regard to the avalanche-to-streamer transition between two electrodes,
which states that when an electron avalanche propagates a long enough distance d
from the initial position of the primary electron so that the product of d and the
ionization coefficient α(E/N ) approaches a value of 18 (i.e., αd'18), the electron
avalanche will transform into a streamer [Raizer , 1991, Sec. 12.2.5, p. 332]. Note
that when approximation of spatial homogeneity of α holds (i.e., the dynamics occur in a small region and therefore the problem can be considered as purely local,
which is true in all simulations in this chapter, see also discussion in [Qin et al.,
Rt
Rt
2011]): 0 νi dt= 0 αve dt=αd, where ve is the electron drift velocity, and hereafter
Rt
for convenience 0 νi (E/N )dt is referred to as the αd value. The value eαd (i.e.,
e

Rt
0

νi (E/N )dt

) represents the total number of free electrons produced by a single seed

electron through ionization under the application of an electric field E with a duration of t. The numbers in parentheses in Figures 8.3c and 8.3d represent the αd
values obtained by integrating νi as a function of E/N [Morrow and Lowke, 1997]
in the 5 ms time scale at each altitude.
In the second modeling step, we place a test inhomogeneity at different altitudes
and apply the spatially and temporally varying electric field obtained in the first
modeling step (see Figure 8.3) to model the initiation of streamers. In the column
sprite event, we find that streamers cannot be initiated above 80 km altitude, and
downward positive streamers can be initiated from inhomogeneities placed below
80 km down to 74 km altitude by the end of our 5 ms simulations. Note that
downward positive streamers may also be able to initiate at altitudes lower than
74 km but with a delay longer than 5 ms. Figure 8.4a shows the streamer initiation
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Figure 8.4. Cross-sectional view of optical emissions on the axis of symmetry for a
streamer produced (a) in the column sprite event and (b) in the carrot sprite event.
Each frame is labeled with its time from the onset of the related lightning return stroke
[Qin et al., 2013b].

from a test inhomogeneity placed at 78.25 km altitude, at which upward negative
streamers have the best chance to be initiated since the αd value at this altitude
is the largest according to the results shown in Figure 8.3c. Nevertheless, we see
in Figure 8.4a that the upward luminous structure decays quickly and no negative
streamer can be launched, which indicates that an electric field with αd=4.0 is
not strong enough to initiate negative streamers. We emphasize that according
to streamer simulations similar to those shown in Figure 8.4a, upward negative
streamers cannot be initiated at any other altitudes with αd values even smaller
than 4.0 in the column sprite event. A similar parametric study has also been conducted for the carrot sprite event, for which downward positive streamers are found
to be able to initiate below 78 km altitude and upward negative streamers below
76 km altitude. It appears that the magnitude and persistence of the electric fields
at 75, 74, and 73 km altitudes, that correspond to αd values of &10 (see Figure
8.3c), are enough for the initiation of negative streamers. Figure 8.4b shows the
initiation of an upward negative streamer from an inhomogeneity placed at 74.25
km altitude. We note that the simulation domains for streamer initiation extend
2 km vertically (i.e., 77-79 km in Figure 8.4a and 73-75 km in Figure 8.4b). We
show in Figure 8.4 only the streamer dynamics in the upper part of the simulation
domain because the downward positive streamer initiates earlier and becomes very
bright when the upward negative streamer initiates. The upward structure cannot
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be seen clearly when the entire domain is shown using common color scale. We also
note that the downward positive streamers in the two cases have almost identical
dynamics, both experience significant acceleration and exponential growth, similar
to those modeled by Liu et al. [2009] and Qin et al. [2012a] and in good agreement
with the similarity of the experimentally observed downward streamers shown in
Figure 8.1.

8.1.3

Discussion

Qin et al. [2013a] theoretically studied the dependence of sprite morphology on
lightning characteristics and concluded that column sprites and carrot sprites are,
respectively, produced by +CGs associated with charge moment changes smaller
and larger than a threshold of ∼500 C km under typical nighttime conditions (i.e.,

the same ambient conditions as those used in this chapter). A large charge moment change can produce a strong electric field at low altitude where the ambient
conductivity is low so that the electric field can persist above 0.8Ek for longer than
∼2 ms, which is a requirement for the initiation of upward negative streamers [Qin
et al., 2013a]. The simulation results obtained using real lightning current wave-

forms in comparison with high-speed video observations in this chapter support
the conclusions of Qin et al. [2013a]. Hence the above-mentioned requirement (i.e.,
the electric field persists above 0.8Ek for longer than 2 ms) can be used to predict
the sprite morphology from the large-scale electric field (see Figure 8.3).
We have also used the αd value to estimate the strength of the electric field
at sprite altitudes. One important fact is that at none of the altitudes in either
event the αd value exceeds 18, which is the minimum αd value required for the
initiation of streamers from single seed electrons. This indicates that electron inhomogeneities in the lower ionosphere are necessary to initiate sprite streamers, as
has been emphasized by Qin et al. [2011], and it is also why we assume the existence of such inhomogeneities in the first place. The presence of inhomogeneities
greatly facilitates the initiation of positive streamers by reducing the requirement
of the αd value to as small as 0.4 if the electric field persists long enough (see
Figure 8.3c). However, the initiation of negative streamers still requires a minimum αd value of ∼10 (see Figure 8.3d). This is because the polarization of the
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inhomogeneity can lead to a much stronger local electric field around its positive
head than that in its negative head due to the fact that electrons are much more
diffusive than ions [Qin et al., 2012b]. Based on the above discussion, we see that
an αd value of ∼10 can be used as another estimate of the minimum requirement

for the initiation of upward negative streamer in sprite events. In other words, if
the αd values in the entire upper atmosphere are smaller than 10, only column
sprites can be produced.
It should be emphasized that the ambient conductivity in the lower ionosphere
affects the threshold charge moment change producing carrot sprites, and under
typical nighttime conditions a minimum of ∼500 C km is required [Qin et al.,

2013a]. It appears that the charge moment changes producing the two events
(respectively, 458.7 C km and 657.5 C km ) agree with this threshold. This implies

that the ambient conditions at the moments of these two events were close to the
typical nighttime conditions (i.e., h0 =85 km and β=0.5 km−1 ) [Han and Cummer ,
2010a]). In principle, variation of the threshold charge moment changes producing
carrot sprites observed at different nights can be used as an indicator of the shortterm or long-term variation of the lower ionospheric ambient conductivity.

8.1.4

Conclusions

The lightning current moment waveforms observed simultaneously with high-speed
video records of a column sprite event and a carrot sprite event are incorporated
in a plasma fluid model to provide quantitative explanation of these two distinct
morphological classes of transient luminous events. It is demonstrated that in
the carrot sprite event, the upward negative streamers are initiated in a relatively
large altitude region where the lightning-induced electric field exceeds 80% of the
conventional breakdown field Ek and persists for longer than 2 ms, whereas in the
column sprite event such a region does not exist. The minimum requirement for an
electric field to initiate upward negative streamers from electron inhomogeneities
can also be established using a time integral of the reduced electric field dependent
Rt
Rt
ionization frequency at a given altitude 0 νi (E/N )dt, with e 0 νi (E/N )dt representing
the total number of free electrons produced by a single seed electron through
ionization under the application of an electric field E with a duration of t. Modeling
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results indicate that in the upper atmosphere these integral values never exceed
18, which is the minimum value required for the initiation of sprite streamers
from single seed electrons. It is therefore concluded that the presence of electron
inhomogeneities in the lower ionosphere is a necessary condition for the initiation
of sprite streamers. It is further demonstrated that with the presence of strong
inhomogeneities in the lower ionosphere, a minimum value of the integral ∼10

is necessary to initiate negative streamers, corresponding to a minimum charge
moment change of ∼500 C km under typical nighttime conditions. If the integral

values in the entire upper atmosphere are smaller than ∼10, only column sprites

can be produced.

8.2

Comparison of Model Halo Events and High
Speed Video Observations

We conduct this comparison study for multiple purposes. First, we test how accurate the quasi-static electric model can model the sprite halo dynamics. Second,
we demonstrate that the measurements of lightning current waveforms are reliable.
Since the numerical reconstruction of the lightning current waveforms using ELF
signals from lightnings is sensitive to the lower ionospheric electron density profile,
we may be able to develop a remote sensing technique that can be used to probe
the lower ionosphere by reconciling the halos modeled using real current waveforms
and high-speed video observations, which is our ultimate goal.

8.2.1

Lightning Current Waveform

Compared to previous sprite halo modeling [e.g., Barrington-Leigh et al., 2001],
an important feature of the present study is that we use realistic lightning current
waveform measured by Dr. Steven A. Cummer’s research group at Duke University. According to Cummer et al. [2006], during the experimental campaign in
July and August 2005 at the Yucca Ridge Field Station in Fort Collins, Colorado,
two magnetic field sensors (two pairs of magnetic induction coils) were used to
record the full horizontal magnetic field produced by lightning discharges, and one
electric field sensor was used to record the corresponding vertical electric field.
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The electromagnetic sensors were designed and built by QUASAR, Inc. and their
wide bandwidth (<1 Hz to 30 kHz) enabled relatively short range measurements
of fields from both return strokes and continuing currents with accurate GPS absolute timing. The two orthogonal horizontal measurements of the magnetic field
from each pair of the coils enable these authors to derive the azimuthal magnetic
field, which is the magnetic field in azimuthal direction defined by a cylindrical
coordinate system with the origin at the lighting location. Source current moment
waveforms were then estimated from the magnetic field data using a modified version of the deconvolution method described by Cummer and Inan [2000] in which
regularization parameters that enforce more smoothness on the later part of the
current moment waveform were applied. This enables reliable extraction of both
the fast return stroke current moment and the slow continuing current moment
that is present in essentially all of the analyzed strokes [Li et al., 2008]. The
lightning current waveform used in this study is related to the sprite-halo event
observed on 13 August 2005 at 03:12:32.0 UT [Cummer et al., 2006].
The ambient electron density profile can be expressed by equation 2.15. Duke
University estimate the current moment and charge moment change for different
electron density profiles (i.e., different h0 ) using the magnetic field data. We list
the total charge moment change at t=2 ms for each h0 in Table 8.1. As the h0
increases, the charge moment change increases as well.
Figure 8.5 shows the lightning current waveform and charge moment change in
the case corresponding to h0 =88.5 km.

8.2.2

High-Speed Video Sprite Images

Most of the descriptions below related to the intensified CCD high-speed camera
and the sprite images are adapted from [Cummer et al., 2006].
Table 8.1. Charge Moment Changes For Different Electron Density Profiles.

h0 (km)
2 ms QhQ (C km)

85.5
365

86.5
385

87.5
400

88.5
410

89.5
415

90.5
420

91.5
420

500

800

400

600

300

400

200

200

100

Current Moment (kA km)

1000

0
1.585

1.985

2.385
2.785
UT time (ms)

3.185

QhQ (C km)
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Figure 8.5. Solid line represents the lightning current moment waveform. Dashed line
represents the charge moment change. UT time starts on 13 August 2005 at 03:12:32.000.

The suite of instruments fielded at Yucca Ridge Field Station during the campaign in July and August 2005 included an intensified CCD high-speed camera [Cummer et al., 2006]. This camera was a Vision Research Phantom 7.1
monochrome high speed imager coupled to an ITT Gen III image intensifier with
spectral response from 450 to 900 nm. The phosphor persistence of this intensifier
was measured with controlled sources to have a half-life between 0.35 ms (dim
features) and 0.70 ms (bright features). The images were recorded at 640 by 480
pixels and 5000 frames per second. The camera time stamps every image with the
end of the integration time as computed from an external GPS-synched IRIG time
code.
Figure 8.6 shows the sprite event studied in this section. We only focus on the
dynamics of the sprite halo at t<2.26 ms before the occurrence of sprite streamers.

8.2.3

Model Description

Figure 8.7 shows the geometry of experiment in order to introduce processes and
parameters that are critical in this comparison study. The sprite halo modeling
includes four numerical steps. First, the dynamics of the sprite halo is numerically
simulated using the plasma fluid model introduced in Chapter 2. Optical emissions
from each part of the halo are obtained during this step. Then, in the second step
we take into account the effect of elevation angle using techniques that are similar to
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Figure 8.6. High speed sprite images from 13 August 2005 at 03:12:32.0 UT, each
labeled with its time from the lightning return stroke initiation. (Adapted from [Cummer
et al., 2006, Figure 2]).

those in [Veronis et al., 1999, Figure 3]. During this step we calculate the optical
emissions that are received by the intensified CCD camera at every moment of
time by integrating the emissions along different lines of sight. When the halo
emissions reach the camera, they need to pass through the intensifier before being
received by the CCD sensor. The main function of the image intensifier is the
multiplication of the incoming photons (i.e., the amplification of the incoming
light signal), which enables the CCD camera to take images at extremely low
light conditions and/or at extremely short exposure times. In this amplification
process, the incoming photons first meet the photocathode of the image intensifier,
and are converted to photo electrons by collisional ionization. The micro channel
plate of the intensifier multiplies the incoming electrons from the photocathode,
and then the multiplied electrons from the micro channel plate are converted back
into photons by the phosphor screen of the intensifier. During this process, the
phosphor screen may have significant persistence effect, depending on the specific
phosphorus that is used, and this process greatly affects the signals received by
the CCD sensor. Hence, in the third step in order to take into account the effect
of phosphor persistence, we apply a convolution signal processing technique by
assuming that impulse response of the system is:
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Figure 8.7. Geometry of experiment. Distance from the lightning return stroke to the
camera was 284 km in this event [Cummer et al., 2006].



1
t
g(t) = exp −
τ
τ
where τ =

half-life
,
ln(2)

(8.2)

and “half-life” represents the half life of the phosphor persistence.

For input signals Iinput (t) received by the phosphor screen, the output signals
Ioutput (t) from the screen can be expressed as:
1
Ioutput (t) =
τ

Z
0

t


t − t0
Iinput (t ) exp −
dt0
τ
0



(8.3)

On the other hand, a reverse process with a deconvolution technique can be
applied to reconstruct the optical emissions from the sprite halo using the highspeed video images. Figure 8.8 shows the comparison between one original sprite
image and the same image after deconvolution. Streamer heads are clearly seen in
the right panel of Figure 8.8, whereas in the original image, continuous filamentary
structure of sprite tendrils is present. As already noted by Sentman et al. [2008],
the continuous filamentary structure observed in low-speed imagery are produced
by smearing of the emissions from compact head structures moving at speeds too
fast to be resolved (see also Figure 1.5 illustrating this effect).
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Figure 8.8. Reconstruction of the real optical emissions using a deconvolution technique. Left panel: an original sprite image extracted from the high-speed video observation. Right panel: the same sprite image reconstructing emissions from streamer tips
after implementing deconvolution.

However, in this study, we use the convolution technique rather than the deconvolution because the accuracies of convolution and deconvolution techniques
depend on the accuracies of the lightning current waveform and the optical signals
recorded by the camera, respectively. Since the camera recorded 5000 frames per
second, whereas the sample frequency of the lightning current was 50000 Hz, it is
more accurate to use the convolution technique.
Finally, the fourth step is to integrate the signals received by the CCD sensor
over 0.2 ms, which is the exposure time of the intensified CCD high-speed camera.
We illustrate the effects of different processes and parameters on the morphology of sprite halo in Figure 8.9. In Figure 8.9(a), halo emissions at t=2.785 ms
calculated by the plasma fluid model are integrated along horizontal line of sight.
In such a case, the halo emissions are visible mainly in the altitude range of ∼80-85

km, and the shape of the modeled sprite halo is similar to that in previous numerical simulations [e.g., Barrington-Leigh et al., 2001]. However, since the sprite
halo was centered directly above the lightning return stroke, and the camera was
located only 284 km away from the lightning striking point according to the National Lightning Detection Network (NLDN) [Cummer et al., 2006], the elevation
angle has a great effect on the morphology of the observed sprite halo as shown
in Figure 8.9(b). It is interesting to note that the luminosity of the sprite halo
in Figure 8.9(b) is weaker than that in Figure 8.9(a). We take into account the
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Figure 8.9. Cross-sectional views of the modeled optical emissions from 1PN2 in the
sprite halo at t=2.785 ms (the moment of time with peak luminosity) in the cases of (a)
observing along horizontal line of sight; (b) ground observations 284 km away from the
lightning stroke; (c) taking into account phosphor persistence; (d) taking into account
exposure duration.

effect of phosphor persistence in Figure 8.9(c) and the effect of exposure time of
the camera in Figure 8.9(d).
For the purpose of comparing the importance of different processes, as shown
in Figure 8.10, we integrated the halo emissions along the radial direction and
compare them to the integrated optical signals captured by the intensified CCD
camera.

8.2.4

Direct Comparison With High-Speed Video Observations

A parametric study has been conducted in order to find out the combination of the
electron density profile and total charge moment change (results are summarized in
Table 8.1) that lead to the best agreement between numerical simulations and highspeed video observations. Note that this parametric study is the most important
part of the remote sensing technique. In this section, we show the modeling results
using h0 =88.5 km and β=0.5 km−1 that is chosen based on the parametric study. In
order to achieve a quantitative comparison, we integrate the halo emissions from
the 1PN2 band system at different moments of time along the radial direction
both in numerical simulations and video observations, and compare their altitude
structuring and sub-millisecond time dynamics.
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Figure 8.10. Integrated 1PN2 emissions along the radial direction at t=2.785 ms.
Dashed line represents the integrated optical signals captured by the intensified CCD
camera.

We see that in Figure 8.11, the sub-millisecond time dynamics and altitude
structuring of the optical emissions produced by the modeled sprite halo and highspeed video observations agree very well. We further demonstrate the consistence
between simulations and observations in Figure 8.12 through direct comparison
in the same plot. We marked two regions where good agreement is not achieved
because in these regions either streamers are already initiated or it is contaminated
by the light from the lightning coming from lower altitudes. We emphasize that
the altitude ranges in Figures 8.12 and 8.11 are not the same. This is the problem
that needs to be resolved in our future study.

8.3

Successive Lightning Strokes and Initiation
of Sprite Streamers

The purpose of this study is to investigate the impact of successive lightning strokes
on the initiation and propagation of sprite streamers based on a real lightning
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of halo emissions (left) captured by the video camera; (right) calculated by the model.
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current waveform. The sprite-producing lightning event studied in this section has
been documented in [Adachi et al., 2009]. Note that the results shown in this
section are preliminary, as we are using the model presented in Chapter 2 that
does not take into account many chemical reactions that may significantly affect
the dynamics of the sprite halo on a timescale longer than 5 ms.

8.3.1

Introduction

Cummer and Stanley [1999] analyzed synchronized high speed video images and
ELF-VLF radio emissions for 11 sprite clusters observed on October 6, 1997 and
found that the minimum sprite altitudes are not well correlated with the vertical
charge moment change in the parent lightning discharges. They observed that
discharges with similar total lightning charge moment changes can produce sprites
with very different vertical extents and brightness, which seems to contradict the
theory that shows that the minimum altitude of sprite emissions depends strongly
on the magnitude of the lightning charge moment change [Pasko et al., 2000].
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In particular, Cummer and Stanley [1999] documented a sprite cluster that was
produced by a positive cloud-to-ground lightning discharge (+CG) associated with
only 150 C km charge moment change and could reach altitudes lower than 53 km.
It has also been mentioned in [Cummer and Stanley, 1999] that this sprite cluster
actually appeared 80 ms after another sprite cluster in the same general location.
Greenberg et al. [2009] analyzed the ELF/VLF electromagnetic data and optical images observed simultaneously during the 2005 EuroSprite campaign to investigate the characteristics of sprite-producing lightning discharges. The authors
found that more than one +CG was associated with six out of 15 sprites, and suggested that lightning discharges that produce sprites may sometimes have multiple
ground connections separated in time and space by a few tens of milliseconds and
a few kilometers, respectively. For the five cases studied in [Greenberg et al., 2009]
that all occurred on July 29, 2005 in a time period of about 40 min, four sprite
events were associated with two or three +CGs. In particular, in the case 5 in
which the sprite is declared to be related to only one +CG, there was actually
another lightning stroke that occurred less than 100 ms before [Greenberg et al.,
2009, Figure 11].
Adachi et al. [2009] studied a sprite-producing lightning event that was simultaneously recorded by the FORMOSAT-2/ISUAL spectrophotometer and Duke
magnetometer on August 13, 2006. This typical event was related to three successive lightning stokes, during which as shown in Figure 8.13(a) the first stroke
associated with ∼364 C km charge moment change only produced a sprite halo,
whereas approximately 60 ms later the second stroke associated with ∼301 C km
charge moment change triggered sprite streamers.

In this section, we use the experimental data of the sprite-producing lightning
event documented in [Adachi et al., 2009, Figure 1] as a reference for simulations
and analysis in our quasi-static electric field model [Qin et al., 2011].

8.3.2

Results

Figure 8.13(b) shows the ambient electron density profile and the electron density
on the axis of symmetry at t=59 ms (i.e., just before the second stroke). Without
considering photoionization and detachment processes, the attachment processes
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in the sprite producing event observed at 06:32:28 (UT) on 14 August 2006. (b) Electron
densities on the axis of symmetry of the simulation domain at t=0 ms (i.e., ambient, A)
and t=59 ms (B).

due to the high-altitude electric field produced by the first stroke effectively reduce
the electron density below ∼80 km by one to several orders of magnitude.

Figure 8.14 presents the reduced electric field on the axis of symmetry of the

simulation domain in the case of (a) implementing the lightning current from t=59
ms to t = 63 ms only (i.e., the second stroke only); (b) implementing the whole
lightning current wave form including the first stroke. As shown in panel (a),
without the first stroke, the high field (E>Ek ) region produced by the second
stroke appears above 80 km altitude, and the electric field relaxes quickly below
+
'4.4N/N0 kV/cm is located above 65
Ek within ∼2 ms. The region where E>Ecr
+
km altitude, where Ecr
is defined as the minimum applied electric field required

for stable propagation of positive streamers [Allen and Ghaffar , 1995]. For the
case shown in panel (b), a residual field produced by the first stroke remains below
∼80 km at t=59 ms. The high field region produced by the second stroke appears

+
below ∼80 km, and lasts for more than 7 ms. The E>Ecr
region is located above

53 km altitude.

Figure 8.15 shows the cross-sectional views of the reduced electric field at t=63
ms for the two cases presented in Figure 8.14. Comparison between panels (a)
and (b) reveals that the electric field produced by the first stroke can effectively
+
extend the E>Ecr
region produced by the second stroke to much lower altitude

and can also make it wider in the transverse direction. Figure 8.15 also shows that
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a pancake-like region with a horizontal radius of ∼45 km and a vertical extent of
∼30 km is the region that the electric field produced by typical lightning discharges
can effectively affect through ionization and attachment changes.
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8.3.3

Discussion

As shown in Figure 8.13, the attachment processes due to the electric field produced by the first stroke can effectively reduce the electron density below ∼80 km
to a level (ne <103 m−3 [Qin et al., 2011]) that allows streamer formation. This
effect will be slightly weakened if photoionization processes are taken into account
as shown in [Qin et al., 2011, Figure 8] in which photoionization processes lead to
∼9% lower electron reduction by the attachment processes. The detachment pro-

cesses may also affect the results to an extent that needs to be further investigated
[Liu, 2012]. Processes such as attachment that modify the ambient conductivity
environment at the sprite initiation altitudes may be part of the answer to the
question noted by Lyons [1994], that is sprites do not tend to occur in the early
stages of storm activity, even for extremely active cells with high flash rates. Sprite
observers have suggested that the storm must have to reach a critical dimension
and/or modify the upper atmosphere over a fairly long time period through several
hours of electrical activity before sprite activity is initiated [Rodger et al., 2001].
The modification of the electron density in the upper atmosphere by the first
stroke significantly affects the dynamics of the electric field produced by the second
stroke, as shown in Figure 8.14. Without the modification by the first stroke,
the electric field produced by the second stroke relaxes very quickly due to high
electron conductivity. In such a case, the electron avalanches initiated in the high
field region overlap with each other and form a diffuse glow. Improved avalancheto-streamer transition criterion [Qin et al., 2011] confirmed this by showing that
even if an avalanche initiated from 1010 seed electrons, which is extremely unlikely,
it cannot become a streamer in the high field region produced by the second stroke
only.
We emphasize that the concepts of fast relaxation of the electric field and
overlapping of electron avalanches are closely linked together. Fast relaxation
results from high electron density, which leads to effective overlapping of avalanches
initiated from these electrons. The situation is different if the first stroke is taken
into account. As shown in Figure 8.14(b), the electric field relaxes much slower due
to low electron density below ∼80 km. Examining the high field region at t=63

ms, an avalanche initiated from an inhomogeneity of 200 electrons can transform
into a streamer in this high field region. Note that electron density profile [Qin
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et al., 2011] and, especially, ion conductivity profile have great impact on dynamics
of the system in such kind of long time scale modeling. In this study, the ion
density is assumed to be constant and to have a value of 108 m−3 corresponding
to typical midnight measurements [Narcisi , 1973]. Lower ion conductivity leads
to higher impact of the first stroke on the dynamics of the second stroke in the
sense that electric field produced by the first stroke relaxes slower and effects of
the attachment processes are more prominent when the electric field equals ∼0.8
Ek [Morrow and Lowke, 1997].

For the ion conductivity profile used in the present study, the dielectric relaxation time due to ion conductivity is longer than 100 ms and 1 s below 70 km and
55 km, respectively. With 60 ms time delay, the residual field of the first stroke
has a great impact on the propagation of the sprite streamers produced by the
+
second stroke, since it extends the E>Ecr
region to ∼12 km lower in altitude.

Chapter

9

Suggestions for Future Research
In this chapter, we suggest possible research topics related to sprites for the continuation to the work presented in this dissertation.

9.1

Data-Driven Modeling of Sprites

Apparently, the results presented in Chapter 8 are preliminary, as more comparisons are required to resolve the discrepancy between the modeled halo event and
high-speed video observations, and a more sophisticated plasma model model that
takes into account more chemical reactions are needed to study the impact of successive return strokes on the initiation and propagation of sprite streamers. It
seems reasonable to believe that data-driven modeling of sprites represents an important direction in the future sprite research as it may lead to the development of
useful remote sensing techniques, deeper understanding of the lightning and sprite
physics, as well as the ambient conditions in the lower ionosphere.

9.2

Sprites and Early VLF Events

Early VLF events are abrupt perturbations in the amplitude and/or phase of
subionospheric VLF transmissions. They occur within ∼20 ms of a causative

cloud-to-ground lighting discharge (+CG) (i.e., early) and have rapid onsets (.20

ms) followed by relatively long signal recoveries ranging from about 10 to more
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than 100 s [Inan et al., 2010, and references therein]. More interestingly, very recent observations show that intense +CG lightning discharges which trigger both
an elf and a sprite are associated with long-lasting conductivity modifications in
the upper D-region ionosphere [Haldoupis et al., 2012]. These conductivity modifications are observed as strong perturbations in VLF signals propagating through
the disturbed region, manifested as long recovery Early VLF events, which can
last up to 30 minutes. Although it is generally believed that transient luminous
events, especially elves, sprites and halos are responsible for these perturbations,
there has been no theory explaining how these conductivity modifications could
persist for such a long time. Modeling of sprite halos and sprite streamers that
dedicated to the study of this long recovery in the upper atmosphere might give
an answer to this question.
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